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INTRODUCTION

This publication is a summary of,presentations made at Montgomery

College's-Focus on the Future Workshop on February 22 and.23, 198Q. lh

a few cases, technical problems with recording:equipment have made

transcriptions of a presentation impossible, The great majority of the

presentations have teen transcribed, however, and reviewed by .the pre-
.

senter prior to i clusion in this document.

The Focus on the Future Conference was a twf-day conference to'help

College trustees; staff, students, and the comm itST.eXamine:major issues

likely to affect Montgomery College in the 1980's ancUtb assist the Board
- .a.

of.Trust,iin setting goals forMontgomery Collegedtb meei"Cdthmunity
,N;

needs in achanging society.

i
Members'of the Conference Planning. Committee are ii ed below.

It
Charlene Nunley
DirectOr of Planning and Management
Chairman

James D. *Darr

ir

College Coordinator of Admissions and Records
.

-

r
4.

George Davis, Jr.
Director of Finance

Howard S. Geer
Dean of Community Services

Thomas D. Kirkland.
Director of Public Informatioff

LaVerne W. Miller
Director of Learning Resources
Takoma Park Campus

W. Thomas Renwick
Campus Facilities Manager
Germantown Campus.

Harold.P.G.H. Thomas
Lecturdr in EconomiCs
Germantown Campus

I



Wilfred Saint, Jr.
,Dean of Social SCiences Institu0

'TakoMaPark Campus
t

Kenneth. D. Wantling
Associate Professor of MatheMatits
Rockville Campus

"
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Opening Remarks: Dr. Robert E. Parilla, President, Montgomery College

. The purpose of this workshop is to involve the Board, the fadulty, the),

staff, the administrators, the students as well-as community representatives, in

at
,t
emPting to forecast , factors that will affect the future of this institution.

Our second purpose is to review the forecasti of national, state and local

experts. .who-are on the panels and who will make presentations during the next

d_a half- _We want to review, their opinions and theirforecasts with-

respect to social, educational, economic and governmental trends that will

affect the College. Thirdly, we intend to develop formal lists--and this .is

where most of you will play a very significant role--of forecast and implica-

tions that.will be reviewed by our Board of Trustees.as a basis for developing
,

.

broad general educational goals for the institution. And, fourthly, our
.

purpose is to initiate a planning process. that will permit Montgomery College,

to the greatest extent possible, -to influence its future and not simply react

to factors as they develop.

I think that we in the institution have felt somewhat -proud of our efforts:

I'knowthe committee has,*in that we had just about completed the program when

the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies, a national body, released excerpts of,

its newest report called "Three Thousand Futures: the Next Twenty Years for

Higher Education." In that report, the Carnegie-Council made many-recommenda-
N,

tions, but three thatappeared up front in their document made us feel somewhat

prophetic-in that (1) they recommended very strongly that institutions analyze

all factots likely to affect future. nrollments, (2) they recommended that

institutions insist on planning processes,. and (3) they indicated that

institutions must strive for the most effective use Of resources. The

Council said in another part of,the recommendations that all constituencies'

8



Opening Remarks

of higher education, from students through federal officials, must address

aggressively the problems that higher education will face in the next two decades

if the system Is to survive in relatively good form. I think that we must

understandy however, that development of planning processes will not make our

-''''aecisioni,easy. Planning processes will assist us as prOfessionals, and as

community representatives to -identify ,the issues with which TI9e must grapple.

They -will not necessarily help us make the decisions that must be made in the

next several years any more easily.

I think it ds important to note that the committee s not able to_identify

any other institution that haa. at this point been involved as we are; in

committee s

t. . I

attempting as an institution to bring people to us so that we can in fact'
li

review what so-called national experts, state experts and local experts are

saying, so that we. as a body can review that kind ofinformation'and make some

recommendations. So' frequently institutions will send a few people to national

conferences but in fact it's only a few and those Tevrfrequently are not 7a1

enough or maybe not great enough in number to have the institution unders and
I

that which they heard. Our purpose here is to expose the greatest numher of

institutional people to:these' experts and have us evaluate them internall

I know of no other institution currently that.is attempting this.

The purpose, in addition to developing the forecasting, is to'helP th

institution define and develop- its planning and evaluation cycl .

important for mento say to all of those,heie that if the planning process.

I.

\\

--- ., becomes an objective in itself, we have failed. What must happen is that ur0.1,

.

use the planning process to the best of our ability to help:Us carry outthOse3
, \ ,\

,.-
, 11thialgithataremostimportantinlinstit ion d.tbat is what

.s.,y--

happen.in the-classroom setting. We believe that plannihg is an annual and

a long-range process; that planning is involved initially with'forecasting: \I.

I
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Opening Remarks

Any organization or individual that wishes to plan must forecast nd fr<25 there

develop goals and objectives, and then allocate resources. Once we've matched

what it is.we want to do with the resources we have Available we must imprement

the program. The administration is not complete unless we rstand hoc -well,

infact, we have achieved the goals and objectives thdt we set for ourseIVes7.
-,.. .

.

t
And, based on that evaluation, we begin process.of planning again. It kc

important for us to understand that no gne gfoup does all the planning, thaw,
i .

no one individual is re-sponsible-f-OrThIT of the pIanning,-and that a planning,:

_i
process in a.eomplex organization .such as Montgomery College mst take place in

a coordinated and integrated way to the best extent possible, understanding:
Olt

that everyone has resrsibility. You'll note that we're talking about moving

from very general to mare. in the planning process. We're talkig:

about moving from forecasting, which is the initiation of the, planning process,

tough to the evaluation of results.

The Futures Workshop today deals only with the forecasting function.

Again, what we are attempting to.do is

/

to look very carefully, and in the

greatest detail possible, at the forecasts that we believe will'affact the --

A future of Montgomery College. Based on that forecast and based.nn our-under-
, .

standing of what the institution's Taissibn isi our Board of Trustees will deal
. ,

with establishi ,tlor'reaffirming, institution-wide goals s6 that we can move

on.-in terms of describi objectives, allocating resources, and deVeloping the

. activities to implement the prbgram. Eventually each campus will be involved

in seeing how-well its forecasts support the.forecasts"Of the Colleg-wi

effort that we're .involved in today-and in determining_that the campus mission,

in fact, supports the College-wide mission. -Individual operating units, or

budget units, or instructional units must ais tfivo/ved in determining

wkich forecasts of the future affect thatindi dual_unit and in understanding

5 1 0
.
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Opening Remdrks.

hoW.the unit relates to the rest of the institution. Planning may appear to

.04

be ooMpIex, but it does not have to te complex. And, again, I must_say we're,

;not interested in developing a planning process specificAlly for die purpose

of having planning- We're interested in developing 'a _planning process - so that

we can assist the institution in its principal mission.
.04

I have outlined the basics of a planning process to indicate to Youthat

what we are about today is to kick:off thieentire procesT with a system of

forecasting. The.procedures we `1I follow.' think you are aware of. We will

have general'sessions.with speakerswho will discuss areas of their expertise.

_

Based on the various preaentations,that you will hear inthe next couple' of
_,_

.
. .

.
.

days, we.h ve assigned all of. those who are part bf thallftege goivernante--

sygtem to small groups of 10.to 15 people. 'ThosegroUps will 6 some Aritical

thinking about what' they'veheard, whathey know about: this institution, etc.,

and will attempt to develop forecast statements and imPtications with respect
f

to educational issues, economic issues, -social issues, and governmental issues.
. e

We hope diapyou will parttcipatepspeetally,in those sessions that would have

the most tosayabout the areas in which we will be asking you to make some

forecast statements. The expectationsthat we hive ingeneral are that you

would gaid'anqunderstanding of those topieal areastt which you have been

assigned- -that you should concentrate especial on those presentations..

t. -

Obviously, °yawing the;presentations:you
.

feeLfree-tdiask questiOns
.

of he speakers

Our expectixions of Zbe participants; or:CAil we are asking of.Aou:as.
:c :.:

participants, is to absorb and intellectually deal withthat whLehyduhear

over the next two days.. We're asking you, through your' groups, to make L.
-

:statements of forecast and implicationabout the institution.- A forec st
_.

statement, very generally, defined fsr you is a prediction of future events

6



Opening Remarks

that will affect Mohtgomery'College. And, we're-asking you also to make

statements of implication, a statement that considers what may'happen to the

.
, ,

institution if we take lig action with-respect to the fOrecast,Nana secondly,
t. mr

identify action that may be taken that would affect the forecast or our

ability to. deal with the forecast that you have made, I ho0 you'll be as

creative as you can be. I hope that you will critically evaluate what you hear

in light of.your.experie with the institution. I hope you will use your

knowledge about this institution and.apply it to what you-hear. I hope you

will partiCipate actively'in the discusiion, and I hoOe'you will think in broad

. terms. You Will call that we're talking abut the ..forecasting effort one the
si

..,. .

. .

College-wide'basis:' Therefore, it-is important that you think: in broad terms

(,
with respect to the.:future of theinstitution. I hope thatyOu would recognise

\ '

that the product of yout:work--the forecast statements-:zwill be received by the

. SI

Board ift the closing session; That information will be used by the Board to

set the broad institutional goals. I hope you accept and recognize,thit the
P

sessions are.an advisory,process to the Board of. Trustees.

Some things I'should add in'the way of don'ts. I hope that no one would

.monopolize the time in discussion sessions. I hope that everyone would have

the opportunity to be heard. .1 hope that you-wouldnot focus only on one issue

for the'entire small grow period: I hope that'you would be able to discuss

an issue, come to resolve; and to: finalize it, and I hope that you would under-

.

Stand that this is our first effort of this nature. There may.be-In fact some

rough spots but I'm sure that with your'work and with your understanding, this

will be an extremely successful program. I think that the outcome--one of the

primary Outcomes that we can expect-'-will be. to increase.understanding-of the.

future and the wayi in which the future may.affect this institution. A sec=

9tcome;will,be an increaseeunderstanding by the insfitutionth

affect' the ure and not simply react to it...

7 12,
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Opening Remarks

I sincerely appreciate your giving up your time to be with us.

sincerely appreciate your interest in the institution which is displayed by

your willingness to be here.. I'm excited about this first step in a plannjzIg

process. I think that Montgomery College has a history and tradition of

eiccellence and,I'm sure that this will help, us maintain that record.
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IMPLICATIONS OF ECONOMIC TRENDS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Susan Nelson, Research ssociate
Brookings nstitution

As the 1980's begin, it is important for community colleges to.loOk at
4

themselves and the economy and the world around them in.planning their future.r

The topic of economic trends for higher education is quite large, so I

, .. .. ,

will be able to talk only out -some f the factors that Ithink are most

important in the national scene. - In preparing these coelonts'on the implica-
7 4

k

llimmin

tions of economic trends for higher.educationtand for phe future of public

.

finance for community colleges, I have benefited greatly from discussions vitk

other staff members at the Brookings Institution who specialize in macro-econo-

mics. In addition I haVe drawn on studies that I and my colleague David.

Brennenman have been doing for the'last several years on higher education fin-

ance and on community colleges in particular.

I intend to divide he topic, "Implications of Economic Trends for Higher

Education and the Future f Public Finance for Community Colleges," into three

questions and addre s hem in turn. First, what are the major trends in the

s---I.economy that will be of cting higher education in the next five or ten years?

Second, what are their implications for higher education in eneral? And third,

what can be said in particular about public finance for community colleges? .

Looking into the future, I do not want to try to predict what will happen

but simply draw out the implications of where current forces might lead if

,unforeseen events do not occur. But, .of course, unforeseen events will intervene

and will change the future from what today we think it will be. To state my

general conclusions first though: my view of the economy is fairly pessimistic.

Our problems are serious and no solutions are in sight. Higher education in

general is entering very difficult times. Whether the future for community colleges

15



Implications of Economic Trends for Higher Education

will be brighter than for the other sectors of higher education depends less,

I think, economic factors than on what the colleges themSeives do.

With that caveat in mind, I turn to the first question of major economic

trends. I think there are four major economic factOrs that should be examined

in this context inflation, energy, declining productivity, and demographic

The first three represent the major problems. confronting the economy as a hole

but they have additional implications for higher education. Demographic effect's

on school and college enrollments are well knownbst the ,changing age co posi-
. ..

tion of the populationNhas other implications for theeconomy and,forhigh r,

education.

According .to most .economists, inflation will continue to be an excruciating

fact of life well into the 1980's. While I know of no forecast that predicts it

will stay as high as the current level of 13 percent for lang, there are also

few rational foregasts that see inflation falling below even 6 percent in the

near future. While the debate on the causes of this inflation continues and tends

to follow ideological lines, there is a fair consensus, at least among my col-

eagues -at Brookings, that the 'fundamental problems lie in the supply side of the

economy rather than on the demand side.

Unlike the situation that developed in the late 1960's when excess demand,

from the spending on the Vietnam War started prices. ng, inflation is now

being fueled by forces pushing up the cost, such as world food markets, energy

prices, other raw materials, with interest tatedjoining the list of special

factors this past year. In 1979, energy Baas the largest single factor pusIng

up the consumer price index, contributing over three of the total 13 point

increase.

A less obvious but no less important contributor to inflation has been the

12
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Implications.of Economic Trendsdrfor Higher Education

declining productivity of recent years. ProduCtivity or real outpUt per hour
. .

.

workedan the economy is th magical.force thatiCan allow-workers' wages to

'increase without contributing to inflation. If. a-worker can produce more, the

employer can pay him more without having topraise his prices

tivity also facilitates real growth and gross national produ

1960's, productivity was growing by'about 2.4 percent per ye

has been falling, averaging only about one percent per year

. Rise in produc-

ct. Until the late

ar. Since then it

in the late 1970's.

Last year, 1979; it was actually negative. While the cause of this deLlining

0 productivity is nft fully under4iolo.d,.it clearly has,the effect of pushing up

the cost of production and the rate of inflation.

Unfortunately, economists have -so fat beed uriable to come Uith an accept-
.-

--

abe %pi ,t ion for solAring inflatiar pushed: by: rising -costs.... The -traditional:
-

remedy br inflation, tight, fiscal and nanetary policy, workt:; by reducing-demand'
in the economy.but Aot necessarily cost. It has been estimated that this method

can reduce inflation by one point only by increasing unemployment by one point

also, a trade-off which most policymakers consider' unacceptable. Wage and price

co(itrols, another alternative frequently suggested, as part of a comprehensive

packagc.for dealing with inflation, offer no more than hop& of solving inflation,

while they promise. to produce substantial costs in misallocation of resources and

eaucracy. Some of my-colleagues at Brookings have come to the. agonizing;

conclusion in recent months 'that this ma'y be the lesser .of the various evils, but

this Is.by no means the consensus view. Until the declining productivity is better

understood, that too cannot be easily reversed. Some other less traditional stra-

tegies have been suggested for Solving the problem of inflation, but politically

they hold no hope. So, unfortunately, inflation and low economic growth seem to

be here to stay. for awhile.

What in partkular does persisting inflation mean for higher education? First

4 13 17



Implications of Economic Trends for Higher Edudation

. .,

.' ..

't illeans that the costs of producing higher edUcation will keep risingas they

J
. .

ave in the 1970's. ,During the 70'the cost,of goods and services on which
.

..

colleges have sneilttheit money rose:at about the same rate as. the general rate

of inflation in .the economy, but/higher e ucation's keeping pace with inflation

was possible only because the real wages of faculty. members fel,for reasons I
211-

will discuss later. For higher education to keep pace with inflation, and per-

. ..

haps' allow the faculty,saltries to also keep up, tuitiOn.and State and local:
..- ':,

appropriations. will also haVe-to keep rowing or ways must be" found .tofoun.to reduce
. . _ , .

. .L

costs. If.tax.rates_are tnochenged, inflation sh6uld keep state and .local
. . .

i . '..-,
..7- ,

:. . ...

.budgets approximateli ris with. the rate of inflation%'butCost'Of other gni*

, ; I .
---.

.

0.- ..
,

tic' services Will also keep going up. At ris 40'sfle that. inflationo1Aght
... T

automatically.generate some surpl& in the state andlocalbudgets-;es. ithaq;in
- -- _

.

),. '''.-,' ' ----' .,- '. .,-.....

:4he _lastleW. years, but the prospects-are.dim. -Reducingreal -ccl%t of education'
. -'.'-. -

.-4 'N.;..Y. * .

p:e± student requires 'afianges: insthe yayeducation is-Iproyiddd.- Since higher
.

education is a service industry with most of the cdtt-soing to faculty-salaries,

there is little natural growth in productivity as there is supposed tobe in thel

economy at large. Increasing student-faculty ratios, relying more on part-time

faculty or cuttinipbaCk on other services proyided.aresome of the possible ways.

that costs might be. cut, but none of these options is pleasant.

The problems of energy and low productivity have consequences, for the econ-.

omy as a whole and for higher education, even apart from their contributions to

inflation. Since the oil boycott of 1973, the cost of.energy has increased

nearly five-fold and will continue increasing further, even without more help

fr m OPEC, until domestic prices are fully decontrolled and brought in line with
. .

world prices by the fall of 1981. This radical change in price of energy rela-

tive to other,goods and services is having a fundamental effeCt on the way we all

live and .on the way industry functions. There are many losers in this.adjustment

14
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Implications of Economic Trends for High Education

proces* but therevare some winners, such+as the manufacturers of insulation,

of sweaters, and of small cars. This fundamental change in prices seems to

present a,challenge and opportunity for higher education to contribuieinnova-
.

it-ions and new ideas that will ease-the adjustment to scarce ana expensive energy

for individuals and business'alike. This is an adjustment process that the

economy cannot avoid.

For higher education as a consumer of energy, the soaring .prices have had

no more.bffect-iin educational costs than they have had on cost in the economy as

a whole, simpl;'because salaries account for so much of:educational budgets. Of

course, this is less true in some regionsthan. otliers. New England has been

harder hit than California; At the same time,'highergas prices problbly have

and willconeinue to affect enrollment decisions - =to encourage s)udent4o clic!)

a residential, college instead of a community college or to encourage s not'

a '
,..

to attend. at all if it means a long trive.t. As I'm sure youall are.awar, a stu-
/

4

.dent driving agaspdzzler could Spend as much on commuting as On tuition-at. a

-T,community college. CommunitY colleges, ocated in urban areas\of high residential

density would have their enrollment less affected than rural-campuses.
-

The decline'in productivity also. 'has serious implications for the economy.
.

.

-
. .

. /

as a whole and for higher education. When productivity is not, growing and real

output is not rising, it means the economic pie is also not getting any larger..

. .

For
.

one.segment of q2ciety to get a larger piece of the pie, another segment
. r

must get less. In .the good old days of the 1960's when there was substantial

-real growth in the economy, real wages could increase at the same time. Profits

rose.withaut price increases. After a decade of. stagflation, every sector of

/

..

the economy thinks that it needs and that it also deserves more of the economic

.: .

pie than it is getting, While the'public sector would like to provide more and

better services tp the public; the taxpayer wants to increase, his real standard

15
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of living. If his standard. of living is barely keeping up with inflation as

will be the best that can be expected if stagflationfdoes continue, one way .

for him to try'io increase his real disposable- income is to7cut his.iaxes.

As long as productivity, ,and growth in the economy stays sluggish, I think

that the so-called taxpayer's revolt will
\,

continue and it will continue to

inhibit increase in what the public sector, including education, can do.

t&41%

This has two important implications. For the public sector to maintain
- .

its claim on taxpayers' earning much less to increase that claim, it will no

longer be sufficient to argue that additional dollars spent on higher educationl

for example, will be-put to goad use. It will be necessary to convince, the tax

payer that he will be,bettei offlif the college spends that dollar than if the

. .

taxpayer does. SeCond, 'difficult times2facing the economybpresent another
t .

challenge-that I think. community colleges.areespecially well situated to under-
i

. ._
. ,

take,
.,,N

that is to take an active role in helping the'local economy, 'both busi-
,

. il
'

.....

. 1 . ,
.

notnets and workers, to.start generating_real growth again. This is no a ne
4 .'! ',,

mission for community colleges but. I.think it willAequire new'approached and

- perhaps more imhgination than'in the past.

In addition to inflation, enefgy, and productivity, the changing age

composition of the population will continue aff cting the ec omy and education

in the decade ahead. Look at lust three of thos effects.. The first is the

well known decline in the traditional college-age population. The high school

graduating class of 1979 is the largest in the foreseeable future. 'Between

1979 and 1991, the next 12 years, the number of high school graduates is ex-
:

pected to drop by 26 percent nationally and in Maryland by 34percent. These

facts cause much more fear and trembling at university campuses than they do

/ .

at community colleges where so much of the student body is not just fresh' out p

of high school. I.would argue, though, that community colleges should not

16
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just sit back complacently and wait for,their older non- traditional students

to continue filling the piaces vacated by recent high school gra uates, The

rest of higher edUcation, public and private alike, has already started in-

creasing'its attention on those non-traditional populations and can be expected

to become more flexible in scheduling and in giving credit for experiences

outside of college. Competition for the fewer 18'year olds also will intensify,

. .

Federal and state student aid programs have already put a four-year college

within the financial reach of many who a decade ago could only afford a coF-

munity college. Moreover, as the squeeze worsens, our-year colleges across

the country can be expecte4o ease their entrancl standards, from the elite

institutions down to. the most open door state colleges:: Thecompetition.for

18 year olds will not be confined to other colleges and utaVersities The

military and labor,market'also will be making more' attractive offers to recent

high school graduates. Indeed, as7the.labor marketifor youth starts. to improVe

in the next'fewyearS, it is quite possible that the college-going rate, the

,)fraction of:high school. graduates who1 right on to higher education, trill

fall. Community. colleges are undoubtedly in a better position with drop in

the traditional college-age population than is the rest of higher edlication,

but that position is still difficult.

The second effect that demographic changes will have on higher education

falls primarily on, faculty; that is, the academic job market will remain.

depressed. In the 1950's and 1960's when higher edudation was booming, Ph.D's

were in short supply and there were many teaching positions open. Consequently,

faculty salaries rose Laster than wages generally in the economy, and tenure

//
was granted to many young professors. that enrollment growth has slowed,

not many colleges are expending their faculties while few professors.are.re-
.

tiring, resulting in few openings for new.Ph.D'

17
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excess supply of Ph.D's developed in the last decade, graduate enrollments

fell but not enough-to keep faZulty salaries from lagging ehind inflation.-

The problem of tenure will intensify through the 1980's, giving little hope

that economic forces alone will let faculty salaries even keep up with in-
_

flation. J

0 T picture for community college faculties is not.this bleak because

profess rs there are less.apf to have Ph.D's, are more apt to be part time,

and in the occupational technical areas have other-non-academic employment

opportunities. Nevertheless", the excess supply. of instructors for four-year

colleges will inevitably spill over as it probably already has to the market

for two-year faculty. In addition, the college market:will also

be Swelled-by former sec6ndary-school teachers whose chances _for vancement

high:ichools have been dimmed by falling enrollments there.

A third.. effect thatdemographig,changes will have in the future relates-
--- .

to public sector budgets. State and local gOvernments have. historically had

primary responsibility for public education, while the federal government

has more responsibility for the elderly. As the population ages through the

rest of the.century, current prOgrams alone will require an increasing share

. -

of the fedeal budget. Already, more than one-third of every dollar spent by

the federal government--37d-:,-actually goes for the''elderly. The aging of the
.

p pulation, combined with the strong trend toward early retirements and toward

longer lives, will make this segment of the population an increasingly power-

ful political force. will be extremely diftis,kilt to reduce, their benefits.

The falling elementarf-secondary school enrollments should allow a smaller

fraction of state and local budgets to be spent on education and still maintain

a constant quality, but the savings possible here would be much less than pro-

portionate to the droVin enrollment.

18
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What. does all this discussion of inflation, energy, productivity, and i

.i.
.

.
. . . ,. . i, ....

'..-. ..
\ -

demographics imply abOut the prospeCts for public finance for-Community colI --, f--

leges? First,,I thing that itsuggests that the future isuncertain and will
.. .

be difficUlt, but it nezd notybe bleak. Political'factorsWillprobibly bel,
,,,

. i
morg..Amportant than economic factors indetermining the financing for:comMuL

, .

.pity college's. Among economic forces-that will be at work,. I think the.agn

H
of the popu14.2.on fully suggests that the federal government wdAll.ndt be the

.

,

. ..

place to turn for higher Support. Washington will have its. hands full. an :Its-

coffers depleted taking. care of the eldlerly.' At-the state and. lOcal levels,:
. . :.. , ..- i

. . , .

even with stagflation,-tax revenues could keep pace,wit4 inflation. With

declining elementary2secondary school' enrollments and the.climbing,real cost

'there, state and-local officials and voters will be able to,choose whether to

cut -taxes or to spend the savings on other public services such is'higher Qd

ucation and community colleges.;The choiCe Will depend to a large extent on

the case that can be made'for keeping -those funds in the public sector rather
I .. .

.-

than returning them to the taxpayer's pocket. The taxpayer is bound to be

more generous. with -the. public sector 'if growth has.retprned to the economy and

if his standard of= living is rising and- if/he has adaiged to using less energy.
y

I close with a few suggestions for making the outlook brighter for public

support of community colleges. One of the most effective arguments for'increased

subsidy is a strong and...high quality program. A'ore,agtiVe involvement in the,

:local.economp could have ecdnomic as. well as political benefits.

Second, Ithink it's important to distinguish betweensoMething that

merits.doingand somethinithadt merits subsidy: In virtually every state that

we've visited.:In.the course of our study of community calege finance, we have

encountered at least one very expensi course such as poodle gr6omingt cake

decorating, or lee driving on military bisesexpenSive because they ended'up

c.
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. . -

costing'community collegesa lot in terms of goodwill and credibility.

7 Inikight of the increase in, competition for college students, both

IN

traditional age, an&non7t-tp.ditiOnalettdents,and!lriVieWof a slowly, grOw-

ingeconomy, I think th,it'increased coordination with the other Sectors of
- :

.

higher educationwould be advisable. A united front for higher education
-

might he more persuasive in-Annapolis.itan each sectorspeaking for its own
-

self-interest.
. _

important that state finance fOrmulas for Community.Colleges accur-
,

.

ately reflect the.poliriaai!will.of:-the state. If the state does not want to
, -

pay for additiont rollments,. the _finance 'formulas that distribute funds to

individual institUtionishouldnorostensibly provide incentives for enrolling

more students and penalties for-keeping enrollments. constant or declining.

,.n.tilarly, if the state wants community colleges -to offer more high 'cost occu-
. _

.

X

pational technical-courses and fewer general.education cours
l

the formula
--:

should compensate the colleges for the higher average cost for occupational

'..: ..

.,

'entollments,than for
-

academic enrollments,
.

-. .,,,
.

. Finally, I think it,is important.to plan realistically for the future
. )

.

,.
,,,. .

.

. .

andto,work together as a college community. This conference. is a good

example of such an effort., By identifying the problems and the prospects,

,4.you are takingsthUture into your owp hands.

. ,
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, FEDERAL SUPPORT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Charles Saunders, Vice President for GoVernmental Relations,
AmeiicanCoUncil'on Education,

Since my job is lobbying the Federal Government for amore fvflding for ,higher.
.

;

1::

education programs, I suspect that :I was asked to be on this program in(Order to

bring some good news about how muchmore federal assistance is going to be avail-
.

able. But I'm afraid I can't be altogether optimistic, even though I don't think

the outlook is ajtogethepessimistic by any means.' .I would have to say by way'
p5=L-

of apology that this is a very poor time Lor.prognostication. It is really .too

early to tell what the Congressional reaction is going to'be to the budget that-
,

President Carter submitted in January. It is a hold-the-line budget for, educa-

tion, for higher education certainly, and there. are some pessimists on the:sill,

among them many friends of education who helieie,the outlook to be gloomy. With

the state Of economy and the. state of constant international crisis, it is very

likely that theneedg of education may.get pushed pretty far-,into the back round

and'that thingg look bleak in this:Sector.... I don't share that view.. It seems.

to me.that the 'President has at leastiasked for maintaining stability in'current
.,-

programs for-higher education and haa. asked for some improvements in some selected

areas. Congress on its past record has certainly always exceeded the requests

.

the administrations, the last three administrations that I'm familiar with. As a

rule of thuliS, Congress can be, guaranteed every year to fund education programs,.

from .a half billion to a billion dollars more than theadministration.requests in

its budget, so I think we have,.-that kind of experience-to go on. :"I.-don't think

that anybody in the Congress is looking towardwholisale cuts friatioation pro-,

grams\ot this time, and in foci, thjre are some signs that the, very factors of

. the economy and international crisis that have -been mentioned may provide very

A.
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good for strengthening a number of education programs that the "Federal
. 1-

..-

Government supports. 0 .1

,;

).
- .

I' .think as far as the timing ofmyremarks goes; it is:also.important to

note that it is a ittle early 'to predict the outcome-of thd.-current rea:Uthoriza-
- N

.

.

Lion pioccss which i oing on. The HoUse rast September,passed by an. overWhelm-
..

ing margina very major re-authoriiation bill extending-for ive years all the

higher education programs. Much. of that bill contains very good news -for the,

community colleges. The questioniis -how much of that good news is going to be

preserved in the Senate version and then, in the version that finally comes out

"
of hg conferenEd.committee. As I say, it is too early to 'predict that. The

.

Senate ittee will meet to mark up the bil.l. next week." Ouf iniications

)

of what .the S to is likely to do are still very preliminary. At the same time;
.. :,

i'. ,

I think there-are some trend lihes apparent and they're encouraging trend lines.
?

C
.

I think.that no matter what the. Senate` may al-o, it's clear that one way or another

there are going to be some further substantial expansions of existing studen aid

f the grant programs .Particularly, increases in'the basic.gran iki-
'

.

mum,'changes in_the need analysis criteriawhich will provide substantially

increased benefits for lowincome students' and.*prove commuter allowances and

other features kg the,very complicated student aid packages whichwill,be partic7

ularly helpful for students at community colleges., . There is also some encourage-

ment built into the House bill providing assistance for less than half7time stu-

dents, a new-departure'and obviously of particular interest for community colleges.

I think there is always a certain amount of skepticism. As a matter of fact,

the House bill was criticized by some forlbeing so large and offeringsO many'

.e -<

god...Zer higher edUcation. There are some skeptics 'who say this wilr really

never be fully funded and it's all a mirage: I' think that's untoward skepticism

because the one central fact of the student aid programs as it has
r.
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. .

in Congress over the last few yearS is. that as they have been gradually expanded,

Eligibility has been openech In the first few years of the basic grant program,

for example, there were very few students with family incomes over. $10,000 or

$11,000 a year who were eligible for basic grants. :Grant eligibility now has

been extended up into the middle incoMerange of $25,000-year families. In other

4**that prOgrani.haa.established a very strong political base and members of

CongresCarenow vety. much aware that their vote on that program has an enormous

impact in their own districts,.so I don't see Congress taking the authorized

expansion of the basic grant program-lightly. I think the big action over the

next decade..is clearly goingto be an improved assistance for students to go to

institutiohof higher education. I think that is the big thrust and it's notable

here beCailse it is a five-year extension that both the House and Senate are con-.
sidering; This will set the pattern for at least half of the decade ahead and I

think we can make some pretty firm predictions on that ground, that the big increase

is likely to be in student aid. Of the education department's $15 billion budget,

for example, one-third of all that goes for student assistance,' and I think that

the dollars in student aid wi1l inevitably be increasing as a result of the

re-authorization legislaiion passed this year. It's also clear from the President's,

budget,that there will be increasing emphasis on basic research. Of course, this

has some very immediate implications for the major research universities, less so

for the community colleges, but there may be some spinoffs to that new national

concern that's clearly been identified to rebuild the nation's research capacity.

There may be some very interesting implications for community colleges.

Beyond student aid, things get much less certain.in the re-authorization

picture. There is a move to build new support for programs supporting non-tradi-

tional'students. It's not clear yet how this is going to come out of the Congress-

ional mill. Even though the legislation will undoubtedly make new assistance in
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theory available to community colleges, there will be strong competition from the

four-year institutions. But:the whole area of aid to non-traditional students

and the concept of lifelong learning is one which Congress has given really only

lip service to over the last few years. There was major authoriiing legislation

to establish a lifelong learning program last time around--three years ago when

Congress renewed the higher education authorizations but that has never been

funded. The effort this year will be to try to build a stronger program which

will attract funding and broad support from the higher education community;

whether it succeeds is less-certain.

A number of other possibilities or factors need to be weighed in looking at

the federal picture over the next decade. For example, just how will the newly

established department of education develop and what will be its early history?

Officially, it won't'be established until the spring,.and it.'s not clear to what

extent the new department will be an advocate for education. Will it exert leader-

ship in trying to convince the Congress that the needs of the education community .

must bemet'in.the decade ahead? Or will it be, as the education establishment

in the Federal GoVernment has been in recent years, lagging somewhat behind the

Congress in its willingness to recognize educational problems?

There are other possibilities for legislation With implications for .tommunity

colleges that are still at the talking stage without major legislation yet avail-

able. ,There has been talk about technology. transfer legislation, for example, as

a spinoff of this new concern for basic research; one of the ideas is'that the
.

community colleges serve as a logical point for disseminatiaa_of research findings,

throughout the community much as the agriculature transfer agent has worked in the

pat, That is something, as I say, not a fully developed concept yet, but it's

something we need to look at. There is in the President's budget a proposal for

a new youth initiative. This has not reached the Congress yet-for consideration.
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_There will be hearings this spring; one ofthe central questions with this issue

is the extent to which existing programs for youth employment should involve the

postsecondary institutions, and this is going to be one of the battles fought out

within the community, I guess, in the next few months as to what extent the exist-

ing programs are modified to provide moreemphasis on training at the postsecondary

level.

Another uncertain area, but one I think is showing some signs of becoming a

\source of increasing support, is that of facilities. You,say recall during the

1960s hundreds of millions of federal dollars were poured into the nation's cam

puses for construction of academic facilities and dormitories, and that tap was

turned off in 1972 for very good reasons. The housing crisis and the building

Crisis, as far as the community as a whole, had been solved but there are new

needs now--not so much for new construction but for renovation of existing, facili-

ties to meet new needs, renovation to make buildings more energy efficient in

order to meet federal, state, and local standards for health and safety and to

-.meet the federal requirements for acce for the handicapped. This has been a

major priority for us over the last three r four years and we finally succeeded

for the first time in the 1980 'budget. Congress provided $25 million as a first

step for access,for the handicappedbarrier removal for higher education.

, Senator Mathias, as a matter of fad11 was one of the leading sponsors of that

'and.without his supporiwe never would.have gotten it through. We hope that is

the first step to open the door and that additional.monies will flowin the coming

and future years.. Again,. though, it is a little too early to tell yet .how we, are

going to make out as far.as making progress in this area.

In terms of the national and international picture, ere.are implications,

very serious implications, for the higher education community in what happens on

the international scene and the.requirements as perceived by the Congress for
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building up-our nation's military capacities. The question of registration and

the possibility of the draft being reinstituted are to be debated in the coming

months. In the meantime, the very real need of the armed services to do a better

job of attracting the personnel they need is resulting in some very serious con-

sideration on the part of the defense officials to expand educational incentives

for military service. In the not too distant future, in addition to the existing r

student aid programs which are available to all on a need basis, there will be

additional incentives provided, more generous than the current version of the

G.I. Bill to provide educational benefits for service in the armed forces or the

active reserve.

The major source of support from the Federal Government for 4iigher education,

and particularly fof students 'at community college's, will be student assistance,

and those student assistance programs will be geared more closely to the needs

of community college students than thei have in the past.

The big thrust is clearly student aid, rather than institutional support.

The search for federal support of institutions has been a will-o'-the-wisp that

higher education has pursued for decades and I don't see any real prospect of a

change of attitude in the Congress on issue in the coming decade. It seems

to me that it's very clear that federal aid will be limited-to specific national

purpoSes rathef than broad institutional support. At the same time, I think

there are very real possibilities, if not for broad general institutional support,

for obtaining a significant increase in federal support through a variety of

specific national purpose programs, notably youth employment and training, facili-

ties access for the handicapped, and possibly additional educational incotitives

for service in the armed forces. This whole intriguing question, but one which

is still" ery ill-defined, is technology transfer and the relation of new research'

findings to the community.
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I have no further guesses over the next decade, but I think assistance to

individuals attending postseciondary_institutionixticulary community

colleges, is the healthiest and the most sound basis on which for us to build

in looking towards the pattern of federal support in the future.
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THE MARYLAND FINANCIAL PICTURE AND I IMPLICATIONS
:- FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGE FINANCE;

Sheila Tolliver, Governor's Aide on Education.

My approach is to.begin by talking about the present method of funding

community colleges in Maryland. Easically'the State contributes, to the support:

of community colleges in four ways: It pays directly the institutional cost

of teacher social security and retirement for the community college sector; it

shares in the capital cost for building the community-college campuses; it has

a number of State student aid programs through which student tuitions and fees

may be offset; and-it has a formula-based appropriation for the current expenses

associated with community college education. Currently, that formula is a

full-time enrollment related one and in the current fisdal year provides $800

per full-time equivalent student for most of the community colleges. There

are differential rates that are paid for community colleges with very small

enrollments and also for-regional community colleges, bringing the average.

State payment this year per community college full-time equivalent student

to $822. There are strengths in this approach and there are:weaknesses, and-
.

'there are, probably some weaknesses that were strengths at onetime. Tying

funding to enrollment was a part'cularly fortunate circumstance during the last

decade when enrollments were growing regularly. The marginal cost-of adding

a Student or two or ten or,fifteen was considerably smaller than the average

cost per student. The same is not necessarily true in decline. You can't

subtract a teacher or building quite as quickly as enrollments decline.

From the standpoint of the State Legisfature,.theformula that is now in

use isconsi) dered desirable in that it allows for a great deal of legislative

control in.irder for community colleges to dertve an increase in the Per2stUdent

funding. The formula must go before the legislature, and- there must be a change
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in the law because the numbers are actually set in the law. It also differ-
,

e,ht-iates-for small and regional colleges which cannot make economies/of scale

and whose costs are higher on a per student basis than those of the larger
t

-

colleges. ;And finally, itreflects a delicate balance that allows for local

control of the community 6ollege sector by having participation of local

government in the fundigg. When the formula was first conceived, it was

intended to'represent'approximate14, 50% of the cost per full-time equivalent

.

student at the State level; approxiMately 28°4 was to be paid by the County,

and 22% by student fees and tuitioni.:As costs have risen and `that State's

share has-not risen quite so rapidly, that balance has been compromised

somewhat. The formula has its probleMs, too-. One is that it is not inflation

sensitive. If inflation. IS 57.yor.15%, there is no mechanism through which

the State's'allocation of money automatically is-Oh-dinged. .There has been some

divisivenesi .created- perhaps by the ifferential.rates paid-for-small! and

This year, for example; there are colleges whose enrol
. . .

size to the small. college -enrollments around the 1,500-

. regional colleges.

meats are-close in

student mark anir_they're receiving thesame rate of payment as Montgomery
-_ =

College with over 9,000 full-time equated Students. Those colleges feel that

the formula as it is presently conceived treats -theM.inequitably.- The formula-
,

. _ .

- _
. . .

WIll be-deficient..if community college-enrollments decline-or if, substantial
. .

.

'shifts in proportions af_part-timestndents and full-time students occur as

.expectede The formula-does not recogate that fixed costs and personnel coats,..,.-
-

do not dec ne directly in proportion to enrollment declines. Finally, the

requirementfor legiblative action to effectuate statutory increases can be

rather cumbersome and slow;: as appropriations at the level of increase may

be delayed a full year
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With full-time equivalent costs estimated to be $2,174 per student in

1980, the State's $800 share becomes less than optimal under our present

formula. There are several initiatives under way to alter this formula.

Governor Hughes is sponsoring a bill which would increase the full-time

equivalent payment this year to $850, and which would,add $55 per, full-time

equtvalent student to those collegei that now receive a differential. There'

are other competing bills,whicth would add greater amounts of money--$100 per

full-time equivalent student. The budget at this.time does not, support funding

at that level, so if those bills were passed and the allowance were not

increased in some suPplemental budget,- there woUld.pot. be funds to 'support the

change.

Many of you probably are aware that the State Board for Community

Colleges conducted an interim @tudy"this year of community college funding.

They-considered a number of proposals. The one that they decided to recommend

was the formula tied into the State'6.funding for the public four- year. sector.

It would have established a full-time equi lent cost per student equal to 90%

of the State's general fund allocation for students in the public four-year

colleges and universities, and it would have been funded at .75% of that for

the first 500 students and 40% of that figure for the remaining `students.,

There were community Colleges which felt that.this was less than optimal

change. There were other community colleges,14hich felt it was a very important

shift. There has not been legislation this year to effectuate that dhange,

but there will be further consideration of that and other proposals. The.State

Board of Community Colleges looked at,I think, aboUt three other approaches

to changing the formula, none of which they adopted. :Ond' would have tied the

State's funding for community colleges to,guidelines for funding. The State

Board for Higher. Education has guidelines for fdnding the public,colleges
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_and universities,"and there could have been_an adaptation of those for the

community college sector or there could have been another set-of guidelines

developed. There were also a number of proposals considered that simply

an increase at varying levag...to the present formula structure. There

was a proposal that would tie the community college funding to the local

'subdivision's wealth, and there would be an inverse relationship between the

State's payment and the local ability to pay. So in a community like

MontgomeryCounty, your State payment per student would be lower, for example,

than would the State's payment in Cecil County which is among the lower

wealth counties in Maryland. They also rejected that one. And, the final

set that they considered were proposals to tie the State's funding in mame

way to.the funding that we have in the State colleges and universities. It

was that option that they actually finalized in their last recommendation.

The Governor's prOposal for this year would require a $2.8 million

increase in general funds, bringing the support of community colleges up to

the neighborhood of $50 million. It would result in a State-wide average per

full-time equivalent student of $883, although for Montgomery College and all

large colleges, it would be $850. It has been said that the Governor's

proposal may provide some unfair advantage for larger schools like Montiomery

as compared to what it does for smaller colleges, but no one sees it as a

particular windfall to anyone. It isi-considered a modest, interim increase.

The legislative proposal for $100 increase per full-time equivalent student

would cost $5.5 million extra this year and would result in an average full-

time equivalent cost of $922. Those legislative proposals do not recommend a

Similar, adjustment in the regional and small college program, and that's why

the average cost per FTE is somewhat smaller and closer to the Governor's.
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proposal than you might expect. The State Board for Community College proposal

would eliminate the necessity to-have differential rates. Everyone could be

treated on the same basis. It would result in an average fund per full-time

equivalent student of $893, which is $10 moresper student than '4111ae administra-

tion planned. It probably wo4Aave cost between $500,000 and $8.00,000 in

the first year;-however, it would have had a built-in incremental effect as

long as the State's funding for higher education in general were increased.

The counties with the largest colleges with growing full-time equivalent

student counts felt that they would be somewhat disadvantaged by a shift to

this kind of program.

The guideline funding approaches that the community college board

considered would have yielded a greater fund according to the community

college board but would have also probably resulted in. greater State control

of the community college sector and greater scrutiny of local college budgets.

There is some debate about the effectiveness of the guidelines used by State

Board for Higher Education for;-funding in that they elso are tied to

enrollments. .

The equalization proposals are built on the model that is.used in the

elementary and secondary schools. The:constitution of the State requires

that the elementary and secondary schools be funded in away that results in

equal educational-opportunity for all students. There is no equivalent

constitutional requirement for the community college sector, so there's a

less compelling argument for moving into that direction. It's probably true

'that low wealth counties are somewhat. disadvantaged in terms Of soliciting

extra local support in lean years.

I.turn now to some future direZtions for community college funding.

First of all, the Governor, during. his gubernatorial campaign, pledged to
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take a comprehensive look at state and local fiscal relationships. Th

equivalent of about50% of the-States eneral fund-budget is returned annually

to the- local governments. There., is a t emendous sharing of resources. I

believe Maryland ranks number 1 in sharing State's resouiees with local

governments.' This is done through a number of aid progfams. It is not simp1-3"

a revenue sharing program. -The'cOmplexitY=has gotten greater and greater

over the years, and it appeared that this would be a goodtiMe to take a.look
_

at whether or not the resulting distribution was really the direction. tbe

State wanted to take. That task force, the State-Local'Fiscal Relationships
'-,-

Task Force, has been deliberating now for something less than a year. They

1 .

were given as their top priorities in the pas6=year transportation and public

1,

elementary. and secondaryeducation funding. If the legislature approves the

Governor's bills and :budget, we will see a $67 million increase in public

elementary and secondary education, in spite of an enrollment decline that's

greater_than 4% per year, and $70 million pf new aid for transportation. It

may please you to know, having giveri you those large figures, that community

colleges are on the priority list for the coming year's study by this task

force.

The kind of factors that influence,the future trend infunding community

colleges at the State level are not substantially different from those that

were given as influencing the Federal level. The State's highest priority in

terms of where its funds go is publioeducation. If you are considering all

kinds of funds, Federal, State, and speelal fund fee collections which are

student tuitions and other kinds of special fees, the State spends almost

31% of its budget in support ofadueation; Approximately 12% of that is in

support of higher education. If you look only at theState's funds, 36% of

the State's general fund:. are directed to:support of public education; so it

;
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is a high priority. To increase its.proportional share by st mply one percentage

point-means _substantial reduction im_one or more of those other areas because
,

there is no competitor in terms of receiving State funds that comes even close

to education.

It is also important to
;

look at where,the money comes from,.and you see A

that 22.8% of the'State's budgetAomes.from Federal funds, so the future of

Federal-fund resources will make a difference in the kind of flexibility we

I
have with the State's resources. One of the kitds of Federal funds that is an

endangered species is the Federal;Bevenue sharitg money. If the State does

- lose its share of Federal,Revenue sharing money, which has been a popular

target at the Federal level, then our capability will be reduced Akterms of

increasing the kinds of expenditures we make at the State level. In all kinds

of programs, I believe we derive about $45 million a year from that source

alone. By far the largest source of funds for the State is the income tax

and probably you know theeinComes have not beei rising at the same rate as

\

-inflation in the last couple-o
if
years. Therefore, the taxes derived from

thatsourti, stAks constant, will not be sufficient even to match

inflation. We're considered in Maryland to be somewhat protected from high

unemployment rates that pla he nation because of our-high proportion of

governmental jobs, and in Montgomery County you may be even more protected.,

than some other areas of the State. Nevertheless the income tax bearsa

direct relationship to the employment rate and to the salary rate. Whtneverlik

salary growth is less than inflationary growth, there will be less revenue
(

available to support increases beyobd infiationary levels and even up to

inflationary levels. Another 25% of the budget is derived from user taxes.

In an economid-downturn the taxes:derived from that source are likely to be

reduced as well. 'Other serious threats 'to the State "s fihancial health are
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L.

the various proposals for tax and spending limitations both at the local and

--Stative1. -Several,bills are before the legislature this-session that-take

a variety of approaches to taxation and spending limitations. Some.would,:

.
..limit the State's grawth.fo a standard percentage; scpme,would limit the prO--

.

''..

..portion of the salary that could be taxed--all kinds of approaches.' Thefall::

. .
.

.

have the same general,thrust, which is to reduce the growth of goveinment;
. .

,.

X
, .

therefore to reduce the amountO4 revenue that's available to spend on prOgram .-
(....1

improvement. TheoCalifornia experience is an important one to look -at.. --When

local limitations were 'placed on California's budget, the State's role in

funding education jumped all the to 80%. Those subdivisions .which were

spending a great deal of local. money on public education, such as Beverly.

Hills, had to reduce their participation 'in local education and the result

was that the programs were 'cut back severely: Now that California also has

a state's spend ceiling of 4%, they're predicting further dooM.

and gloom in expenditures for.education and other programs as well.. Regardless

of spending limitations at the state level, elementary and secondary education
. -

are constitutionally -required to be available and equitable. A threat of .

'spending limitations is that the dec sion-making for education'expenditures

will be removed from the state legislature and the local; government and,will,be

moved to the courts. People will test the equity or the adequacy of the state's

financial structure in the courts, and the courts can then.ilikose a financing

structure that exceeds'?helimitation of the state.

The economic forecast for-Maryland over a five year period has been

prepared by the legislature's fiscal services., Th State's financial shape'

;,..-fter.this.legialative session is predicted to include a4deficiency of. $18.2- .

million, and there would continue to be deficiencies for the next several

years pnless there were a tax increase. The State' g Conititution does !not
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I-.allow the State,to operate under deficiencies. SO, obviously, spending"would

either have to be reduced, revenues would have to turn out to be larger than,

projected, or taxes would have(to be increased to maintain the kinds of program

recommendations that are before thegislature.

TheAtate's perspective in looking at its various aid programs must be ''

broad. In ldnking at the aid proposal for community colleges,, .the focusmust

Innlude.the"total package of. State Aid to local government. This year's

t
proposed legislative package by the Governor does include substantial

.. ..

increases in State Aid to local government. These will cost about $150.
. .

. . . .

million.of the surplus in the coming fiscal year. Montgomery.County would

have lost $6-.4 million if there were no change in the aid programs that

deliver funds back,to local governments.- Under the proposed package whieh

includes a substantial increase for-transportation which affects Montgomery

County because of Metro and which also includes a Substantial increase in
4

State Aid for.public education, Montgomery County will see a net increase of

$12 million in State Aid. Only $462,000 of this comes fromthe community

college aid formula; however,inties traditionally have utilized new

sources of state supiort to free up local resources. Thest resources have .

been applied. to. whatever local priorities may be pressing that year The

'overall increatiin State Aid forMontgomery County equals about seven cents

on your local property tax rate. These increases in State Aid:are _important.

They're necessary, but they arer for the most part. recurring expenditures

. rather 'than One-time expenditures. 'That means:thatlutUre-Year revenues(
r

'.depleted-in advance by the built-'in growthjaCtors in these' aid, programs, and
.

that makes the forecast for Maryland less than optimistic.

The final thing that I was asked to talk about was how you might inf4tence

the deCision-making in regard to community college funding. I think the advice
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you received from earlier speakers is good, and that is to use the system. In

the State, you have a State Boaid for Community Colleges and you have a State

Board for Higher Education, both of which
Of
have a greatdeal.o£ influence in

determining the policy for education and education funding. There is a faculty

-advisory council to the State Board for Higher Education with community college

representation which could be apowerful force, I believe. It is helpful to

come together in a united voice when you're appealing for'lhigher education

funding. One of the great threats of the economic gloom of. the future is that

we Inay find 4ivisiveness among the segments of higher education in competing

fOr those limited dollars. That may be inevitable, but I think,you could by"
_

. .

instrumental in seeing that it doesn't happen and doesn 1 t negatively impact on

higher education funding as a whole by coming together, and speaking with a

unified voice.. We are fortunate to have a system that gives us an opportunity

to do that Also, I think it will be important that the comimmity:coliSlege

sector participate in the interim study of the State-Local Fiscal Relationships.

Task Force. That,task force has an enormous job because they're talking about

the apportioning of an amount equivalent 'to 50% Of the State's general fund

budget. The Community College Board already has 11.good start because they

have studied community college funding and.they have tested the waters on some

of their proposals. They can .give good advice, good-eXierience to the task force,

and I think that would be a. helpful mechanism for influefig decision7Ma g
404"

the coming year.

Finally,.if the recommendations that you wish ta put .before the State.

Legislature involve large new expenditures, it's helpful to.be able to present to

those legislators the source of revenue to pport those.expenditures. There's

some futility in bringing a nee&and not letting the legislator know how to go

about financing it. That's going to be,a real-challenge of the future--not

only-Pin higher education but in all State-services.
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EccoomIc' DEVELOPMENT PLANS FOR MONTGOMERY. COUNTY

Margaret Cudney, Public Information Officer for the ,.

Montgomery County Office.of Economic Development

During the 60's and into the 70's, Montgomery County experienced a steadily

increasing employment and population growth as companiesand corporations located

in'the County, despite the fact that little if anything purposeful was dope to

attract them. During the last several decades, the Countyhas:also benefited%

immensely from the steady growth of the Federal Government.

During the last five years, however, we have found ourselves in a much dif-

. \

ferentsort of 'situation with. development not decreasing but leveling off. We-

p_fiave*seenone of our basic sources of employment and business- -the Federal

Government7-turn down,.as it has attempted to retrench and restrict federal

spending compared to whatwe experiended in previous years.

In your compendium of materials for the conference is an outline of the

.economic development presentation. The first question it asks, of course, is

"Why a programfor economic development? Hasn't the County alWays had a pro-

gram? We have always had an Office of Economic Development, but it wasn't,until

a.couple of years ago that we started to think more seriously about some of the

implications of this slowdown in federal employment and in the hitherto spontane-

ous development of new private corporations, many of them providing services to

the Federal Government.

At that point several' Steps were taken, one of which wasto involve the

private sector in providing some advice toward planning for the future. An

Economic Development Advisory Board was appointed with representatives from many

top companies inl'4ontgomery County., We benefited from access to the ideas and

input from these corporate executives for althost two years. Executives from our
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local companies donated hours of time and expertie to consideration of some of .

-the major problems facing economic development. Two reports were prepared by the

Economic Deve/opment Advisory Board in,cooperation with the Office of Economic

Development; and many of the recommendations contained in those reports have been

implemented during the past year.

In addition, the Office of Economic Development was recently reorganized. It

Vasjoierly a, part of a department, Community and BcOnomic Development, that has

been completely restructured by the.County Executive Another. one of the Execu-

t.

tive's campaign pledges, which he haS continued to give high, priority to since.

taking office' more than a year ago, was renewed emphaeis on economic development.
. .

.
..

In connection
.

with this pledge, a reorganization has taken plac'e which makes the

Office of Economic Development a separate department of the County. Government, .

directly responsible to the Executive. We are also slated to get two or three

more staff people;

Currently

1981. 8O

we

which still doesn't mean that we will have a very large staff.

have nine people. We will be expanding, to 11 or 12 in Fiscal Year

in terms of large amounts of money being spent on economics development,

that simply isn't the case. In terms of a very large staff, that isn't the case

either. However, we, have hIdla very good year, and I'll be mentioning something

about that later.

Our major thrust has not been to go out and aggressiliely beat the bushes in

anteffort to get companies to come, despite what you may have been reading in the

newspapers.lately about new corporations coming into the County--however, we are

'delighted to welcome them, Our present program primarily emphasizes assItance

to existing businesses, because 80 percent of our new jobs come from existing

business expansions. We are proud of what we already have in Montgomery County,

and we are anxious to build on that and make it possible for companies that are

here already to
A.

grow and expand and-continue to prosper in Montgomery County.
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This is our first and most important priority. In that connection, we have

implemented a program of visitation to businesses. The County Executive person-

ally supports this program and has participated in many of the visits to learn

about thethe problems our businesses are having and the type of assistance they need.

OP

There are several State programs available for financing expansion plans.

Montgomery County has a great deal to offer businesses in terms of the total

community. In trying to assist any expension or even to'assist.new businesses

wishing to locate here, we stress the County's unique location so close to the

Nation's Capital, our skilled labor pool, and our outstanding quality of life.

We believe quality of life is one of our biggest assets and sellifig points.

.Hand -in -Viand with encouraging expansions and attracting new business; we try to

insure that the businesS will contribute to the continuation of that quality,

and we do certaiz.things to insure that that is so.. For exampla,:we have been

working with Montgomery College--and we hope to be doing a great deal more of

that--to meet the training needs of existing-and future employees and employers.

In that connection, I started to mention a recent business visit. Among

the major manpower needs-of tlkt particular company were certain selected skills.

In the Office of Economic Development we try to serve as_a catalyst, bringing

together the needs of a business that.might really be experiencing some labor

shortage and the offerings of the College, which is very much concerned about

and interested in meeting training needs in the community.

One company we visited recently has had such .a serious problem of locating
Miiwr

qualified entry-level people that they haveconsidered leaving the County. We

do all we can to prevent such an occurrence. It happens but not often. Some

of the visits we have made this year have paid off in terms of actual expansion

plans being announced, and there are many others n the offing which the. County

has been able to assist. The County Executive and the County Government in
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general are very interested in finding out what the specific needs of businesses

are and what:factors may he hampering then from doing what they want to do:

As far'as our overall goals, one is increasing the tax base. We have been

ing about the conflicting or competing needs that-will result from the need to

provide various kinds of services for 'METRO, to supply programs and services
a

g d to an older population, and feWer high school graduates, etc. Tn the last

fe years the commercial-industrial tax base In the County has decreasea-It.

was about 20 percent of the totalin 1972, But by '1977, it was down, at the.14

percent-level. .,One:reason for economic development isto Increase the commercial-7.
,

industrial tax base--to.have more businessesin the County that-will be contribu-

ting to that'tax base, thus taking some of the burden off the residential tax-.
. -

payer. So.we not only want to improve the overall..edonomic vitality of the.

County, but iqe.want-to.:expand the non - residential tax base and generate 6710:4-e
19: .

ment opportunities for County residents. We want to have a balanced business

base that will provide opportunities for all types of business, particularly

small and minority business,-and we are developing attategies to encourage and

support that. One that. We worked on with the College was a Procurement Trade Fair.

,
Another important aspect ofecOnomic development is to communicate to our

citizens what we are and are not doing. Some citizens get frightened about

additional development and wonder what we are really doing. We do not intend to

promote wall-to-wall asphalt--or smokestacks of any kind! We are looking for

clean industry, more of the same high technology industry we already have., We

want to promote sound and sustained economic growth that is planned and not
-

haphazard. And we want to assist the County's agricultural community-to remain

viable and to preserve farthland. We have an ongoing agricultural program within

our Office--supervised by an agricultural coordinator who provides liaison between

the County and the farm community.
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We would like to seethe commercial-industrial-segment of the tax base go back up

to around 20 percent of the total. Thispast'year it did go upfrom 15 to 16.8
I Ng

percent; so we have moved up .somewhat. The growth of population has slowed down

in-the County,.hut the number of people in the labor force-has-jullbed dramatical-

ly due to the increase in new households and a rise in the number of families'with

multiple wage earners. We-had a growth in employment from 261,000 to 271;000 in
.

the County from September '78 through October '79. WedOn7,t7yet have the figures

-for.the rest' of '79. It's 'interesting to note that most of the new jobs were in A.

- 7.
.

the private:',sector. Thus,. we not a bedroom community to the Federal Govern-

meat any longer, as--is sometimes thought: f-Montgomery_COUnty: The federal -sector
. ,

-eMployMent has_leveled Off, and:We have substantial private sector employment.

Sixty pefcent of the County's total labor force of 316,000 work here in the County.

It also prdves that we don't -have everybody commuting downtown to D.C. With spiral-
..

ing inflation and the energy crisis, there, will be more and more need to have jobs

closer to people's homes. Also, more and more second wage earners, women and new

people entering the work force, etc. will be able to find jobs.closer to their

homes.

As far as attraction of new businesses this year. we have participated in

several important announcements. Southern Pacific Communications Corporation is

going to build near Montgomery Mall. That was announced in October. GEISCO (Gen-.

eral Electric Information_ Services) of Rockville,is planningilipbuy a 212-acre

. .

tract of land hear Gaithersburg and build a new headquartersrtherd. In terms of

the expansion *of existing businesses, we have also,announced Bio-Tech Research,Lah

in Rockville and Beltway Limousine in Silver .Spring, among others.

AsI mentioned earlier, we are hoping to- attract some more of the same kind

of firms we've attracted in the pagt, i.e., high technology firms--telecommuniCa-c7

tions, computer services, medical science firms, associations, and the kike. SOme
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.

seven firms have announced their intention either to locate or expand in the County

in'the last six months, and these firms repredent a total investment caf more than

$18b Million. They will generate tax revenues of approximately $2 million in
t -

property taxes alone.'

As far as: ,assistance to small and-minority-businesses, I mentioned the Pro-

Purement Trade Fairs, Which we have organized for two years in cooperation with the
.

College and the Montgomery County Chamber of Commerce. We have several joint pro-
,._

. .

-.-.,3

jects'of that nature. Another one
%

is production of a new Directory of Businesses,

which `is being updated as part of a project"toOrdinated by Richard Beall,a Mont-

#
gomery Coilege-employee.

The first Maryland.Industrial Development Financing. Authority (MIDFA) loan

was awarded to a small firm. And'recntly, Montgomery County established its own

guidelines. for MIDFA loans, specificaIly'aimed at addressing, the needs of smaller

businesSes. There had been a $2 millibh investment, but that requirement has been

eliminated.

We have implemented several other measures, to improve government_resPonsive7

ness to private induStry. That was-brie of the major' recommendations made by ther

`EconomiPTevelopment Advisory Board. Often we wouid;hear about the problems
-

vate developers were having with the development authorization process and all the
o

hassle they'd have toendure. For those of you 13ho wOrkin development, I trust

that you.have seenimprovement in the last yea

that. works through..he permit processes

We have a fast-track system

so have what is called lechnical

Advisory Board,. or TAB, that waSeatablishe this-Past year It is abjlard of top

executives of all the County and Bi-Count agenCies that haveanything to do with
,

the development process-Park and Planning, WSSCyEnvironmental Protection, Trans-

portation, and the Office of Economic Development, of course. It is chaired by

our Chief Administrative Officer, Bob Wilson. It meets on a regular basis and
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addresses the. development issues of businesses engaged in expansions or planning

to locate here. Problems are 'addressed before they have an opportunity to become

critical, and a lot of time is saved. Time is money and very important to the

builder and developer.;

Wriaitrg with,several other County agencies and the private sector, we are

also trying to ,stimulate new investment in downtown,Silver.Spring. In support=of

the commercial revitalization project in that area, the County is putting in

approximately $23 million in public improvements. One of these is $3.5 million

for streetscaping in the Silver Spring area The treetscaping has already been

started on Colesville Road and will extend along Georgia. Silver Spring. one of

the'Cpunty's majot.central:puSiness districts, has lost out in recent years to
«.

migration to the suburbs and the growth of suburban malls for shopping.. This

project along with the public sector's commitment will stimulate pricite.invest-.

ment in the area.

For the.first time, the Office of.Economic Development has a marketing con-

tract.':viith.the local firMHof.Ral,,Mrertick:And-Salan,.Inc. We also' have a _small

public relations contract. This year we areusing it primarily to develop pub-
.

lications and programs that we need for our outreach. We IlaVen't aggressively

advertised because that is very expensive and our budget is not that big. Any-
,.

way, we don't view aggressive selling as, being compatible with the image of

Montgomery CountY or with °dr goal of attracting only certain kinds of firms.

Governor Hughes and the State of Maryland have also iiicreesed their commitment

.

to economic development. Last November the State-sponsored a reverse investment

mission to Europe, and our officevarticipated. Contracts were,made'with a number

of firms in England, France and Germany. ;':_About 15 solid_prbepects resulted. This

,.was a total State effOrt, of course. As a result 'oif the European trip; one rep-
.

resentative.of a German f rm.is visiting our office this week. We `hope
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will Culminate ina new investment in Montgomery County by an international firm.
.;r

There is a lot more that we could talk about but I believe those are the

highlights.. We have developed :a conference and visitors guide and hope to stimu-

late the conference industry here. The guide describes the facilities we have

now.and their size and amenities. .A number of conferences are already held in
7

theCounty,butwedonotyethavealarge.convention facility. A large facility

is important'for the bigger conferences'we would like to attract. Such confer-

ences area good source ofrevenue and.jobs. At the moment, however, we-are

trying to assist with the marketing of the facilities We already have and encour-
..

.age their optimum-use. There are presently some possibilities for some new hotels/
4°

and/or a conference center in several parts of the County, particularly in Silver

Spring and Rockville.

Anyway, we think we have just ib6Ut all we need in terms of resources right

'here'in the County, particularly with the College. We are looking forward to

. working even more-closely with the'College to tailor programs to fit the needs

of businesses along the f-270 Corridor and elsewhere in the County. Also we're

about to announce'a new business that will be doming 'soon on the Route 29 Corri-

dor, an area which we think has lots of possibility for future investment and

commercial development.

4
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TRANSPORTATION IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY IN THE 1980s

John Clark, Assistant Director, Office of Transportation Planning,
Montgomery County Department of Transportation

I think there's

go into the future, the greater the overestimate. I remember years ago reading

about the exotic transportation systems of the future. Everybody was going to

be going-around in a plastic' capsule hung from an elevated monorail and we

were going,to resolve all of Ehe traffic jams.. Ships on the sea would travel
o

50 knots an hour with hydrofoils. And we wete going to have something called

,personal rapid transit. People would have mini-helicopters in their backyards.,.

a tendency-. to overestimate the future, and the further you
e

JThes ideas are still around, but they're still on paper, and I don't think'

o
you goingto see very many of them put into practical use in their pure

exotic forms. There is a tendency to rename systems--calling a taxi service

a 'dial -a -ride. We think of that as- a new system,but that hasn''t really'

changed the basic mode;

From the government point of view, practicality is one of the essential'

ingredients In any system. It has to work - -it can't work only 50 percent of

the time or even only 90 percent of the time': The, system must provide s

100 percent of the time. If the system breaks down--even if a traffic sig al

fails--the whole'network seems to go haywire.

A number of factors in Montgomery County will affect the future of

transportation. When the subway systems are,comPleted, there will be a

significant change. The nUmber of residents of Montgomery County employed in

the District of Columbia is about 25 percent. About-55 percent of Montgomery
TT_

County residents are employed in the county, so the system will serve very

well the, people going to the District of Columbia but may not-serve as well
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the people working in Montgomery County unless they work on the line and live

on the line.

Another factor is the increase in population and jobs.in the County. From

a.commercial.developer'vpoint-of view, it very attractive areaito locate

here on the fringe of the Nation's Capital; we have good public facilities and.

we increase jobs at a faster rate than the population. Another factor is the

higher cost of gasoline and diesel fuel. We like to think coats are going to

level off sometime, but they are still going to be significant costs. A greater

factor would be the shortage of petroleum. We produce only about half of the

petroleum we use If even the percentage is cut back, it causes severe

. .

'disruptions in-the delivery system. of gasoline and other petroleum products.

If anything like that should happen ona permanent basis, severe change in the

transportatioAs#64ems will be required.

Another factor I see is citizen concerns. It is harder and harder to get

needed facilities built. I've mentioned greater densities--obviously increased

density calls for more transportation facilities and yet those who are creating

those densities tend to be opponents of the. facilities if they perceivethe

facilities will negatively affectthem. Higher housing costs Will be another

factor. You might assume that with higher housing cost, you would have to

economize on space and have townhouses in lieu of single-family homes and have

, -

apartment houses in Aeu of townhouses. The,greater the density of housing'

again, the greater. the oppottunity you would have for ride - sharing,`, taxi,

transit, walking-,--or van pooling.
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Ray Steven Chief, Planning and Program Section,
Montgomery County Department of Transportation

First leg's step back and' see where weshave come from, up to this. point.

We've seen the.open.ing of the silver Spring Metro-Station in February 1978..

Along-with that we saw a major expansion of the Ride-On bus system in Silver

Spring, growing from .14 to- 5,5 buses, a major expansion at that time showing

commitment by the County to.transit-and bus.access to Metrorail. County

subsidies for transit service (I'm including Metrorail, Metrobus and the Ride-

0

On b4s systems) have risen from $6.2 million in 1976 to $11.5 million today.

The County sees an increasing role in the coming years fOr transit to

relieve roadway congestion, conserve energy, and improve air quality. In the

future you will see the opening of the Shady, Grove Metrorail line -- current ,
- 4

estimate Is the Fall of 1983., We hope Metro can stick to that time schedule.

The.County'has been making commitments to expand its community based Ride-On..
...

-bus service along with the opening of these Metrorail stations. The County is

discussing initiating the Ride-On service into both Rockville and Bethesda.

Whether these will,'be separate'services, or eventually becOme.part of a.farge

up-county/down-county Riden.lservice, hasn't been worked out. But there is a
...,..

.:. 4'
commitment within the County government that therewill be an increasing.

.

.

amount of'support for transit access to the Metrorail system.

However, it's going to cost money. The subsidy right now for transit

services is,;$11.5 million. The projection is'that if the public continues to

support Ride-On access to the Metrorail stations, you could possibly see

subsidies to the tuneof $21 million in 1986 after the Shady Grove and.the

'''''--

Glenmont lines are open. Today it is estimated there are 28 million people
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riding transit. By 1986 our department is projecting that there will be
t

48 million people riding transit (in these ridership figures.I'ildcluding

commuter rail)..

In addition to transit:access tc.Metrorail.Stations, there is
_ .

increasing trend towards improving roadway access to the Metrorail

Not everybody isgoing to be able to take a bus. Bus service

also as

stations.

isn't econditic is

medium to low density areas, and people are still going to be driving carpools

arutlwill be -dropped off at the Mettorail stations. There are numerous roadway

projects planned near the Metro stations whidh the buses will also travel on;

thui, many of these road improvements will also help bus access at the same

time_as improving auto access.

The County is trying to improve the fringe parking facilitie/we have

goodavailable. There are studiesunderway to try to locate what would be

prime sites for people to park and ride. We already have .a number of fringe

'parking lots where there is good trans i service.
.

::Our department has also been-wiliking to provide bicycle parking fadilities

t Metro stations. There already are bike lockers availaike on a rental basis

at the Silver Spring Metro:station which are fairly well utilized. We alSo are

developihg bike maps so eople can learn about which'7,are the good bicycle

routes to work sites or transit stations.

We also are trying.to Iterove.pedestrian access in terms of sideWalksv.

and traffic light improvements.
A

?-4:

Another thing you have-tolook forward to in the future is. improvementzto
eest,

mean the B&O trains that runthe commuter rail system. By commuter rail, I

through the western part of Montgotery Coudty,
. n

Kensington; Silverpring and south into Union Statiodi.,It's.ia fairly largeP ,

.Caithersburg, ROckville,

coMmuier-run, ,carrying ;600 Montgptleiyou4i.residentS a day;
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the Shady. Grove Metroline opens sip, there will be a combined commuter rail-

Metrorail station atRockville so you can transfer from one system to the other.

In additionthe State Railroad Administration is-'studying whether there should

be a transfer facility at Silver Spring. A new commuter rail station is lanned

to-be built in the Metropolitan Grove area in the northern part of Gaithersburg,

hopefdlly by the end of this 'year.. That will- relieve the parking-problems-at

the commuter rail station i;;downtown Gaithersburgand allow for future expan-

sion. The County will improve most of thehistorio commuter rail stations along

the line, trying to,preserve the station builOngs in Kensington and Dickerson;

We're going to reconstruct the station in Germantown. In addition, at the up-

county commuter rail stations weyill expand the parkin&facilities so that

people in these areas will have an.4portunity to ride transit; they can.then

ride the commuter rail service all the way to downtown Washington, they can ride

it ..in Rockville and transfer to Metro, or they can ride-it.into Rockville, or;

Silver Spring and go to work. The State Road Administration has a grihtit

increase the capacity on the commuter rail line. They're hoiing to expandthe

-
-

seating capacity by 100% withiA the next couple of years. This "rolling stock"
-

improvement will be taking place concurrently with--:Improvements to the stations;.

Even with all this,, we still see the automobile continuing to play the

predominant role in transportation in the County: \it L would say that-with,

the increasing cost of gasoline, people are 'going to start: thinkiAg about

alternatives. Another of these alternativm,_is going to bOidet-.;Oaring. The

.> e:

County is fully committed to supporting-ride-shaiing. By ride=shzering1 mean..

both car pooling and vanpooling. 'Montgomery County was the first county in

the Washington area to actively support van pooling and provide a program in

which people could get into van pools. A van pool is where 12 to 15 people get

together in a van and driUe to and from,work. In Montgomery County any .group
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from 12 to 15people can lease. a van on a monthly basis for commuting. We have

estimated that each van pool takes eight.cars off the road and Saves an.average

of 5,000 gallons of gas a year. We.think there are good strong benefits to' van

pooling. Within justone year of this operation of this program, we've got.

.over 40'van-poOls on-the roads in Montgomery County. Thaes over 600 people

participting in van pooling.

We work with the Council of Governments on both car pooling and van pooling.

'The Council4of Governments is the metropolitan regional planning organization;

and they have a computer based system that will match peOple for car pools. If

,you send in your name to them, they will send you back a computer-matched list

of other people who live and work in similar locations, and who go to work at

approximately the same time.

The Planning Commission has been sponsoring a demonstration ride-sharing

program within the Silver Spring central business district, where people coming-r"--

to work sites in Silver Spring have a "personalizea" systeM of matching people

for car pools and van pools. More than 600 people are registered in this

program.

In the.ride-sharing area, there has been additional support in parking

opportunities. In.certain parking lots in the Silver Spring and Bethesdaareas,

car pools can get priority parking at a reduced fee. In addition we have been

working closely with the Planning Commission to obtain reserved parking spaces

for van pools at certain recreation areas.
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SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POPULATION IN THE 1980s

Harold L. Hodgkinson; President
National Training Laboratories'

One of'the reasons I'm here and one of the things we'll have to think about

as we think past. the issue of new populations and what we can.do in this particu-

.lar community 'College is some of these larger agenda items which I think are

going-t& be very important for community colleges in the next few yearS.

When you think of coordinating the interface between local, state and federal

authority, the community college is a very clear, crucial agency to do. tfiat. It

also seems to me that the elementary secondary and higher education coordination

spectrum is another in which community colleges -can. play a significant role. In

addition, it seems to me that community colleges now are one of the major inter-
.

faces and linkage points between industrial systems of higher education, military,

and various community agencies that have an increasing role to play in education.

It"S important,' I think, to put in context the notion of population shift, be-

cause'' -it is never, seen as an entity unto itself.

The reason we look at pictures is that there's a lot.of data saying that'

.bow people learn. If you want people to retain. something, there are two things you,

.
can.dO You can associate that.learning with a picture-or you can inject them with

about 2 Uric acid solution. UriO acid solution is remarkably e'ffeOtive in

increasing people's ghort-term memory. It's also a substance which gave people

gout in the 18thcentury. Given,the shortage of hypodermic needles, I suggest

that we use pictures because it is about as effective. It does suggest, though,

that the teaching in community colleges ought to take account of the data. '71f

that is how people learn in:terms of long-term associations through visual images,
.

maybe it's time'we started'revising our-teaching to reflect that fact.
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Three states of higher education in the United States are heavily based on

changes in the population. From 1860 to 1930, the population was remarkably con-

stant and, therefore, the aristocratic era made sense. We had a stable upper-

class in this country, and they built colleges to educate their own. Every 10

years, they let in some middle class kids so they could argue that they were being

liberal. That was the period in which populations were remarkably constant as far

as social class in the country was concerned\ After World War II, however, large

numbers of young peOple who had been hatched in the Levittowne thing right after

World War II began aspiring to more than their parents were capable of or had

achieved and moved toward higher education as the major method of accomplishing a

more interesting future than their parents had been able to manage. So it was a

period in which there was much interest in rejecting as many as these aspirants

as possible and thus we developed a test which is the easiest and cheqpest-way of

keeping people out of college ever known, the Scholastic Aptitude Test. This test

is interesting to me because aptitudes are not public domain. If you tell somebody'n

that they got a 543 on the SAT Verbal, they can do nothing about that; it's not

diagnostic, they can't work harder to get a better score on the next one. And, of

course, the interesting thing with me about SAT Verbal scores is that they corre-

late neither with the ability to speak nor with the ability to write. If you hav'e"

a verbal aptitude measure that doesn't correlate with speaking and it doesn't

correlate with.writing, what have you got? And; indeed,..the fact that these are

not public domain aptitudes is extremely interesting. Nobdd,i,gfAer touched, smelled,

felt, or listed to an aptitude. They are not part of the public. exercise regarding

education. ,toos"

We move from than then, because of the population-shifts, into a new concern

with an- egaiitarian-mission. This is the time when enrollments began to .Sla-Els off

and we began to realize that we're noegoing,to be youth-oriented culture forecrer.,'
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As a result of these pOpulation change's, we developed a far tore. egalitarian
.

mission. There is-no point in rejecting as many peoPle as you an if you're

dealing with a declining cohort because, if that's the case., you're committing

a kamikaze mission and most of us:don't.like to do that'. Therefo , in the ega-

.

litarian era,we changed the ideology to:match the qualities'o the demography we

had to live with,a declining number of 18 year Olds..

Now, look at what We.-did-in' colleges during.that period in'order to diversify

our student bodies and to meet that mission: remarkable to Sae how manY.

changeS took place in college enrollments ;especially for women and blacks;'it's

also truefor Hispanics but not as much a factor in the national data during that
. .

period. It's clear that we were able to meet that meritocratic mission by expand-

ing our facilities and by meeting the needs of those specific individualsfor

women so that they could attain a reasonable access to the job market and for

blacks and, other minoritieS;;;. In addition to race and sex,:colleges have become

very much more diversified by age. .Fifteen years ago if you were 60 years of age

and walked into a college and said you wanted to enroll as a student they would

have laught6d you of canpus. Today,'we have a million,and a half students over

55 enrolled as college students. Six.hundred i titutions offer special courses

for them...,

I bring..to.your attention briefly the case of Ed. Clark. Ed. is 65 and two-
,.

years ago he finally'goi his bachelor's degree from Georgetourn University. That'
.

was 44 years, after- he was thrown out of Amherst for the sin of sins, getting

married three credits short of graduation. Ed has since compiled 60 college

credits at the level of A. He has been back to Amherst on'four occasions with

his transcripts from those other institutions showing 60 credits of A and has said,

"Please, sir, do theSe 60 credits of A 'work at:.other institutions make up for the

three credits'short of graduation because I got'married?" The.aniwer has been
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very consistent, "Ed, you made your decision, now you have to live with it."

Amherst, as you probably know, is Nathaniel Hawthorne country and Ed has on

occasion felt that perhaps the Scarlet Letter and-Hester Trinn were related in

-sOme'.WaY except the scarlet letter that he has on his breast doesn't saY'adultery;,-

it says Amherst. YoU talk to-beans-..-OfStudents now about getting married before.
- -

graduation and they-throw up their handS and say, only-they,WOuld'!do

that, most of our problems would. be

.Ifyou look at 'high school completion rates,:in 1951 one out of four blacks

graduated from high school and only half .the whites in the United States were high.A.

school graduates. We assume that everybody has always graduated from high school.

There's no sense of 'history. But, as a matter of fact,"from-1950 to 1975 'an

enormous revolution took place in this country in. terms of tam: should go to

.institutions. of education. Now, we have thred-quarters of the blacks graduating

from. high school and 85% of the whites and.there has been virtuallyno decline in

test scores. Most 'test scores did not decline even though we're now doing.W1th

three-quarters of the cohort what.weused to do with 50%. That, to my mind, is

a social achievement which. is-the equivalent of puttingia man on the moon tech-

nologiCally and yet we get verylittle credit for completing an agenda for the top

half, and we basically now can guarantee a college edUcation for everybody in the
a

United. States in the top half of .the youth cohort.

Lei's. look now at some Of'ihe demography that we have to consider'In,planning,

our future. When yoU,think aboUt:demography,.yOu have to start with the largest

unit and work down. The largest unit I know is the world. And, here's the world's

population for 1970 td 2000 and it scares me to death. The enormous increase from

,

198 0 to2000 is all over here. Those are rather strange people, they don't eat the

Asame things that we do,for.breakfast, they don't dress the same, their values are:

differenv.. These are going to be very youth- oriented Cultures becaUSe that's-where
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.

'
.

.

;.

.
.

the population is going tcbe and this., internationally,we might want to' tart with
. .

that kind of situation:'';

.
-

.

'DO institutions of hiperedUcation adapt to:popuIatiOn.ctinditions Ithink-

I

r.

,.the answer'.is absolu -tely, yes: :.:There are now about. 24 centers for distance learn-'
. :

ing in the wOrld:. These.arepIgcgs in whiChby:definition you have sparsely popu-7.--'

latedareas with]''iteybe.50 .to' 1Q0- between 'students. In that kind Of situation

,
you simply have to evolVe;some new kind'of.educational system and of Coursethieris

what'sliappened. `it's interesting that with-our lead in technOlogicaAdevelopMent

, _.t..
0. p?

we are not the morld:A/egders in distance learning.. --Indeed,:many:of ll'elOstallation!
4- :

...,:.-
.

_
tb.. :..

.

in Sri Lanka are far..*re sophisticaied.in terMs-of their .use of .a-variety of media.

.
.

., .

'.

. '

;.

and testing techniquls thgn we are 'in thetnited States. So.thereS'mdch.to learn,:

but it does.suggestthatOlemograpHy'Candeiermine to some extent the kind of educa-

tional presentatimrthatum make

Why there4o much interest in lifelong.learming_today and why are we so

aedicgted to the mission of teaching;gdults? It's largely because we're about to

run out of 18 year olds. In many cases, "as-in Wisconsin for example, it's-either

.cows -which outnumber the people almost 2.to 1, or it's older students,, BeCause

most of us,aren't-licensed to...Work withcows,AWeaVe to vitork with something else.
, qv

.,
By 1995:thepopulgtion in the. conventional. age level is going to be roughly similar

to whatit was ind960.. Look:rat college catalogs for 1960 and thatwill be roughly

t

the public'
,k

expeetation for w ere youought to be in .1995 because you'll have an

equiValence in termgof the eligible pool: That. megnS:theinwe'Watt to increase
. ,

the appropriatiorisifor"higher education, we're going to have to be very, very

persuaSive.' I think it can be done but it won't be done automatically.'

High school grgduates in the United States, as you know, were big in 1978 and.

from 1978 on, it's downhill all the way. Now, if you're really patient and if you

have a good senseof-fortitude, if you.:-can wait around awhile,, 1997 is going to be
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-a terrific year,. By 1997 Tigbegin going back np-, huf-rememberihat it's a long
. v

:.i. :r,,.: 4,
,,..

,t..,kft;:'*: ?'

way fi-onOlere,;t0-*here: Noticealso in this chart, however,that non7whitecopu-
, -'

ations in the 18 to 24 year old group are remarkably similar in that they 'do not

change; it'is the white middle class that's respbnsible for the birthrate decline.

Thus, :a, higher percentage of 'college eligibley4pig people have minority group
1 -,-

..,

backgrOunds. That, I think, will even'have an impact on areas like this one,
.

n
.

-conatids like this one, Births ihen'do-determine,,to a-large extent; 18 years later.

eduCational polinyjn the dnited States for high schools and colleges.-

The birthr

because of the fac

data by region for the United,States is really quite fascinating,

that by 1973 in the west, we had already started a spectacular
-

increase in births, whereas for the northeast it was still g6ing down; thus,-the

Country was getting much more diverSe in terms6f-Where babies were being:born, and

they were not being born in-New England. They were being born in-the west, and as
'... :

. - ...

. a result we have a very real Marxist problem in the future if You pthink. of Marxism

*.(1,:-.

by age of having one, area of the country which will be dominated b3 yoting people.

t tends to be the sun belt giving aside Florida. The noriheast and the so- called

frost belt. states will be dominated by older folks:.

.Berg then is what high school graduates; look like andthat'S simply an exten-

sion of that chart that you just saw-with d few changes. As you can see, the west

,

is planning for a..major increase in high school gradUates; whereas ,the northeast is
. .

. .

having a calamitous time Where will .federal...poliCi.be: drawn on thS.issde of stu-

dent'aid for Colleges? It'll be drawn along this linewhich is the national mean..

The fact .that no students are at that line is of.-little concern to the Congress of.

the United States. BUt, for those 10 states that are showing significant increases

pOpulation, they will be fighting a losing battle over the next decade

becanse Congress is not wepared.for the .fact that the United States population of

1 young people is increasingit's not. Those 10 states then'are going to have to
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swim upstream in orderf.to get appropriations increased. ,Jbey:":.tend to be the:sun

belt. The froit belt is down and down spectacularly. In:some:states,:.Minnesoti

will probably have to closes;oneofits state collegeNin'the next two years, and
-

you want a political nightmae tiyto closeastateOollegehe particular one ,
55

that's going to -close hatVan anticipated enrollment

dents and the current enrollment is 1,100. Tifteen

ourrent enrollment,J*1400.

The-political balance-Of7the 'United States moves west of the Miississippi with

the 1980 census for the firsi'time. Where' are the new jobs located? They're.in

of this year of 15,000 stu-;.

thousand was the-projectionr-

the= tun belt. All of th0se things change the dynamics of the United; L.States be
.

cause=-the majority of ou\ citizens will live.. west of the Mississipplii In addi--

.tion, census,takers and others who like 4-467projectiolA have come up with some

entertaiting data these days. 4ur chance of getting killed by being .run over

a snowplow

es where

dropped 50% in ,the' last five

the showploiS are., On the

by

years. The reasan is abviod§--.nobody

other hand', your chance of being killed in

an earthquake went up 30lebecauSe everybody-is now in the west.

As new jobs develop, especially in the professions -hand semi-professions, the

sun belt becomes much more attractive. Thus,-you find.in even more interesting

_thing which we haven't talked about' tuchi/il'the country,-and that's the brain

drain.' One of the things tli'agls happening to the sun belt is that a lotOst. ter-

ribly inte t people are.4aving there,--people with advanced degrees, so the

fact that p_ are moving around in the United States is important, particularly

.'if you think that I.Q. in the. United States is equal by region, you'd better go-

look at the.dati because the southeast has always had an I.Q. 4vel of about 8 to
'

7

10 points below the northeast up until about five years ago when they started to

equalize,
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Let's look. a- little closer. at' Maryland. The best data I knOw of 'for State'

projections on high school graduates show Maryland data peaking in aybout 1979 and

then' it's straight down until 1995. You're abeadof the1 national ojectionby

about.one.year because you start up a little-_earlier, than the rest" of the nation

sides. So that's a way of thinking 'about where you are and clearly your populition

of high school graduates in the state will follow the national trend. Let w
r.

you some of the national ways of thinking about this._ In the United Siats in986t

thee. high school graduates mill-be off 18% frOm what they Were in:the, base year Of';,

1979. By 1988 it's 13%, by 1991 it's 26% and 1995 it's 22%. These are measures

Of decline, The northdeays. hit very, very-hard with a 40% decline compared

:26% forthe country as.a whole..,:lbe'northeast is eignificantly-worse off than
'

-

Mailand. 'SO the Maryland data suggest decline but not as much decline as the rest

-of the northeast.

. What can you do allOut ali-of"this? 'Here's what one community college district

'

in Wisconsin did. They looked at their 19 year old, eligible population and dis-
.

covered that it was underwhelming; diet by 1995 they were going to have to do some-7

. .. ..,.
.7,.

.
...

'?. thing else or go out of,businesS% ,What.they-did then was to project. outeach-ol
.

.
.

. .

i cohortsthe age to see if they. had any growth area that:they could find. _They,had
.

--
. .

. :
,

t.-majOr increase in 25.to 34'.year olds,.in that particular district and in those
V. ..-

-..

,over -65. So they began gearing their futUre'curriculum and teaching methods around

the age levels that are going to become the fastest-growing part of that particular

service area:, ,They're doing extremely well at the present. So the fact that ynu're

going down in 18 and 19 year olds does not necessarily mean that you have to project
7-

a diminishing-enrollment in your community college. But look at where the age dis-

tributions tell you you should begin pitchingNOnur curricului, hiring your faculty,

doing advertising and things of that sort. So you can modify those numbeis to,suit

your ad=vantage.
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There's another thing about population that people don't usually want to talk

about, but I think we ought to raise it. We already have in one way or anotherf

'The birthrate decline, as I said,_is a white middle class phenomenon. The birth-

iatedecline.far the whole country is down 4 million to illiot.fram 1960 to

1972. Of that, white births, went from 3.6 million4to 2. million. Minority births
%

are steady, which means that a higher pertentage of youth cohort is minority in

background. The black 18 year.old cohort gOes from.12 to 18%. Most people -who

think abOut this kind of thing atenow saying that by 1985 about 30%of the high

school age cohort will be from minority group backgrounds. 'That's not distributed

evenly by state either. If you look at Hispanics and loalorthe big..-growh there
.

...is, which are in the double checkmarks, you, can see that:ie is:primarily in the

southwest. ,New York,

HisPanic-populations, and you know that the Hispanits are now the largest minority

however, and Florida both ,signifiC4npindreases

grouvin.the United States. -The .same data for blacks show the populatOn.tends to
.3-

be-oriented toward the southeast and is scontinuing,to'increase in term of the

migration back into some of', -those areas. So that suggests with minorities there

is again a new opportunity for those institution that really want to take those

populations' edUaational needs seriously. Institutions in these states, particular-

ly Texas and Florida, have both a significant increase in black populations and in

.Hispanics. That means if they want to, they can move into those areas and develop

ignificat new programs.

Let's follow differential fertility out intO a state. I couldn't get data

like this for Maryland, but Michigan, I-suspect, is quite similar. The 12th grade.,

enrollMents far the state as you can see are a linear series. ,There,is no year in .

which there's an increase in high school'enrollments and high school graduations

up until 1992. That's parallel:With the national data wedooked at already.

65.
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that mean the State Hoard of Education. should half the schools-and firehalf
"Is

the teachers' Not really, :lecaUie if-you..00k at where the declines thaVe taken

place, youifinethey'rein areas like-Dearborn, Dearborn Heights Allen Park and

CrestWood-i-white upper middle class suburbs. the declines in high. school popula-
,

tions are just enormouS--frOM 20 to 39% Off., The lower. middle class, but basically

white suburbs-of Detroit are going to be off 16:to 17%, but where will there be
.t:!

.

more biih-sChool. students toMOriox..Ttha here re today? Central City Detroit is

going to be up, not only in percentage but also in real numbers. There'll be more

kids there to educate tomorrow than there are.today. Question: What school of

education is training teachers to teach in Detroit? Answer: Wayne State maybe.

Nobly else. ,Mostcolleges kre tra n eac ers to teach i/"i the glorious suburbs.
,

The, trouble is that there:. a-rele-t going to be any kids there.

.
:That:ten:repreSats'a.problem called differential fertility, There are cer-

.

taih,grOups:inthe United States that haven\ listened to most of the literature

_ .. : . . .

. . _
.

on family._ Mormons, for example, are becamipg a hefty part of our population
::...

..7.7.,. . . .
. .

becau-Se they don't believe in that sort of thing. Seventh DaY:Adventist.and othex

e
-, .

groups are; increasing their relative place inAmrican life;.:.aisply;i,
. _

. .

.

..

.because their; family has not-decreased..

i
:°.

So, to sum up that part ofthe:data, we really, aveitbree distinct periodSin,
'

.-, ,. A 4\-....."

America. In 1965 we were:S, youth-oriented cultures` he people whoiade.money
-.

,

-were the-people who sold yo-yO's and friSbees and hula hoops, and we were reading

boglks-like the Y'Greening of America" which told all of us -up here what this young

- -generation was really_going to be like and bow afraid we were of'themp I remember

'my father,*who, of course, was raised long before the depression, made the crack

-to me:when I was growing up that he, had an unique opportunity. He was just old

enough to be afraid of -his'oWn father and yet he. was young enough to be afraid of

- 64''
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.---------- -, .

his son.. This, then, wal".a periOd of great youth dependency. -BY-.1?1,5 we had

realized that-that wasa teiporarygliClk.and,' indeed, the popUlatiOn of youth:. :.

:was declining. Here we have a.problem.' How are wegOing:toIprovide goes. and

services for that huge group of people knowing it won't last? .DO,( ,We build con -b-
..."

.

doiainiums for them? DO we build discos for them? 'Do we get General'Motorsto.
do

build'all..kinds of fancy sports Cars fOr them7?-'Probably not. .:So here we.hicaMe,,
-- .

aWare of the fact that this was.noi justthe"greening. of a"of
,

the balding of America because this group is going, .to get older.. We can be quite

sure of that and as they do, the strain on the resource base. is going to bevery
.

.

large because they get larger fast but they get smaller also By 1985, :the beSt--
..

bet is,that,we'll have a populatioa that will look sokethingAlked-middle-tage

, \

spread diagram. This grouP,'of course, is getting older. it'S.like,the mouse :,

going through the)snake--they'll just keep on getting. older-andwelil have to pro-
. .. . .

.

.
.

vide services for them in:a.-:wAythatS disproportioned. Now we knaithat behind .-
. .,..-

them it going to'be a diminished population. Knowing that, we can make some mar--
t

.

_ .
. .

.

.

_
.

. -,.

velously-likely.projectioni.- Number:one is that a' voluntary army is' going to be
. ,.

almost impossible 4o= maintain. Number two, the Social Security system is going

.-'7,iCr.be:-Vryanteresting when this many young people retire and this many peopl
.----,.-:..:

:,,, -.::,7.: :,7' .

1:

.

4,5ifng into system. Number three, violent crime will probably be reduced be-

-:-
::...,

. ,,I.

cause young people who can't,,:geb work, a fairly significanr!groilp, often commit

-1/4,-

crimes. YoU.Can also ask'tome questions abOfifthe-labOr force. .What's McDonald's
4.

, ,,,,, .. .
. .

going to do? Now it appears that McDonald &might actually have to .135) those4peo--,-
4

ple. b'ecause eneral
0
Motors is goihg.tO want iiiet; A1&T is going :to. want them;

Ford's going to want them and McDonald's.will'have to Eompete for a very small

-
pool of youth labor. That will.change,the nature of,

r.
the distribution considerably..

So when webecome--:that kind of,country,.it's going to be, l think, consijerably
)
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"'different: It'll be a little more conservativ. It'll'be a Aide more concerned.--
,

. \-
.. .

about overstraining resources to meet the need. of one age-group when we know that

right behindit thece''s goingto come another one that won't be quite so large.

Out of,this demography we can also argue, that the multiple arner family is

going he one of the most revolutionary ideas of the 1980s and r now,they'r

. , -
'becomingthedominantmarket.fOr any particular kinds of products. .The husband =.

- . .

and.c..fifecOmb nationwithbothearning900 to $30,000 each,Oves you a family
.

income of $50,000::to:$65000In'One.stuiy that was done: of the graduates of the.

a

Univer ty of Oklahoma's - Bachelor of Liberal'Artg, they found that the average .

income level-for that group in OklahOma:had not.been reachedTwfien they:tint:the'.
,, ,,

.. .

,
.,..

_ ._ .- ...
.

. .

. , .
. .

,

maximum on the 'questionnaire up. o $35,000:a year per person. Most people still

wouldn't check. 35; that is, if was Mare than 35 in' terms of Nthat,their/family was

bringing in. That's Oklahoma Add. $1,5.,000 and you've got, something roUghlylike-a-t

- ,

what 3;onneed: in order to survi4e r
,

fanlike;
,

! 7

4;;
public schools. They. want- the Louvre across the.. street, -Pfhe .BastVy

r.700.0

black down-se:free public. golf colkse juSPacroSIthe.way With,';of course, no

green fees. And, because the multiple- earner family tend-tO:be w 1-educated

. .

esting because of the strain they piit on the twohase.
- ,

y one

.

they understand political processes well enough to lobby for their `object

If yon.loOk ata city like. TulAa;,OklAhoma, or Long Beach; Califolinia, find.

cities that are significantly ddiferent'because of the politicalcimpact'of multiple-
-,

earner families.

Trend number Vag that coies from the demography is working woulin..

.,-three rcent 1 women with-school-age children are nowinthe work force, accora-H."pe.

`ing to the statistical abstracts. That's an enormous Change:2Mast Western nations

21ave not been through that very same thing. It4oeasuggest; hoWever, that therVs

some interesting new community college markets when aAotimln enters the worko'r9a

,
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because all the Studies ve seen indicate that When that happdns the woman develops

an enormous hunger for further education. Very few community colleges have geared

programs specifically for the entry-level female who is entering a job or career

,for the first time.
al'

.

dutof that will come some other trends. One is the increased number of states.

11 continuing education requirements. In these states the totals here give you
. _
the idea of how many states are forcing those professions to go back to work and to go

back to school:in order to stay iii -the work.place. Thattrend.isn tfinished:yet.

I suspect that-by 1983 or so we will have an incredibly:large nuMber of peopl%

probabl 14 million _America, who will be forced because of continuing education

legislation to go back to some form of school. .However, th'e legislation doesn't

say: wherethey're to go. _Community:Collegeanormally course,

.they'll come to us." State university extension people say, "Well, oftourse,

.they111cOme to us." The proprietarieS are doing marketing sutifeysto',see if they

can't get advertising and make sure that they cpme to them. There'is no agreement

where those1*Ople are_going togd but thas about,a 14 million person market:.

We are responding to the continuing education needs.of adUlts already., If.you look

at the non-credit registrations in America it's virtually .doubled. If, you look at

where this is now taking place, the universities are still not in this market and-

probably-won't be Four-year institutions.have_seen.jtas a kind of a financial

IfalVation, 'and I think they're doing some very silly things by getting into the

ld. Two-year colleges have exactly the right kind of program; it can be done .

high level of excellence 104 it works.

t.:

It's clear That one.respa4S0 to these new adult needs has been -4 marked. in -.

0
crease in the number of non=credit registrations in continuing` education,- In addi-

ti6n, the number of institutions Offering higher education in.the.Uni.ted States is
.-.. .

. .

.
.

huge. This 1.6 the best kept secret in America-, and that is that. 46 million American
r.

,
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adults today are being educated past high school by something other than a college

or .university. Let me -say ttlai again--46 million Americans today are being educe-

ted ix the United States-past high school. by something other than a.college or%

university. How many college students are there in the country? About 11,800,000.:

How many people re eduCated through extension, leaving out courses on languages, on
.-,./

. .

..

college campuses? 12 million Americans. -Agricultural extension by itself educates::

.

, .';' ,
,45::-..9

more people than the college and university systems gut together. We never tnin-34' ,

of this as a symphony orchestra to be conducted'- or organized * -*but.it seems to me' ".-A
.

that community:Eblleges are marvelous institutions to begin polling that kinOigg

resoUrCe together.

Pfinal comment on where this has taken place. If you look at industry,

clearthat the Conference. Board" estimate was conservative in 1977,of:$2

Conference Board figure is $20 billion Which American industrytgent
-

on its-own edUcationalsystem; that.is not money to paytheir employees to come to

your college to take your courses. It is built in the industry by the'industry's

own education branch. If tharosound4,:a little strange to you, lOokat AT&T. NaT
'

,employp a million workers and invests $700 million on its educational program.
--

; v.
--

The MIT budget for comparison purposes i r$222 million. AT&T.is three times as

large as the Massachusetts Institute of Technologiin'termS of its educationalpro-
,

-P,
gram. Testimony that wasgiven just last week in thi'House indicated that the total

, 4

.AT&T education budget thisyear is $1.2 billion. Of that money, almost,none of it

goes to colleges and universities. Almost all of-it is in-hoUie done by AT&T to

serve its own purposes. The fact thait'an4t&T scientist-won the Nobel Price last

year probably shou10, not go unnoticed. "

So,when we think of the new demography and the needs of adults, here are some

Of the people and some of the orgakizations that will be playing the gale- -the

military, very good at teaching` adults how to read and how to survive; industry;
7,1

J
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the proprietaryinstitutions; prOfessional,associations, which have-over halfof

the continuing:education studentS right now and not colleges and univeraities;

museums, which are marvelously adapting sequencing instruction; and the health

industry, which is a huge educational system -all' by itself. So thoseare the

'

'people ':;rho are-going to be doing the education to4eal with the tWdemography.

We know much about what people would like and this might-be a help in your

planning.- Forty-one percent of American. adults say they don't want to take

r

a
:.

majo,..therdcia t want-to take` degree; all they want is one course, let .in;
.-.',-,.1'>

-r.,.:

.1---. .-.7--

1:etnietake--s.laryl.-coii."fSZ7a-nd let me.go home. And, of course, most places still"7.. :-.--,-.''''. , .

,Ist2._ _ naingtpese people as4failures because they say pip didn't complete°-;41;if--
; ,,.:p.. -,...

IlAt . ...:. .:

w.7.

Pbe.,;.m:and-- the people never intended to complete the
-..:?F:.> ; :. ,.,, . . .

.
..

liantgdwas.that'one course. Who's going toilet them: just

lot
.

lot of them want an

./

pro'grara. All they

take the one course and
41

assessment of their .personal.competendi. Twenty-

eight-percent want strengths and weaknesses-and their'basic skills t ted;

twenty -two percent simply want to know what's going on in the r4ion. -. Try 'finding.
D.C. area. It's very,

.

out all the educational opportunities. around the Washinztqn,

very.diffiCult.to khow exactly what'savailable. One Out-of

will,say in a .face to face interview that they feel the need

-five American adults

for personal counsel-

ing. 'It doesn't mean psychiatry! It means that-at sometime in.the process of

adult developMent, they would like some sOphisticatedhelp.from an diderstandin

knowledgeable, and- well- trained, counselor..

We're beginning-to qe-2,Some

being4out together fors tnesVnew

happen,"BUt these are the places

of these- :new kinds of _deliVery services that are

populations-,"and I think this has just begun t.0

wherdadults congregate with time oh their hands

and-notflAg to read except a 1932 copy of the National GeograpHic. These are the

places where you.put thcithe,marvelous electronic games that_are coming out thatare

. 69
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.just fascinating-- hat you can do with basic hand calculator models in vocationar

selection, for example. What are you good ate One 64 these little machines, if

YOu'bolted it to the table, will last for about three months.: Adults who go through

that process.. go to diagnostic'centers.wherethey have aTchance to. really check out

whit interests.them and what oppartunitieS are alienable, and then you can refer

them to,agencies where they-Can actually accomplish th94. Adectives. That's one

kind of model which is-in use.i.California. In Ne

institute has been created t prOvide for busines

.competence, whether they have the degree or not.: In.

d a regional examining

d to assess individuals'

nly jobs, 's,still almost

illegal to hire somebody simply because they possess a COlieketde-, The person

a who has no college but wants credit for preyious experience, goes tict "exam,-

,ining institute and gets to the college, so thisiiistitution-meetS all ot,..the'exam-
.

-.,,

ining-needs of industry and higher edUcation,and does so,in a neutral form. Region-

al is what any state government would" kill instantly.- is one reason that it''s

,-

#31gbe cone- ved of as an area -wide _examining system. It's neitral, it's responsible
.

_

to public opinion, but not dominated by it, and it seems td
.

next five years you'll see one of them.

..that-Iprobabiy in the

,So who is going to be able to handle this new kind of demography It seems

to me that this is pretty cl -institutions'that can attract all ages. If yoeve

- got a 40 year old who is ioing to- stay in thisCounty until that persbn is.60,

kind of a curriculum can' you develop` that coves 20 years to getthai person franiz.,--

-- ,

,here to there? They may ant to take a course every two yearg. That might be a

learning plan. It's a 16t of-money in the bank for you.- Sb, how do.:.we.do that?

Schedule for part-time students and not-against them. Twenty adults in aregis-

-

tration line waiting to register for a course is not a neutraZ quantity. Many of

those.people are making $5 en hour and they're foregoing that in order to comecand

stand in Your'registratdon line. So'you had better have a $5 an hour explanation

A
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, of why they arethere because that's how much thWie.giving up;

you.have to have, an urban base, although that doesn't have to beyouroftly

,

base of opportunity,,htit:these days you've got to have some contact with the major.

city. You have to reduce dependence on tuition, as; your only'source of income, 'and

community colleges have -an enormous advantage thete,' I hope you don'tever 1pae

/.

that because. your independence is gained largely-bY adiversified set of income...

*!6

sources.

.

You have to operate at or near planned capacity; you- market for 'women and
- _

minorities, and that doesn't mean you put a sign, that says, "Women Here.' It means

that the:WhOle curricUlUM-4-1aS;gotto be responsiVe-tokberleedS Of-special groups

, .

that-tome to the institution. for certain kinds--of=education.

'-'
-

YOU",havO to staff flexibly for instruction. Delielappli Lifesp,ai ciirr#gium

is what I was talking about, just a minute agi). WhatFs ;2;i";;-old need ;
,

terms of English Literature? Or auto repair? Or whatevert-114:dOrtt,think,muc

about those problems but it is a' very significapt,thing. -I haVAgtEpI1'5,T"

ple, when I was 18 and indeed the very form in which I had Macbeth is interesting.

When I had Macbeth I-didnrirknow-:,,anything: about what.was really, going on in the
-

'

4
world, but having been a dean-and having runa federal agency for three years, give

me a play abouelust, murder, evil, political bition: and I'M prepared to'read it-

and discuss it. So at various age levels your. reaction to certainds of curric-

uidm may,be.very,different.

You have to make use of local resources: which community colleges are good at

but you could get better at. How many distinguished practioners are there A your

County who do an absolutely superb job on some one thing that might lure 5 people

to your campus and then,stay?

r.

The nAt-instructional services that you'll have oprovide for adults; fnclud-
.

ing contracting, diagnosing; and advocating--those kinds of services can be charged;

7173
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that,is it is now legal in most states to charge those.units even though they
;.

don't generate student credit hours.

Let me close witfi a metaphor. there are two ways of delivering food to

co

e-but to a systems person the cafeteria line i$ a

people, the normal Cafeteria way and the scrambled access way. Now,this looks

sort of easy 'to most peopl-

.linear. one- way. .boundeCsystem-think about-it-.as a lingarlone,7Way bounded system

and you come pp:withsoMe very interesting coniequendes. Let sayfa person gets
_.-

. .

to beveragea:and then decides'thai he didn't .want those rutabagas that the piCked
.,:..

.

.
.-.

. .

up earlier.
.

Try gOing baCk against:the:linetOe=hand the rutabagas back; peoples

have been killed- lite? ly,in the act of doing that Notice that the sequence of

choice is the seller's and not the buyer's. In the scrambled access cafeteria

the sequence4of choice is the buyer's and not 'the. seller's. Tht buyer can go

anywhere he or she wants in order to maintain that kind of meal that he or she

is trying to get. 8crambled access turns out to be 20% more efficient that the

linear system; that-is, you can get 20% more people through per hour. When this

system was',presented to college cafteria managers, however, they said of it, "It's

immoral." When people.asked why,. they said, "Well, what you don't realize is that

desserts are always put either at the end of a'cafeteria line or on a separate

table." Desserts for college cafeter a-managers are sAplled e-v-i-1.- The trick

is to 'force people to gO by these things t are good for'you so that you fill

up your tray with the good stuff, then when you get to desserts they said, you

only have room for one. John Calvin is alive and well in the United States and

they §lid if you give people this much freedom they'll take nothing but :desserts.

I'

welf;' we counted trays for-about four days and came baTand said, "Hey, not true,

they don't take any mbre desserts this way _than they did that ay." Answer:

"Wh do facts have to do with it?" And,, of course, I thought I was ba ck in the

faCulty meeting again because it was just marvelous to see the ay they reacted.
f ".. A

lt. *
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-.

-...-' Mut then it occurred to me-that we organize higher education in a very inter-
-4,

. , .

esting wayfreshman; :Sophomofe, junior, senior'. Tat -:

//
e a term' off and you've com_., .

.

mitted an illegal act. Either yOur.girlfriend is pregnant or you're on drugs.

It's not the right thing to 4o. Good students go right through; that's the way We

ht them to go. Instructor, assistant professOressociate prOfessor,

.

fessortiilish .101 201, 30)::,:401, and you can't get into 401 unless you have had

evenf your instructors say you know the stuff. "Too bad, we have standards

here:" When I thoUght about that, it occurred to me that my parents had very linear

lives. They-went.o-:school,. then to work, and then .they had a".,year when they could'

have a good time that was called leisure activity or retirement. Now we mix these

up,: Twelve year olds in school have work experience programs and we have: enforced,_.

leisure for 40 year,old workaholics so they won't kill themselves.

So our lives are moving away from)he linear model toward something that's

much different, leading to what I hope we can think about in themext few years,

and that is a model of integrated community services. Each one of these community

services has an educational component.' The person to be served is in the middle

of the organizational chart.' The job for the:next decade, because of the changing*

demography, .is goings,to be to integrate. and coordinate these various educational :.;.

'functions that are being perforMed by those various institutions, and whO is better

,.qualified to do that than the Community.college?

-e.

1
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SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF .THE MONTGOMERY-COUNTY
:...POPULATION IN THE 1980s

;Drew Dedrick, Chief of Special Projects,
\ Montgomery County Planning Board

Forecasting entails looking into the future with .a background in social

science; knowledge of economics, and knowledge of technological change. It

- :involves taking assessment of what types of firms would likely locate in the

County, where our young people would likely move, who will get married, when they

will get,married, when they will divorce, how many children they will have.

it involvesknowledge from a great number of disciplines. Frankly', I'm not an

expert in any one of those disciplines, and in fact, looking at-this group of

people before me, I wish in a way I could take...all your brainS 'a Nt it in my

.#mputer and help me to do forecaAing, because forecasting is mote an art than

a science.
,.

Let 'me start out by mentioning, the basic things I want to discuss. I want

0 talk a little about the regional setting of Montgdmery County. I want to talk

sepond :about Montgomery Community College, What do we mean by community college?
--

"Community °to me as a planner means' something, and maybe we can have dialogUe qr9

discuss concepts of the community. Thirdly, I whit to talk about trends within

the County.

The Washington Metropolitan Area is quite Large. It has about 3.2 million

people. The projeCtions are for about 3.5 million eople by 1990. It's one of

)1---

the temjargest metropolitan areas in the count It may be surprising, but 6f*

the ten largest areas in the country, only six are expected to grow in the ext ,

ten years, and_of those six only two will more than likely grow faster tha

Area.
,

Washington Area. They are Houston and Dallas-Fort Worth. So th*s,area is probably

.

a.good place. to. be a college teacher:because the metropolitarr,area will grow, and
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that's not going 4o be the same foff-Detroit or New York, and a nuAber of other
7N,

Areas.

When we look at the region, we define it in terms of the urban core--the

District of Columbia,-Arlington,,Alexandria,some of the urban settlements-in

the region,_and.then we Ai:lre the suburban ring-=Montgomery, Fairfax, Prince

George!s County, and any, ex -urban area--Loudoun, Prince William, Charles'

Frederick. Of course,-the District started growing first and Montgomery started'

growing really significantly in the01930s and very much so in the.1960s. Prince

-

George's County had ita-big growth in the 1960s; its population has actually

declined in the past ten years. Fairfax County ts a major growth area now in
... .

. _ .4

the region, One of the reasons is the Capital Beltway. MontgomombeCounty has -$:"=,,-

. x

the smallest share of the Beltway, and I think you have read enough'in the news-
,

papers'about suburban growth lollowinkttLe-circumvential patterif the interstate

highway systems that circumvent the cores of most metropolitan areas. This

e

" Beltway is critical to development:, We talk aboutour Metro system. Metro is

iiiiportant, but we're still primarily a car-orieted community as-far'as trans-
..-

. - n

portation4 so there's more land In FairfaX County-that's vacant-that is-?-fiear this
.-.

Beltway.

,.

Right'now, Montgomery County is, in terms orcomparing with the other-

jurisdictions, the third largest jurisdiction. _In 1990,'we'll also be thlhird
.

largest. What will happen is, that we' will then pass the District of Columbia in

"siVs,* We're about 600,000 people now inthe'County; we'll be about 642,000 in

4

1950(. Fairfax County will surpass us, but we'llssurPass the District, 'so we'll

be one of the top three which will then be Fairfax,eMontgomery, and Prince George's

-'County; that's if you believe the Prince George's County forecast. I guess if

had to make a forecast, I'd say that we'' -11 surpass Prince George's County and

we'll be the,second largest jurisdiction int 1990.
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;

,
.

This Metropolitan Area will continue t grow 'aid-Montgomery County will

continue to grow....4 Ifontgomery County is an attractive, well-planned community,
...... .. . :. ,

which will remain popular. We have an outstanding park..ystem and a national

reputation for being a nice place to live.

In terms of national growth, we're somewhat different from the Nation.

The Nation will grow about 10% in the next ten years. Montgomery'' punty will

..y-grow around approximately 10%. However, our population is somewhat younger than -
.c

/

the Nation'S population becaude we started growing significantly only in the

last 20 years. If we ;take a lOok at the growth for the region as a whole, the

highe.st,a-mountt--of groWth that is going to dome in the next°10 year's vial be

in the,ex-uybansarea which includes Loudoun, Prince William County, Charles

County, and Frederick' County. This is a pattern that's cansistent-with what's
2

.
h;"appenin nation4.1y, as far as small =cities _grow' faster than large cities,

' sthall. metropolitan.areas growing faster than large metropolitan areas, etc.-.'Ae

Distric -t ,zip 11 decline groWth;lae'21.be.gaining mode'rately,in-grOWth percentage=

irlse #. -7.s.

but a lot. in abSoiute amount,-and ex-urban areas will be gainingModtl*pi
,

..

the'llighest pe'rcentage but smallest in the absolute amount. Growth during"the.
. .

4.966s:will be somewhat ledS atan annual average rate than growth_ init0e 1970s 1$,_

- -

_

.

significantly less than growth in the-1960s.
;

Montgomery County's employment

growth wilLezdeed in percentage terms itdA6usehold growth. ',We're maturing and
.

becoming a Albie baOnced community.. The District of1Columbia, for example, hag

almost as much employmdnt as:it has households. We have the second fargest

employment base in the region.' Right now, there: are five_ jobs AT te4,for ev

.residents in Montgomery County.._In 1990, the

residents.in Montgomery County.

will be Six obt _for, evei-y-Zten.:, ,

.

If you take a lookt comparison of population -employment liteth, you see

that in both of the past dedades and the future de5ade we expect Ampidyment



Social CharacteAst
Population in(the

h- t

ornery County.
/ ,-

.:......1x,,,,-. _. ,...

,--;:ko, -., . , ,. .

--;
.. .

-...,2popu tiort.' pnipOf;the ,things "'Jame to stress; is,...

°

that when7you

. simply the residential

tithe Montgomery CountycommunLty, it includes moretbiat...

community. 'Approximaltely half. the da

population u der 65 in Montgomery County is'employed here 'but
, -

talk about-regions of Montgomery County!. There is Lower County',, fib;

i

uit

e here.

^Mlage County, Upper County. In terms of poliulatiOn-growth, most' of the.",

population growth in Montgomery County-will take place in the next 10 year in

-the Upper County region, halfl9f it but most in.terms of 'share,- aboutyZ5011,1

population as OPpoSed,to 11,0 in the Middles ountyvregion aid15,000'in thek' 00

LowerCdunty region. However, the pattern 11 look essentially the same

because we're only \talking about approximately, 10% increase in population.

A ,

The pattern is going to be. the same; the Older,, Lower County region will have

the, bulk of the population;pthe'Middle County regIO will have the second largest

concentration; and,'of-'coursd, the Upper-Co= lle$t.. Most of the

Jikrowth)will take place in the Uppei County
..

- ,

-will be despite Any.

kind,of energy crisis. 4 believe we have an e gy crisis; but I don't think

you'll see large numbers df people moving

There aren't that many-vaCant'developed.

communities are

ClOsestiAn because this area Aslatgely..

- '

parcels; Nals6-, the "Lower County
. .

conarnetabou what type of densities are )in their noighbor-?

--;'hoods. They renot looking tq have 4igh-rise building's in their neighborhood

just because they may have the only vacant lot-within two square miles of
'

Metro. Sc, in order for more people to live in this area, you actually need

L-----\_ ,

E. . -

land n thiiarea and that's i4ssibi-e. I think people are going to. more

have to get. m /economical automobiles.

Total employment growth is essentially the same

concentration i Down Coul,(4-e At least, ho ever,%as

growth in the Up County area will exceed tha

78

pattern; the largeSt

time goes' by, new/employment

/
in the Down County since the

7d'

r



Social Characte sties af:!the Montgarifery",tdunty
Population in the 1.980,s -

-

DOwn County area will be ..1aviely4built up in the next 10 years as -far 'as?-Land

_planned for'commercial/indup ial, uses. Alsaltilere's only limited capacity In-,
- - ,

the Middle region which-is4basically a controlled suburban sprawl area.
. .....\ , ..

. ., -

Let'a i4rit about kumbers, statistics, demagraphiCs, 'Here's mine fot
.

, .

Monxgomiry-Cpunty. In terms if ages 15 to 19, we're going tolose about 8% in,
,.. .

that age cohort; nationally;', abautva: 15% decline, so again there's reason. to
%

Ires.:.setwhat, aptimi'stic.. We're ,not qUite- aS 'bad as .the riational,experience.

1111.at's our law arecast. -`*- -yfi:
i

A , .

-, Approxinately $5 % to 30% of Montgomery County residents work' for federalf.. . ._ . .or locil government with good retirement programs: Some of the peoplemove
...

-South, b

4.7anting
- ,

many'Stay here.:7'With.life-expectancy increasing, people wil1rbe
a

ta become .m, . .
created by'

'

'

;aiming

cation'. sks time saes on, this type, of education is go.ing

nd--more significant, and 4 think ,there will be an after shock

the, post--World War II-straby _boorti which you should consider in your

4.3



SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF. THE
MONTGOMERY COLLEGE STUDENT-BODY IN 'NE 1980s Irzt.

.

",-

David Armstrong, Research Analyst, Office of Institut io al Research
Montgomery College

Q.

You are well aware of some of the trends Which ha ve characterized and
,

will continue,to:.CharaCterize population growth both, nationally and in

./

Montgomery 6,Tfty. One way for us to think about these trends. is to consider

what impact they are likely to have upon the composition of the College'

enrollment during the 1980s.

.v
Mon;gOmery College has recently adopted an enrollmentprojection process

, ...'

which results in three enrollment projection series WhiCh have been labelled
_

. .. -

"Basa," ti and "High." :(Figure_ I)., The current official projection 4".
.

1-
, .,.

for the College duffing the first tia,iof the 1980s, is representect,by the

"Medium" series on the graph. ,Note tha -the dots.on the graph represent 161

,"actual enrollment levels and the solidline beyond 1979.represents the official

- enrollment projection. We'expedt that enrollment will continue to increase

throughout the 1980s. an order to derive these projections, the Ccpege zses

several techniques, the most importaneof which is a thod which a plies .

estimates of student yield to county -wide' projections. of the p6Pulation

ComPonenti.:frotrwhich the College's students are drawn. Forecasts for. these

county population componenta come principally from tw sources: firgt, then.

'Public school forecasts fox-12th grade enrollments and second, the.County.

.Planning-Boarditiforecastsfor.Countyrresidents imvarious age groups. The'.

-previous speaker has described how the -age structure of tsheMontgomery.COunty'
_ -

:population. is likely,to.change during the next few years. At leasttwv major
-

.trends .s.iCounty population are likely. to change during,the nextfew 7edts.

A'tIldaat ?wo,4jor trends iii,doun poputition'Will significantly affect ,
sz,

s
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Social Characteristics of.MC Student Body

IA

'41'5

the College. First, the number ofaigh-sChool graduates will be declinihg

throughout the 1980s. Second, the population as a whole will be

even as it increases in number., It is possible'to apply these expected

population changes to the official College' projections and ask what the age

aging rapidlY,

structure of the Montgomery ,College student body will be if the .College

projections are fulfilled-.

The next graph 4Figure II) showshow the age structure i-athe.College

, * .

student body has changed since 1974 and how it wl. ntinue to-change throu,gh

1989. I should mention that the age groups used e span unequal numbers ,o

r jc,t

years, so that 1974 gives us, aenice "pyramid" slitape..,:
\

lheire particular-ale
. . .

s-.

groups are of significance to thp College, as the 17-19 group repre' Xs, recent

high school graduates. The other groups correspond to divisions emplOyed.hy
ey

the County Planning Board. Note also that the projections shown on the slide
0--

continue to 1989, beyond the range'contained in. the offiCial College projec-

tions. This 1989` rojection is- presented less distinctly than' the 1984

projection, suggesting, perhaps, sly confidence in a ten-year projection. By

1989i'the "pyramid" has%been squeezed upward into a "sparkplug" shape. There

will be shrinkage in the 17-19 and 20-24 year old age gronps, especially in

,

the 17 -19 group. This shrinkage, will occur. not only:0- proportional
0

representation of people of these age t also in their absolute numbers.

The numberof Montgomery College students below the age of.25 will decrease

by 15% between 1979 and1989. The prOporticii:Uf Montgomery College students.

below ihe.age of 25 will, shrink from approximately two-thirds- In
e - t.

974. to less

than onehalf in 1989z During the-same period of time,'.the;median age of

students will climb from 21 to 26 yeart:-

,There are several other trends which welcVn_expect in the
-01-.. . e

. .

. - . i ..,..

. .t. ,t,

composition of the -student body during the- of the.1980s1. -First there0.

4 - '-.:, --. .
- - --

.. .,_.,
. \

`t:...

S
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Social Characteristics of MC Student Body.

will be a greater proportion of women among the College's students, That is

shown on the next graph (Figure III) . Much publicity has been.given to the 4;
-

-"reEnrning" woman, the older woman who has had a family and.is%naw returning to ."

complete her education. 0e-expect this trend to continue, at least during-the

early parf of the 1980s. By 1984, 60% of the College's students will be:Women,

while in 1970 they made up only40% of the student body.
_ Note that the bars

on the graph represent APportioinwand not absolute numberi-. The-numbei of

male-students at, the College has not declined, rather the-proportion,of the

Coltegess enrollment made up by men has decreased,6 due to the tremendons influx

of, returning" women during the 1970s. e Addi-honal studenis will be women

. over the'ageOf 25 and a -large proportion of them-will.be employed. Currently,
.

About half of all Montgomery College. students are employed fulltime and about
.

a

20% are employed parp-time. We can anticipate that these proportitins of employed.:

studentswi increase substantially duriii the 1980s..

..6

These changes in student-characteristics will cause a continua fthe

trend toward a greater proportion of part-time students in the Coll

body.. The next graph (Figure IV)` illusrates'the:inPrease. in the proportion

part-time students. This latter-trend has, resultedtromthelinCreasing ikumbet''-
,

of students who hal& responsibilities at work or in the home whichforce them to

attend on pa basis. Sinee-:the provision of educational opportunitieA s
. .

---.(...--6%
, \L

fo"r adult students is 'a part of the'allege's State mandated mission, we antiei-
.

,

pate that the dollege's,yccintinuing education function will iftcrease as well: Th
...

t

Carnegie'Council has also recognized the gr importance of continuing.educa-
.

tion as tin. funotiO. of Higher Eaucation. --NS, '6,\

i '1. . .i f- , Nr

- lithe .Ctllege's primary g rce of full-tiftestudenis has been resent grade' test
., 4. ... -

of Vie. ,Courity'S Iligh schools, NS'I have pointed-out this group will be

de6Iining number. througfioutr-the 1980s,'

3

gaverage number of2dedit hours
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carried by studentshas declined s
r

is -recent ye.ar3 atid can be expected

to continue to do so into the 1980s, but at a slower rate. -.-Nevertheless.We.
., .-

' ( . . f . , .... ..:-
. ,...r.-.1.A........m...-*:

expect that the total .number of credit hours taken at the College N-111..rentinue
. .c.

i -'to increase gradually during-the1.980s. however, the College will have illt-

and'enrol greater and _ greater. number ofzotudents in order to accomplish this.
...

.atis trend will place anirincrea.sitig -administrative and financial 'burden upon-'
ck.. a,

College.--;Unfortunately, the College's revenues are determined largely
.

e total number' of ,creditehours that are takep and not by, the total-number

'students served-. It is a truism thatLregardles,s of the number of credit hours

he or she takes, each student requires'?a- fixed amount t a.dmi-nistrati've 'cost in
.=,.:.

Ver to iegister, to use the library and to use a host of-otherA
,-...

-3

set-FieeS. -As t nurgber---.46g.-ParE-time- students increases, these per-student .
;745`?,`-' ' . %. - -,.it : ..., '' ' Vie.

costs increase as well, bait: tie:reNtenues -avkilable from tuition a state aid
$1.\<2 .. t, ,....,..._

.

to the Cklege do-not multiply as fast. ,Thu's;"-the. increasing number of Part-".:---.
_

time .studentt:who,Wii4kroli during the 1980s will place a large adAnistrative_

... -And ,financtal burden, on" the College 8-uriiy3 the. Coming decade.. . We will need to
4,

ask whether we cas design, more creative responses, to these burdens, and we will

need to ask if there is abetter formula by which the State can fund he.lir
.,. - - -. -;

ep. 1, --t u ..

College. 7
.Q

i -
.-

4-2:
40/

i ffa ,17(ajq, sscribed have clear implications for plann ng atThe 1
1... .) . ,--

Montgomery College duririg the 1980s. is is 'likely that there will 'be greater

w,demaiLd for .classes in The. evenings and
.

on weekends. It is likely that.the

nuinber- of: students in trgnsfer programs .will. continue to -decline pnless we can

eficourage largernumbers of nts to enroll in them. Several, questions
-;arise atethis point. Tie trends h 1 have described are likely to occur to

k

a greater or,lesser degree depending tipon thq actions which the College takes.
, .

Wendy to.ask -if there are ways through which we can encourage a greater .'
C

-4.
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proportion oithe County's high-school graduates to enroll at the College.

.4t
IltiTtgomery College currently enrolls about 19% of the County's:high school,!;..

gi
.

&Mates during the fall semester after their graduation. In order for the

e -to enrall the same number of eheSe graduatep in 1984 as it enrolled

in 1979,-it would have toanc ase it yielerate from 19% to 23%.need1,4to-sk -it-there are- ways whiCh we can increase enrollment in liberal

,

-artipnograms,trand.we. need to, ask if there aremore ways in which we can
h,

_,cooperate _with business .and industry. Nn order- to,serve more fully the training'

needs of diet sector. Hone. of these'cdhSiderations is entirely new to you

-However, this,cdpfered4pravides uS-,with the opportunity, to recognize ,that

rr .41-Fmr:
.;%tihere4ee some aspect8-.0f,the future ag%t Which we caa,be,fairly certain and

to consider actions wr,i".". are us for those certainties.
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- THIS' ROLE OF. GOVERNMENT IN HIGHEB. EriUCATION*---

Gruson, Senior Staff Member, Sloan Commission
on Government and .Higher Educationi

. . . 0

A new drama has. been playing on the college campus ofkthe 1970s.- While.

it'_may not have made-many headlines, it has distracted' the faculty offstage and
. . .

kept a largeaudijuice absorbed. A growing number of lawyers and Administrators
, .

are in the cast needed by colleges- and 'universities to, deal with a growing

numbe-V-'8f'federa.1'-agents and investigators. Their dialogue of the deaf about
. ,....-,-,.

affirmative action aid financial accountability leads to little more than bad.
-

feeling on all sides. The St!t,tikAe centers on haw mich right thet>goveniment

has to tell higher education what to do.:

The academic world is traditionallS, autonomous. Its history' offers

considerable justification for its proud belief that it is able to th.14,e with
,

the times. Over the' past decade the government steadily increased its output
,. ? -$v-'-;":""'-:' . _ .

of laws and regutationi0iffecting the camphs, and moved aggressively in manytss*

--.--L4---`'W.e.:-.: -- - < - l

.coplaces to, get the midii.an4e. with them that it must have- Thig,., .
,op .'"'---

is what- spawns the tensiolit

It comes -;at a time when rmer4Can 'higher educatird is suffeiing thepangs
.......

. . -

of entering a new age, one of, ncertainty and growing pessimtati...-.A,tiMe of
',.>

. unprecedented". expansion, .change and biloyanty-has ended,'.and now it faceS
1time of retrenchment. Thel growth\ caine from the -explosion of the college age

.

Population after World War. II and from all the other chan.,)es that .produced. a

rising' perden who-chrose college oven' g to work following high school.

But college going shows clear signs of a sign flea= downturn that wisll
r .

continue. for at lea t. ttenxt fifeen years because of striking d
-.. .

tia-, .
,.,

shlifts.: Althotigh mariy students today are, not in the tra,ditionjal age group, ,

e ' r - ,
4-v ,



Government in Higher Education
'..---

'0 4 .

- c ..
. .

the Commission is confident that their numbers will not begin tcOmake up for the

loss of those who are.

This declining demand
...

for higher education coincides with a period of
-

severe financial tressjwhen'Anflation is driving up, operating costs dramatically
4

and hitting har at all Of its sources'oi income.
...

..,
.-

. Government was .a powerful:and generous ally during the expansion.

could not been. otherwise stce.. it -understood welkhow our and
4

'44

universities could fill the extraordinary demands for education and "tes-eartIlk

that existed. Its nose barely poked on campus . But.toda. there' is

.

.

-
. . .

.
-

less understanding, and it sometj.mes 'seems at the entire camel i#-'humping-and
, .

.

'-thumpini-'iround-inside the higher education tent. 1 4

..1 :.4* 8`
. .

The conflict has eriisted for some years and _our Coramissfon was'ecreated
...,

, . ,. < 4 ; 'btX 1, ; :

to amine thereapoi.ifor it. We are - convinced that although there are tes,.1

probleM'a that will not go away, can be done to improve .the viv4i,in whidbt
,, -- . 1

..

thegov
:,

t and colleges and universities get along; this was our litotitedalong;
r, ...,- -

objectiv .. We did not set but-to present a. Iiition of the-ideal structure and

. - .

call for dilastic change 311, some of ottr'proposals are bold and suggest a
..

. '. .

,new order of pridrities. ,,Not everyone, ,on 40T off-thelarpus will like what we
_ejt,--: ,

have to say., Without opposition, we would be left in. doubtthat it was worth.
. '

. .
.11

saying, at all:

-
.

. . ,

Although.our -report is detailed and its recommendations are hiiky
, - a

specific, we mean it for the concerned-citizen as well as the expert. Some
,w.

Of:whatim.recommend is addresied-to colleges and universities. Some of what.

-.wet recom e, n d ,, needs aciln
,

iallate l,;,,

\
4
ove rnient agencio.s and

.

'--:, 11
. oa

Congress. 'All-of whaewe-recomnevd_deserves widetublic disCussionl

! Every tudericah'la involved - -as parent; as'student,.or as taxpayer.
- .

4

.00

) "

:



v.GOvernment- in Higher. gducatiaW

Higher education is .now a big business ItlinvolifTes many pekile--

-money. There are '11 *ion gt_tidellts ii our ,;co egeytnd, univeraitt

employ one mi,li on faculty, administration and staff. Total revenues are
..

currently about .$45 billion each. yeai: $11 te $ billidn comes from ttudpen0
r ft

and'their families, and $3 billion from gifts, non-government grants and

,'contracts', and endowment income- All the rest is provided by governments:

Laiejge sums of public money are involved. In the fiscal year 1979-80,

.. state legiSlatures invested $19 billion, and the federal government spent
. , .

_,
.,... , .

$14 billion, most -EST-Which wenit.directly or indirectly to institutions.
.,:- .. .

-These figures-'' point .up the importance- of higher education to each of -us
, . . .

as taxpayers. -If it is-to survive in something, i-esembling its present forth-,.
-

-,

funds of this magnitude-will The needed for as far ahead as- we can see.

Each-,pf -us h&s - :,Large stake in m4kingSure that theiamoney is 1 -used.-
. p

There are ,ito easy an-werseto questIons we had to consider. Many are
5e 'I. ,

-'-phil'iralbghicone;,..which divide the public and involve a conflict between-

two conceptions:a fairness in how American socety diatributes. opportunities
4and liewardy'..-011.e-view emphasizes individual eff t and would-reserve rewards.

fa those .N.7h64 earn thitia.' *Mae Other vi stresses our o meet the

.leeds.and ontisadvantaged group
"

conerete'prOblems of public policuwin hi er
.. ,

a proper balance heltween these two philosophies.
. -.-

The Comadasion's redommendations are shaped by these broad convictions:

-

As we,' oUrselves, examined the

-we tried to arrive at

It is of- first importance to preserve the diversity of higher
. ---,

educatitn.. r

response to 'new cdnditionS, hivras els re,
., I' ofir

sifduid- be d ected by th 1u-ralistic choices of 'studenta+.go

ftli __/-,.
- -"-- their parents realer 'than by centraligbd7decision-making.

-1-'
-
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. -

,

.

...44.,e-''.?.

The social g oals of eqqal Ohortunity legisla6ICAMust be

..,:

maintained, but i better way 6 retch them is needed,. The

initiative and responsibility must be kept pr

irelleges and universities.
-Jr!

ily with the

Retrenchment i.s mew _ and_ difficult task. Reduction of

Capacity must be managed in a way that maintains quality and

variety. The whole bur

institutions.

should not fall* private

Federal financial aid should continue. to have the primary aim of

helpingiNtudents, so that no high school graduate who wants further

educIngli is limited by financial' need. Yet, self-help should also

be an element in every aid program. Another appropriate federal

role is enabling tudents to have wider choices.apong institutions

ing the boriowing power of the federal gavernment available-

o Pre

'ship at colleg

Steadier fund

ents and' their families. - =

-

echanisms of federal support for research' and schplar-t i

and uniNrsities are fundamentally sound:

ana ioMe long:run groslowth in real terms re.
<e

i
a , .

hoggever, needed in order to maintain Ameria s. preeminence in.'
, .

"science ;'and scholarship:

he heavy involVemepi of the fedeial governMent j,n medal
.2_ . . .' ' 4 4

7 ;,- t'rg

education; -"!4°1 the,,teirkency towards manpoler=ptalilltng altdr

directibn poine.to future dangers for-higher educatioh as '4.. wrhore."- i- '''* .:1.-'

/4.. ;

Ae

We Call on our tongresimen, on our state ators, otiotir,,:gbv'etxtmentt. .

-.. t - ''..?$

officials and on our political leaders to.'". gniz been 'a ,...

, p
, itt !.

-:-...--- 1,,
,

. ...
- alarm :mg lois of per.spectiy,,e 11 11 ;rialtat.it:

,
,
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can dd and must ao, and what it should

government is:raising questions about faculty appointments and pibmotions through...

agents who simply not knbw enough about higher education. More And mofej

0
01:1

not be, asked to. d . More and more, the

problems are'in the tie ds of administrators and legal advisors but not the"

hands of faculties, where real decisions are made. More and more, student,

admissions policies are,underattack, and present procedures encourage thiS to

be `done in the Courts.' More and more, the'government is expressing view's
. ,

curriculum. More and more:'ssientIsts and scholars - working with federal

6

feelthey are being treated-like supplieri ofoffice eqUipmint 9r builders a

,

dams . More and _more, decisions on who shall teach what die 11 teeth,' and

whom they shall teach are passing from colleges and universit

agencies and the courts.

What we are

and pessimism on

saying

es to government

,

is that present procedures-f-causing increaking bitteLess

,

bo des--iguere the vital Lpierests of higher education. All
,

. *
-.. too often, the standards are incom.d prehensible and ineonsistent. Most of the

.

prbcgdyres evjalved,in other contexts-=-Secondary school or/business. Manyof the
. ..

"Medhanitsms ysed now are clumsy, duplicativg, insensitive; time-consuming, '.

- -

ineffective and expensive The rredies we recommend ard-ones we believe to be

A
`fair to all the complex valUeS at stake. If accepted, liethink they will make

-/ .

a difference for the coming generation.:
. "

We call. on .the collezeeaturunivergities; to recognize that some.goirern-
, J

- ..... r

dental oversight, is inev4kalde

on ,the pa4e Of-the retnmer t,
,01

unfaix for higher' edtidation to

adir to a t for les-0

whi ted

.,While we deplore the -.resent lack of perspective

,

we also emphasize that it is unreasonable and

accept billions in public _money annually without

.use and.without meeting the,social:zaals:towardi.
.., ,

ip
, r .I

overnmental:orrstghtAs.airected. What is
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Government in Higher Ed/cation
o '

needed noW is simple acceptance, of some of government's demahminimal aid
/s.<

pro er,, tho/*orterous and sometimes expensive,'
fri-lf

''....ey:-......,",..; . '*'4 -.. . .,

4recommendations for ilgovement call for much self-regulation, and-
. ,

,,..

to re is needed. We ure' our es and_universities to take a new hard look

at theme:Ives: ademics frequently have been pioneers in calling for change

in other social Institutions, but have not always)een ahead.of society in

changing-their own. Many of-the current deMands resented by academic spokesmen

are neither extraordinary nor illegitimate. The academy claims special status

as the disinterested custodian of truth.A Butsome of the advertising of

"academic" , nstitutions is as extravagant as any-in the coMmgi4fspctdr.

/
Both sides must work to restore the goodwitland)feeling of par\t.nership

thatthe government and higher education enjoyed for So long. Th

;

adversarial.mood is-dangerobs, and particularly in this comi perio4 when the

__

'depe'ndence on'the government as a patron will be so great in our Colleges and
,

must e4 the regulatqrs, anticipate,problems,. an most
;funiversities-.

.:-
of all musk th,.,- Amake -hanges that are needed. The .instithtigns .

..

,
-

are -in the ,best- po ton -to decide how to change and-keep. their cap4ty to do,10 . ..,

l
--- ,

. -

whaesoctetyneeds them to do.

*. The of'imerica.is reflected
.J 4 . 4, . .

n the ,forms and purpoies assumed'

.--

''. '-hy:-,c,ollegeS. and uniVersities,,particularlyin-the: last generatiod. Their,
.. .

4. - -
-

.

yr

'i-Immense diversity embodieS to a remarkable Agree the values of pg. sqciety. :..-

4.1 ;-,,, ; .

a_
It cabid be a casualty of the pres "*conflict with;_government and of the ..

4, ' . +. , ,` '
. . .

coming retrenChment. It isUni;que'to this country and one of:our'greatest
_,.

./- . . .
. - .

. , ,,:,

strengths. Ours is the only country in theorld-that.Makes it possible for
, .

.

all high achool graduatei to Bind the kind of furthei educ*otion,that-suitd

.4thear t arid desires'. We-affirm the great value-to'the-individuagl, an
0 - , .

.;
r
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`Education

topur society,-Of a.rich menu of choice. Present trends cot

st#ption of a table d!hate Tot an a la carte offering.

...., -Some of our colleges -and nnive&ities are predominantly Catholi, some
wn,, -

N., . .,
1i, Baptist, some Jewish. Safe serve only women.. Some serve small local communi-
m. , . .-

4 ° .
, .

ties; some draw-students fram'aIl sections of the nation and from,abroads, SoMg

are public-andalmost tuition'free; while some are private, with high'ttitionS,
.,..

_.
w

Some ha-ve great endowthents and dependheavily on the generosity of their'
.

...

- %

graduates. After the second World_War,.much of the new enrollment was ifi new

wide-acces4 public institutions. There has been a.phenomenal increase in the

numbers of two-year community colleges, most of _which. offer ational training

-

- . .

as well as the traditional liberal, arta 2 as well a ps in ew four-:year

every type eu- rvive, or should survive, the coming

comprehensive colleges:.
g.

Not every college of

enrollmefit.decline and, co

t

s .
.44

etiiion foreaqients. But we can be sure that every

college of everytype fight har °pert... "pressures on the

the legislatures 'for support- 4A-*4-g el r this,is,'N rl

we were i-ed to--think bard about. how to guar-i ity. What the states do in.-

-

. .

,--

. -.. 4' -
' 1"4= "the next fiftegn yegis will_have. A profound influence on-both the-quality

. 1p4 , -..

N .'".! A'

variety of higher education. --/ .

We wait to emphasite that-we seg'-gt

Oetrerchment pibeess. dur Comm.
p 4

Y

at risks.ef federal inte
Dom` r D

co tic :tided

.shape its finanCiafederal gove in: sistatessures to

policies pck-that-they b .ter an'otherw:1 e declining demand.

J 91

Ation

fst is best for- tihe
b, J.

and -

aid. orOther

,

-% .1.fost.,.students in college today are in institutions that are not
'

nalionallyv:knOwn. Wethlkk this is a'faci which is not widely appreciated,

ldnaLAW We ,stress' it. .1f tho

- 4t4i*,, -1' --".

are "foroed to el e theiledoors,in p

/institutioiS
.

articUlar locale;

.. , %

'95
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4

loss notonly to the students who would have elected to go

society. Homogenization

in our unique democracy:

offer.recommendations

hem, but to pur

of viewpoint and form is a three to the deepest values

Pdblic-support must continue t be distributed broadly.

that webelieve will accomplish this while cficouraging

the survival of- the fittest.

We asked the following qu. tions and answered yet to. all of them:
-

o Is it mporantPt6 p successful.comprehensive and communit
,A

colleg%e.alive?

Isocial Mob' ity.

Is it imp tant to

Aeate.Iiberal

intellectual i

social. criticism..

use they are a major new.dhayl

e.

ntinue to have a significant number, of. small.

s *ca leges? Yes, because they preserve our' 4'

ritarice and pravide,a sanctgary fot moral an
%-,4

- .

,
o Is it-important to keep our great research,universities, both

---
,

public and private,:dtront*.1beicausethgy make our world'
.

.
r,

.. ...:,
,

0 ,,s .- .
.

.

. . . r

leadership inecience.andl'technology. potable by Maintaining. and. 1...

a .
,

i Y .- .. 45 1 V

enlarging.bur knowledge\through scholarshiZ,%cesea4ch and teachin.

o Is it important to keep' supporting some coil/het, h are pre- (-1 ,

.

4,0

a

sr . o6 '.

dominantly for bI cks, ar 'for H4pAnic-Americans, or for women?

.

Yes, because histoffically, theseinstitutiont, have bden
. -

kseedbed where people with talents adership' were first \..,
. a- -' - ". 4z, . ;:cw-k

r ,.:

.wakened4to their possbilities. '''4c'--.4"-='a

'

Of course, no one:i4:se of institution.i aonly .gne putp.oPe,,,nOr has,eiTerY

4.
r type of instiTtion mentioned. But all s siaie the job-of &dude afid

q

gaining our younfr-men and woMed. We beIieve'ithit -only if, we continue. to
,.. , ;

d..
encourage a mix as varied as the prese ong will higher education-colminde-to do,

eifective,13i2allthese tasks so 'Vital

Ne P , or 1,

i .

o our count s7i.teil -beings?
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Our full report 41(1*many recommendaLons, escribed avid analyzed in detail.
.. .

In the foliawing summary,. we include only the -major ones and of those,. we S

, ... _
out two-as:patticntariy-important:' the Creation of =a single enforcement agency

...', .5C- '

.

.^

,-:,71-. . _ . 1 .

for, eqnal opportnnitgrAws and regulations in higher, educatiOn; and reforth of
. .

. .., + A
the federal financi aid. program to insure that grants are reserved -for- poor

.
. . . .

. .

..
-

. ,

students, while logns ire used.to widen choice* institutions by students and
)0- - .

families-of all incomes.

At first glance, these, and some of our other recommendations as well,

appear to edd'toreauc cy. Ont., purpose is just the opposite. We believe

,that the con$olidatio e ecommend will bring sprawling and conflicting;.
,

procedures togdther 'so that,higher eduCatrhn and-govenment can, get along more

.
T

.

J r

amicably and mo e ef vely.* t. -. -

At the outsetfAel Ocided that oui,report Mould be incomplete:if,itlocuses,

on .federal regulation alone, although the acadOpic-ieactionto its growth was..

the immediate stimalnsfor,ilegeation of thw'CciminissiOnt Therefore., we .

ii,

overed all the major areas ix.whieh federal policies'areimportant.to higher

. ..-.... , -. . -; -

.t'adcation. In addition to regulation these are finanCial students,
-. . . .

.. . .

----,supplfwfor.acbdemic ieseimh, and meilical education.' Qiii'd scu&stions-wele.,
,-,...-

organized around-these topics-and the Bill report contains chapters on each

We deal with All colleges and universities a

Ee4ral'pglicy.

. .

part pf one system, as..does

It was also clear that we; could not e detailed-ratommendationsloi'each
4

the fifty btates.likOn,tie other
.

hand, there. are a:few important q Stions1).-
--N..

mpst.be faced by mpst.states, and.we have a-chapter on their rofet,. 7,7'.
< ' %. ' ir 1* 4 , . n .
ontex.t' in will& the wide expreSsioe* ,p5ptest at ,governtentkl>-. j, ..
,,.,

., : . _ .....

tatrus,ivends$,:a4siLbe.heatd Is presented, at the'beginning '6f.the...full,repo
!..k.

, . -

-the cture/Pf-higher .eduettion 'is described, as well as.the''tnvoly41ent-of,

.

.

9T
:

a
,
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the states and federal government in all parts of it. There' is also an analysis

of the economic situation of colleges and universities today and why their

financial.outlook is gloomy.

* * * *

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
t - 0

1. Federal Regulation

Enforcement of laws on non-discrimination arid equaroTitunity create many

difficult,problems for colleges andunivOsities, where the impact is peculiarly

important. Most of the academic community accepts, by now,.the broad substantive

aims of these laws, or, atleast, the obligation to comply Faith them. .Moreover,

. .

since our colleges and universities have an actual,

CI)

as well as symbolic, role as

a major channel for so al mobility, the need for ef4pctive application in

higher education is clear and compelling. The Commission reaffirms the-goals.

Itt difficult questidns remain. What constitutes discrimination? Who

should decide when it exists? On the baSis of what standards? What should be.

done if it does exist? Who decides that? These are-the questions the Commission

addressed when looking at the problem. We concluded thlt the cl.krent machinery

is not producing the answers that are needed, and is unlikely to do so without

modification.

We have alreadydescribed the vital interests of higher education in

decisions on faculty, students and curriculum. In the coming decades, enforce-
._

I

ment is likely to present even greater problems because of its poor growth

prospecti. There/will be intense competition for academic jobs, so that both

hirinamd promotion of faculty will be under constant ckallenge for discrimi-

natory practices. Institutions will increasingly compe6 for students as a

result of declining enrollments and on road to survival is to lower academic

standards. Issues involving fairness of student admission, Student retention,

and graduation Mill continue.
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J

There are now seventeen federal rive orders relating to

eqmal'opportunity to be enforced. There a

many regional offices, responsible for. enfor

erent agencies, with

federal courts, of.
caurse, have ultimate jurisdiction. This dif us TRspOnsibility; and

proliferation, is one major source of confusiqnw,

ldgislation never spefled out clear standards or:

agencies. Compliance standards and enforcement

that Congressiona

y of these

..71`11/414..-

proolEures vary Among them, and

even within them, as officials are replaced brsuc

considerable duplication of effort on all sides, ma

for both government and _higher education. Field re

. Alsothere is
0!

. ..

the process r, cpensive
... : ...4

tatibes are ically
4 -

young, relatively law paid, with little experience or knowledge o colleges
%.

.and universities. There. is high turnover.

In addition, many:aggrieved individdals

the agencies are not protecting their rights adequately and

The judicial, rather than the administrative

ing one for enforcement of eqUal opportunity

the principal forum for hearing complaints, and now shape the substantive

content of eq1.61 opportunity policy.

The Commission views the reliance on litigation as counter-productive

and groups havelc '6:4e4that

ko the 4ourts.
;

mode, in fact, it dow the prlyail-,

statutes. The courts have:become

sinceit reinforces adversary relations. also expensive and time-consuming.
41.

While it has produced some results that might not otherwise have been realized,
o*

the question must be asked whether they justify the time, money and effort

involved not only for higher education and the government, but even for those

it seeks to protect.

On the whole, financial incentives, widely discussed today as a more

effective way to achieve the goals &f any, regulation, and one to be preferred to

commands, are not easy to apply to equal opportunity enforcement. However., the
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Commission has two recommendations that do u suck incentives in addressing

two specific problems. Both involve feder. 'matching funds for institutional-

/ ,

investment. First, we recommend that whenc6lleges and universities have to

make large investments in order to provide,better facil

the federal government should match the expenditure. 4y, a small' federal

far the handicapped,

fellowship
1

program now exists for bladk,graduate and professional students.

Since colleges and universities often find themselves with too- small a pool of

qualified candidates for black faculty appointments,'it is in their own

interest to enlarge the supply. We recommend that the, federal program be

modified so that it matches commitmdnts from the institutions.

But a basic reform of procedures is needed over the whole range of

problems in achieving equal opportunity in higher education. The prestnt one,
f

as we have seen, gets people into court too much and too soon. It interferes"

with many of the functions diat maL for good'teaching and academic excellence.

Useful results can be produced at more-bearable costs.

We set about designing a procedure that puts more of the respqnsibility

on the, institutions for doing the job themselves. In particular, we focus on

the proposition that academic institutions are collegial and hot hierarchical.

If affirmative action is to have lasting, impact on our colleges and universities,

it must be managed by the people who make the decisions. In these institutions,

all of- the really important decisionsmmlbt involve faculty as well as

administration. We looked for a procedure, then, to get the facultie6

seriously involved. More than good intentions on'their part is essential;

sanctions and controls must be retained. But, above all, the institution must

check on its progress through criticism by its own community--the faculty.

Accordingly, we recommend the creation of a single consolidated agency

for the enforcement of:ill equal opportunity laws in higher education, which

100
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we call the Council for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education.' It would be art

independent regulatory agency within the new Department of EduCatiOn under the

-Secretary. It would provide incentives for effective,self-regulation and,, as much

as possible, unify standards and consolidate enforcement.

The key feature of the new Council's procedures.w9nld be an assessment

report required of every college and university, filed with the Council on a

regular basii','and published. Each institution would,develop its assessment
.

pnoCedures in a way that realistically reflects its-awn structure and decision

* -

processes. At present, affirmative action plans are typically produCed by the

central administration, A collegial process that involves those responsible in
1t

detail for decisions on students and faculty woklld encourage genuine change and

probe its liMits: Publication of the report is very important as a further

prod toward institutional initiative. Suggested procedures for the regulatory

agency's handling of the reports are

docurient"?

spelled out in the body'of-our full

All complaints would be initially investigated by the Council which would

be responsible for their resolution. The Council would have the power to issue

rules and regulations, and to provide policy guidance on issues that bear on

compliance problems, such as confidentiality and privacy. It would have the

.

power to impose sanctions, including cease-and-desist orders, provision of

back-pay or salary equalization, ordering "targeted" fund terminations limited

to offen4ng programs, departments or schools. 'It would also have 'the ultimate

power to order termination of all federal funds to the whole institution. This

threat, as now used, is a hollow one,

The Council should rely heavily on mediation and other informal, noa-

adversarial techniques,.especially in cases initiated by individuals. The

101
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`services of the regional offices of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation

- Service, as well as those of private groups, such as the higher educatiT

associations themselves, could be drawn on for this purpose. Only if all these

efforts failed, -4.fo-uldr4he Council proceed to formal hearing

.

The Coundil should be required to meet a procedural timetable. So long

as it keeps-within'that calendar, only the Council's final orders could be

appealed to the courts. On the other hand, if the Council. fails to act in the

required time, the parties would be.entitled:to take it to court.

Creation of the new Council we
.

recommend requires new legislation. We .

recognize the difficulty of securing it, and the important obstacles to be

overcome. Protected groups--such as women, ethnic minorities including blacks,

the handicapped--must be persuaded, as we are, that the new procedurbs will be-

more effective imrepresenting their interests, and-so are again for them.

Also, our recommendation may be dismissed by many as just adding another

intrusive bureaucracy. Actually, the structure we propose would replace many

other, and far moi4 complex, ones that ha7e little real.pawer. We beliece\that

a special agency is justified because present procedures are ineffective and

enforcement problems are particularly delicate. It could also serve as a model

for other areas of American lifeWith similar problems.

Any cyange leading to more effective enforcement will, in itself, be a

considerable step toward realizing the goals of the equal opportunity laws

,because it would diminish the adversarial attitudet that now dominate the

relations between regulators an regulated. In the, final analysis, the academic

community itself must act: Until it accep s, this obligation; more governMent,

intervention, not less, will regult,:and the threat to acadeMic integrity and .

independence will- increase. Q

102 :
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There are two. other, main types of federal 'regulation about which many in

higher education complain.

First, are all "tie laws relating-to social security; workmen's' compensation,

occupational health 'and the like, many of which were only recently extended to

colleges and. universities. They add costs, and this impact is,magnified by

higher education's current .financial problems. Small' private institutions are,

particularly burdened, often needing.to add administrative staff; while lark

'ones, with their high visibility, are scrutinized.iegularly.and thoroughly.

Appropriations fdr public institutions, on the other hand, typically take these

additional costs into account. Although some of the academic community asks

for exemption from these measures, the commiss4q concluded that they'ard.hete;

:"

to stay for all society, in substance if not in detail, and that. it iS.nZeither r.

'1,. , . -

fair nor realistic for higher education to.expect special treatment.
lir

The,Lecond major set of federal regulationS involves financial accou

.. .

- \
.

.,:

. -

ability ancltoMes imarily with. the programs for studentaid:and.liesea
. .

, ..'
.. . -

.

. 1,- . . --,- ,,...,
. . .

support. -Accountbility for public money is:inscapable. However. the pr sent
1

eo.
I ,

f I.)7 :
auditing processes foi:iesearcl; grants do_haVe'enOugh:6Ubstantive impact for

. - . . ..,.. , .
. . ..,_ .

the Commission to.propose-their,modification in dur section on reparcht.support., . I'r :
.. Jr)... .. ...l

-. ! All de4.thise xegUlatiOng. as well as others, ,,are discussed more-fully in
.1-, ,.,--..-.;

the cOmipletelrei144.:C 141iiie.he''tPlig;iOn 04.0s not me;n'to.miniMize any

' 1r-
r

-
. .. . , -.-,.,

,... .74 .... .4 .1Pz .
f

, :"-

f/ ^
, . ,

probleMs whictir gUldtion cieates4,we believe we accurately reflect the
,

1,
.

a9Ressment of the a emiC'wbrlethat it is .the requirements of non-,
. .

II*, ,

, '0

discrimination and affirmadiVe action which confront f!igher eduCation widi. ;

6:(1 . t: , .
.

the most-painful problems. - ) _

.
..-CIi

-,,-- }
2. Role of the States .

.

i. .

Today, the great majority-of all stud t ..-aAs-in cok4ege4 financed ha

_,/

govprfied by the states, which contribute more to the-total highersed
1

budget than either ,the federal /government or students and their families

103101/
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The share of total state budgets devoted Sp higher'educatioh has levelled

off, and-in la number of itates,,begun to decline. With falling college enroll=

ments, and competing` demands for state services increasing; public higher
,

,

A education will find it1difficult to get the appropriationi seeks.

, y .

'decisions the.states must make in the imperging period of retrenchment, will be
" l'" 4 4 44

= crucial to to the-,quality and variety of higher education
j
offered.

; , .

-
The appropriations formulas now used,by most states pay a substantial

premium for each additional student.eniolled. -They'effectively promoted

,
expansion during the enrollment boom. As eniollmenF ts go down, these same ...4.

. .,

formulas pose a double
;

threat to academia quality. They erode the financial

,
base. Of 'public institutions because funds.needed-to maintain the quality of

academic'prograns are not granted, and alio increase,-the-i centive for

iftstitution.to compete for students by loweringacademic standaids.

Eventhough many public institutions may be'operatingberow icapaoity: and

the standards of quality at some mayrdecline sharply in order to-attract

.students, few will olose on their own volition. Indeed, since the Great

.Depression, only one state-supported four-year public college or university

has been closed. Private institutions must attract a relatively full complement,

of tuition-paying; studentsoto remain sollient. Public institutions can stay open

as long as legislatures supply the minimum appropriations needed: Since most

.

institutions-have strong constituencies within their
/

states, legislatures

will reduce_Caiacity only reluctantly, prolonging the pressures on enrllments

and.firances for all

If the states use their financial resources to maintain the capacity of
- ,

the public sector at present levels despite the decline in demand, the burden

of contraction will fall disproportionately on private colleges and universities.

2
Therefore, a disproportionate contraction of the private sector increases the

104
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cost to the taxpaying public Of providing higher'education to state residents.

It also weakens the variety of institutions -in a state. There is-a clear interest,

then, for each state to see, that the burd contraction is shared fairly by

the ptiblic and private sectors.

As a:matter of social philosophy, we believe that the necessary adjustments

to declining enrollments are best made by the institutions themselves, public or

private, rather than impOsed by state governments not always attuned to, or

sophisticated in, educational matters. That, after all, is the prime responsi-

.bility of the institutioq' administrations and trustees. Yet the incentives

built into the present systei, the limitations of the market as an instrument

of discipline for publicly-funded institutions, and the consequent one-sidedness

of the public7private competition, all demand same' more self - conscious,

systematic and widely applied process of quality control than now exists.

igher education boards ndw vary widely among the states in their degree

of influence. The decisions the boards face in the years ahead must be node

with a recognition of .their importance by people who fully understand the

purposes and problems of higher education. We believe that the best way to

strengthen the boards is by strengthening their composition, not their powers.

Members must command such respect that it should be impossible for political

figures to ignore their recommendations without drawing considerable public

criticism. The Commisslon recommends that most of the board should be

members. No more than one-third should be representatives from higher

education, but it is important for the voice of the private sector to be

included.

The Commission recommends that each state arrange for a periodic review

of the quality of edugational programs at -every public college and university

within the state. The review should be conducted by academic peer grops,
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not by state employees. To the greatest extent possible, existing-accrediting

mechanisms, such as the regional and professional accrediting associiations,.

should conduct the reviews.

Any governmental. effort, whether state or federal, to evaluate the quality

Of-educatiohartioseaprofound uneasiness throughout the hither education-
.

community. It is seen'as a threat to institutfional autonomy and acdpetic

freedom. In our judgment, the impending enrollment decline justifies so radical

a step.. Candid,evaluations of program quality, made by competent' and disinterested

reviewers, will be particularly valuable during a period of retrenchment: They

can both provide warnings to the adminiitrators in a particular institution and

help institutions as agroup to. resist the e-temgtatiOn to compete for students by

lowering academic standards. Further, independent judgments of program quality

should be an imphrtant consideration wheh a statekagency redefines the mission

of an institution. and changes its role, or even recommends closing it

Publication of the reports is.an essential' part of the process. Only broad
.

dissemination of the results of academic program reviews is likely to' create a,

climate of opinion that will support change.' Without publication, the institu--

tions.and other responsible sectors would find it too easy to suppress or ignore

unfavorable reports. The reports should be made public after a one -year delay

No"

ato allow time to act on recommendations--

Should private colleges and universities be included in thebteviqw
r

process?
.

--.

/-
.:

.
- -

On balance,
i

inclusion of the private as well as'public sector:is probably .

desirable. With coordination between the two, it is more likely that wasteful .

duplication of programs can be.avoided, and that contraction-of capacit will

proceed as equitably as possible. All would-btnefit10.-t*VOice of private

,higher education-were made a deliberate part of the statewide-coordinating-and

planning process, as is now thcase in nine states, But, because the private-
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institutions will look'at the review process as an undesirable intrusion into

their autonomy and may see it as a first step on the slippery slop to public

control, we believe states should invite, but not require thpm to participate.

The Commission believes that the new retrenchment situation reequires an ,.

adaptation of the basic appropriations formulas nem used. The states could; for-':

example, alter their formulas to combine a flat basic grant that covers a
-...,

ubstantial part--perhaps one - third - -of each institution's overall budget at

current enrollment levels, with a per-student allowance that provides the

remainder% This would reduce somewhat the incentive to compete for students by

lowering standard?. Also, by putting a clear price - -the amount of the flat

base grant--on keeping an institution open, a formula of this type would focus
.

'legislators' attention on the costs of failing to reduCe capacity. Searching

questions on poSsible mergers of institutions; changes in scope, and, the like

would be inescapabfe,

NO Change: in an appropriations formula can-itself resolve the underlying

problems of declining demand. Public authorities must face 9,eirresponsibility

for adapting capacity to demand in a way which perceives-quality'and recognizes

the risks of forcing the whole burden of adjustmen,on the private institutions.

The problem of maintaining .quality has another side, the maintenance of.
V

tbose minimum standards that entitle an institution to call itself a college- or

'university. Competition for studerkts appears to have engendereeL increase

in questionable recruiting practices: A few colleges anduniversities have

gone beyond aggressive recruiting techniques and begun to.engage in practices

which seriously detract frimi the educational quality of their programs..

Instances of extramural curricular programs close to fraudulent are not unknown.

These practices will probably become more widespread as enrollajent declines

and competition for students becomepfiercer. Each, state should empower it,s
1

.
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higher eduCation agency to license all institutions for-operation within the

state,:,and should establish and enforce minimum staddardS ef-academic'Conduct

:as a. condition of licensing,, in order to prevent fraufaUlent and deceptive .

practices. No institUtibn of higher education should be exempt.

st

4

(L

f.
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THE ROLE OF GOVERMENT IN'HIGHER EDUCATION

Lawrence Gladieux, Director of the Collegii Board and
CO-Author of Congress and the Colleges

A lawyer who.deals in the increasingly complex and contentious world of

federal administrative law and agency rule Making told me about the three. most

disingenuous statements in the world. The first is, "But, of.Course, I'll '

respect yOuin the morning." The second is, "The check is. in the mail." The

third is, "Hi, frOntthe federal government and I'm hereteLhelp-you."

Some folk's mightaubstitute state for federal government in telling that.

'There is mOrethan a-',touchof-cynicism in- the:way we.thiAk:about government ;

today, its role in society, its role in higher education in particular. In -

recent years we have heard a crescendo bf protest from higher'education's

leaders about federal intrusions. I doubt that a college or university

president in .the country has faired-.to rail against the burdens and the costs

and the fundamental threat toAcademic life posed by government rules and.

regulations.

In a-sense, all of this is not new.. Controls of varying degree and kind
,

iTelways followed the flow of dollari to the campuses, and there have been

cbmplaints right along. Representative John Brademas of Indiana, a leader in

the Hous1e of Representatives on ducation legislation-for'years,'used to say_ .

'that complaints of educators abOtit.federalaid'ieminded-him of the kid WhO

went to.summer camp and wrote back to his parents,-"The food-is tetrible and

besides the portions are too small.":Even-in'the-golden years of the 1960s
.

when federal funds were burgeoning there were tensions in the "partnership"

between Washington and the nation's, colleges and universities. Tensions are

inherent in my view, giVet-on one hand the traditions of academic autonomy

and Ndn the other the mandates of social: legislation, the mlisions of federal
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agencies, and the responsibility.of those agencies for the st dship of

publiC'funds.

While in a fundamental way 'nothing is new; attitudes and expectations of

higher education with the federal government have shifted if recent

. ,
years. Let me offer a perspective an what has happened over the past decade.

In 1971 and.1972, the national higher education Associations joj.ned in a united

front and asked the federal goverment for a formula-based, enrollment-driven,Mb*

across-the board program of support for higher education - -so -call institutional

aid. There were long debates in Congress; and it was a close call At stake

.4\

was a fundamental question of whAis responsible for. financing higher education

in this country. The outcome reaffirmed the traditionail distinction between

federal and state roles, with the states providing the basic support to"maintain

.higher education institutions and the national government supplementing to meet

particular national objectives. Instead of institutional aid, Congress opted

for aid to students, putting the emphasis in national policy on equalizing
IN

opportunity for individuals.

As we move into the 1980s, 'an era of enrollment decline - I see no signs

that higher education is rekindling,hopis of rescue by`the federal government.

Academic institutions seemyre concerned about protection from potential harm

at the hands of government. Harold Enarson,: president of Ohio State, several

years ago noted a kind of:Tutual exhaustion between higher education and

government--not surprising, he said, after a decade of upheaval and rapid

change. So we are in a more cautious frame of mind these days about the role

of government.

Let us do three things; identify major areas where I do hot believe the

federal governMent will or.should intervene in the 1980s, but, instead, will

and should leive matters to the states; second, offer a viewpoint on the
,
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-dilemma of-regulatory,intrusions by the federal government; and third, draw

attention tothekarea of the federal government's involvement with higher

education that is likely to be of greatesi importance In the 1980s for_

. ...

Montgomery College and most other in* 'tut ons7-finAncial aid to students.

On'the first .point, I think the big decisiSfts in the period ahead are.

.going toke made.l.ithe states. The landsCape of postsetondaty'edUcationi-

'' :IV.
',..,_, -

..
.. .

the divion of'labor amongtypes..of institutions, the Probable,adjustments
_

that will,need to be made to deal with-excess capacity in the higher education

system, the assurance of educational quality: all of these fundamental matters

will be decided within the states and, in some perh4s substantial measure, by
0

.

state authorities.' A great deal of activity is currently under way in the

states, including,MirylahL to plan for the11980s.-

.

Master plans are being
,-. .

t,.3},
.

Of .

.

developed.\ Evaluations and long range studies are underway, angenrollment

goals are being set. In sore states, there is a formal embargo on the

creation of new institutions. There are state legislative proposals for

reorganizing higher education systems. Mergers are der consideration.
;.4,eta

Opinions on such state planning initiatives ra ge from paranoia and alarm
4

to al-resigned recognition that tough decisions are going to be made in the

1980s, and they probably need to made from a state-wide perspective. In any

event, as David Breneman and Susan Nelson of the Brookings Institution have

recently written, it seems clear that the federal government should stay out

of the coming struggle within the states over enrollments and resources.

Frankly, I doubt that federal pcility-makers will be tempted to intervene. The

decisions are going to be difficult.. politically, and given the complexity, and

diversity of the 50 state systems of higher education, these matters are better

left to the states. There are occasiona..1, straws in the.wind suggesting that

the federal. overnment might move in a more fundamental way into planning
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and shaping higher education. There is the new U.S.- Departrient of Education,

for example. Many in higher education were fearful that creation of a cabinet

level department of education-might spawn new federal intrusions,4new efforts

to plan higher eSucation on the national level. But the new department repre-

sents, in essence, a reorganization of the. Office of Education which has been

around for 120 years,. It hag been a matter of taking the E out of HEW and

elevating it to cabinet-status, which'does not 0 ,tself raise federal power

,

to new levels or involve new conceptions of what the federal rote is going to
3

be. One'hoikes, to ,put a positive castvon it, that; the new structure will help

make programs run better. We shall see.

'Having made my first point that the real action is going to be in the

states, the ct remains that the federal government affects higher education

thmieugh avast number of agencies and regulations, and the relationship;is

becoming increasingly aRYPrsarT in nature. By one count, over 439 separate

statutory authoriti f the federal government affect postsecondary e

tion. Several studies have been done on the cost of caipliance. Ohio State,

just for example, reports as part of its cost $50,000 to comply with require-

ments of the EnvirOnmental Protection Agency; $250,000 in staff time and

computer charges to comply with the Buckley amendment on privacy rights of

students; and $885,000 over two years to meet Occupational Safety and Health

requirements. One could go on. There are endless horror stories abOut

overlapping and4tien conflicting regulations, high legalistic enforcement

mechanisms, and insensitivity of federal officials to the nature.of academic

institutions. One university president argues that the impact of all this

amounts to something like confiscatory behavior because of the amount of time

and money required. Who is responsible for Over-regulation? Congress enacted

45 words in Section 504 of the rehabilitation act barring didcrimination
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against the handicapped, and the result is 10,000 words of printed rules:'

Title IX regarding campus sex discrimination amounts to 37 words in the enabling

legislation; the regulations take 18 three-column pages of fine print 4n the

Ito

Federal Register. ip Congress too vague in.what it is saying should be .done or

is the problem bureaucrats running amok and going beyond legislative intent?

I suppose there's a bit of truth in. both perceptions. The c9urts,..of course,
_...../^

are in the act as well. One analyst, Robert Scott, has written in somewhat

apocalyptic tones.: "Not only legislatures and federal agencies but the courts

.

as well are willing to-scrutinise every exercise of discretion on the basis of
- , .

a c tplaint.. This is the twilight of autonomy and authority. The prevaili

.tid s of opinion currently are egaltitarian and legalistic and they are joined

to a simplistic view of society and the likelihood of its improvement."

The question is what can be done? Some say we need to "regUlate the

regulators." Some say we need a "people's revolt" in order to bring about a

reduction of regulation. The Carnegie Council recently called for regulatory

4

impact statements before the f§suance of each new set of regulations "(I must

.say I wonder how much more paper,would be needed in the Federal Register to carry

out that suggestion.)

But not only do we need less paper; I think we also need less rhetoric.

agree with Charles Saunders. of the.American Council on Education. He has written,

"Don't believe any politician who promises deregulation. We can't go back to

the.glorious days of yesteryear. Regulation is here,to stay in a variety of

forms." It's too easy to scapegoat nameless bureaucrats. Higher education.

representatives on the campus and.in Washington must make their case issue by

issue, pointing out where regulations and mechanisms of enforcement are inappro-

priate to higher education and where the cost simply outweighs the social

benefits. There is no simple answer to the complex dilemma. Broadsides and
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diatribes against creeping federalism are of little user We are going to have

to proceed case by case, agency by.agency-in dealing with the problem.

-Let me turn finally to student financial aid, which is likely to continue

to be the principlemodeof federal support forhigher education in the 1980s

and of very material importance to Montgomery'CoIlege arit other institutions.

The growth of federal student aid in the 1970s has been phenomenal. There-is

now about $5 billion being invested by the federal government in need-tested

studeAt aid, which does not include things like Veterans and Social Security

education benefits*? Thai is seven Rimes more than what.was being spent in

1972, the year in whidethe decision was made. to put.the federal\emphesis on

equal opportunity and student aid rather than institutional, support..

lastrongl suspect that the relative enrollment strength netiOnkIly Of

higher education'theSe Past couple of years has.something to do with th

availability ofstudent aia. The numbers in the college-age group have

leveled off but financial aid appears to be-drawing students into highi;

education who might not otherwise have enrolled. Therewas a particular spurt

last year as a.result of the Middle Income Student Assistance Act of 1978

which expanded Basic Edlicational Opportunity Grants teaboui 700,000 newly .

eligible studentsand opened government-guaranteed loans to a 1 students

regardless of income. The new aid very likely is related to the bulge in

enrollments in the fall of 1979. The preliminary data show about a 2..54per-

cent enrollment increase overall and about 4 percent in community colleges.

Along with all the federal money goes considerable responsibility at the

campus level. Montgomery College has about 6,000-students on aid of some

kind'and is packagingyabout $3 million for studehts. Montgomery College has

done very well relative to other community colleges. Many community colleges

pay littleattentiOkto student aid. They.don't feel they need t . In
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fact, many four -year schools havecconsidered this kind of clerical matter a .

#

low level administrative function thattan be handled out'of the hip Rocket.of :
,

the institution. The fact is that student aid is big business; there's much

at. stake for institutions., The number Of.students being aided and=thetefore

the numberof students being processed. through financial aid offices, especially

affer the passage of the middle income legislation; has skYiocketed. The

administrativ and fiscal responsibility cannot be taken casually. CMoreover,

institutions are missing opportunities if.they overlobk the potential of

student aid in terms of marke lug and recruitment of students in an era of

tightening competition.
I

Let me summarize the three poin'tsrI have made. Higher education neeEs

to be more concrete and problem-solving, less rhetorical and_polemic
41.

is its

attitude and_vproach to the perplexing issue of federal regulation.

Virtually every accredited college in this country must dealiwith
4 the complex

.

aand grawing'business of student fidapcial aid, and there's muchat stake-and

.much to be gained by itstitutiOng that handle this funtion:resPonSibly.and

creatively. Finally; I suggest that much of the action-that-wi;l shape

higher edction in the 1980s will take place at.the'state, not the fedeial

level.
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THE CHALLENGE AHEAD

Kenneth Eble, Professor of English -

and,Uniersity Professor, University of Utah

Flying out here'last night as a flights into the past, rather than into the

future, and4I'm going to say samething.about that pt before I attempt any futur-

istic speculating: Eleven years ago I:loaded my family in a station wagon anccame

Washington, D.C., as directot of'a project to improve college teaching. I set-
7.

tled in Kensington, Maryland, just down th4 road from here. With a modest budget

of, I think, $146,000, I wal to improve college teaching throughout the United

States within two years. The amazing fact was that those of us associated with

the project in those years didn't think'thac was mazing at all. .After .a busy and

L
tisfying ear-visiting 50 or'60 colleges east oYthe Mississippi, I moved the

off ice in the second year to my home, Salt Lake City,'and proceeded to improve

teaching in the rest of the country. At the end of that year, having pretty wells

spread impro ement everywere except for, some backward areas here' and there, the

4
project andk closed up. I vent back to teaching and never' asked My colleagues

Ns

whether my absence or presence had the greatest effect on improving teaching at

the University of Utah.

L.
Abt ten years before that, Spring 1959, I made another return of sorts.

. ,

I had come:td Utah in 1955 from Columbia and this time I returned in a form.of a

manuscript dispatched to the"McMillan Company bearing the title, "The Profane

CI

amedy-American Higher EduCation in the 60s." That book disappeared a long.time

ago thbugh its remains may haver-been part of the reason that I was picked 'to

forecast something ead. I should say that the title, "Higher Education in the

60s" was not mine at all. It was affixed to the boo Eby the McMillan Company

with some idea that would sell books. They were,prong about my predicting
.4:

.

ability rong'abont their ability to sell books4, But, at any rate, that manu-

script contained not my bodily remains but the 'intellectual and emotional remains

:- 114 ..
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of one kind .of very typical student in the years after World War II. As 4.writer

and person, that book meant a great deal to me for I wanted to record myself as

the student I had been and how teaching and learning had been looked at by me

then before I grew any older, before I became a professor myself, before I hecame

part of the establishment, before .I became a'part'of the over 35 crowd.

book. I used the framework of Dante's "Inferno, _purgatoryiparadise,' and

. .

imlerno to describe son plates I had.been as a student and teacher in various
'

In that

the

institutions of higher learning.

Now let me star securely in

haVe some bearing on the future*.

abre exciting time for. teachers

the past for a few moments more, for it may 1-

The late '50s and early '60s.were clearly a

and students, a simpler time than now. Shortly

after the profane comedy was published, a reporter from Newsweekcalled* 'me nd
-J

asked, "Have you been fired yet?"

because though I onlyb1.d been at the University of Utah for a few years, I had..

-already'absorbed a sense of security about-that institution that it wasn't about

It was an amusing question to 4; in part,

to fire, professors ibrsaying unpopular things, and I was aware .that there were

&

other places-in which professors were being fired. What offense I might be fired

for was very little. The only thing that I could single out really was a sentence

that read something like this, "Why do college presidents become such positive

boobies when it comes to their athletic programs?" I had not said my college

president and I certainly hadn', given his name, though you can make your own

judgments about his possible boobiness by considering that he carried a transistor

radio to'the symp y concerts so he could keep up with the night's basketball

.games. If one wants a related measure of this simpler world of'the late '50s and

4
early '60s, college athletics would be as good a place to start as any. The

objections that I raised to college athletics then.were.chiefly aimed at the way

college athletics from the turn of the century on has steadily and successfully

pcorporated
into current operating rules all the practices that were considered
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'illegal, immoral or unethical in the past. as dead right in my predictions

then that this remarkable progress'would continue. This year, for example, put

in my part of the country we have the practice of offering sports courses thou-
.

sands of miles from the home campus and kten thousands of miles from the athlete

supposedly-enrolled in them: The practice is being defended, so I recently read,

as "legitimate extension of educational opportunity." The joke in my part of the

country currently is how many New Mexico basketball players does.it take to.

change .a light bulb? The answer is five, one to screw it in and four to get

credit. Lest I seem to be straying from my subject, college a thletics, I should

sayy, only occupied one chapter in the book "The Profage Comedy." Let me remind

I
myself and you that-college sports are still played by suppose dly college students

who are also,A7Pposedly learning from supposed professors in other subjeCts. It

strikes me odd, as I think of it, that in 25 years at the University of Utah and

facing perhaps 5,000 undergraduate students, .1 can remember having only four

varsity athletesathletes in my classes, two of whom-were good students when (and that was

not often) they had a chance to be. You are to bless yourself for being denied

the full privilege cbig time professional sports, though I note you. are under

%((

the wing of MJCAAwhich portends an increasing professionalizing of sports here

as elsewhere within higher.education. I would also predict that in the '80s cora-
1

munity.colleges will need to give increasing attention to the possible exploiting

of heir student athletes by the major college and university franchises of pro-
.

fessional athletic teams. College athletics was a depressing subject in the '60s

and still is, not because it is not an immensely exciting, freeing youthful activ-

'ity bringing hundreds of thousands of people together in splendid facilities but

because it seemingly cannot exist without corruptipg, and because its relation Co

learning is therefore so dubious. But enough of a depressing subject.

The most important fact of the '60s for community colleges was the decade of

remarkable expansion. With respect 'to this expansion, I must admit to making two
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right guesses and two, wrong opinions. I, was right, in predicting that the abundance.'

4^
\

of small struggling privatt colleges would not diminish as a result of the community=

college delitAument. I was right, too, in predicting that these small private col-

leges

.- . .

would continue to be the(hardeet pressedof collegiate institutions. After:

a period of relative affluence for some of them. in the '60s;.the small private col-

lege today is again the subject of gloomy predictions about the educational future ; r

I'was wrong, think now, in opposing the development of the public oommUnity.col-

.

leges. I hasten to add this was not because I'm against them in principle. I did
-.,

not hold, do I:hold nowA-an-allegiant.position . which treasured only tradition.

hallowed four -year liberal arts colleges. My reservations were on Purely practical

grounds.' .I did not see how the country, hardpressea to support the existing initi7

tutions in the ,'60s, could support i vast new network of colleges. I was wrong in

my, analyses, though I consider ,14 something of a imiracle, a typical-miragleof thiS

strange and marvelous country, that not only did it expand higher education at the

beginning, but it expanded it in'an unprecedented way at the other end--graduate

and research institutions.. The- question of whether, it was wise to do so was-quite-

simply answered'by the fact that both were Accomplished and pretty much within a

decade,. I was also wrong, I think in one higbminded statemeit I made about sta.

dards apd I probably had 'the community colleges in mind' when I wrote, "All colleges
-;

mtist set firm standards though such standards may be higher or lower as befits/the

'.nstitutional aims and the student confidences." Standards, ;. now think, like

letter`srades probably do more harth than good and particularly with respect to those

individuals mist in geed of the skills and confidences education earl prpvide. The
,

4
Standards respect' most are thoSe arrived at 6etween teacher and individual student.

based on that individual student's aims, accomplishments, and i'Dotentia: Let me

conclude this excursion,into the past of 20 years Aga by speculatingoti what,it may

say about .the future..
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First, Colleges-at& universities are likely.to:be pressed-financially and

without, in ;any areas, the general4orodise of increased enrollpentS that relieved..

such financd.al.pressures in the ',6Ps.Y I'm not aware of your exact prospects bere:,,

and in any event, ',wish t6 relate filiancial'pressures-ind:presSures to attract
...

.

.

students (they often7go
.

together). to teaching and learning in a rk-regeneral way.
-.. . .. . . .

.

. .
Such .effects exist' in good times'and had,

.

'only. they 'are emphasized, more in bad,
.- . ...--., .

. - .
.

.
. .- . .

times. .ChiefIy:,. they have to do with-trying to -reduce the cost of instruction,
-

. ,.
. . . ._ .-

. . ,

commonly by'increasing.teadhingloads3/bTenploying technology, and by cutting
. -

. , _
programs. Much might.he.said about each of fhege and- safely about the''80s in asaid

,-
0 ..,

.4,,,
.-generaItimetbf financial stringency. Education i8 not'cheap, though there is no

, --.-

v-,. ,

predisely 'established relationship betWeen money spent And learning accomplished.
, ...

. ,

''
,

. ,.

No one has- yet St--ablished the number of classes, the- number of students/,an
,..

-. ..
. *

average teacher, whatever tthat is, can best each. In general, teaching loads in
. .

. ... ....
,.universities hive decreased greatly. Since 1960, .decreaseci less and uneven

. .. -
.

state' colleges and remainlargestin community colleges.. Within community f..

..,

..

leges,..ncreasing teaching loads,mgy appear attractive butif the community
) .

) So' servedollegesis,to.maintain that important sense -of :community and to tne varied
k . :t ;

... stildenody which is characteristic of::SuchColleges now and in the future;
. .

, .

-!.

class.
,

teachers may peed. to teach less-ds measured by hours of students in order

to establish those persOnal time-:ennsumipvrelationships which create community
.

and Which foster individual :learning:,
.

I've been impressed inAhe:CoMmunity Cdileges I' have visited with the employ-..

ment Hof educationaltechnolpgy of many kinds There seems to be less resistance

A
to it from faculty than in the-universities, perhaps more acceptance by students

and-certainly more of.sense-Ot'operating in the world of computers, printouts,

-6

media, which"characteriZe modern society. I think community' colleges will continue

tobe attracted in these directions and offer only three cautions. With respect
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. .

.

..
-

.

to students, instructional technologK in itself-does little to solve'the-crucial. .

,\ , -
problems of motivation in learning, nor- will it necessarily make-learning easier :

. .

nor will it do much in the way of synthesizing the acquiring of. specific skills'

and knowledge with a personal growth and development that distinguishes being

t

educated or growing toward wisdom. With respect to teachers, eduCational tech-

sinology can both aAist and get in the way; relieve a teacher of work ands increase

V'

his or.her work. I think appropriateness and interchange are key words here.

The computer, for example, may be highly'appropriate to Sate kinds of instruction,

inappropriate to others. 1./hat one learns about the use of educational technology .

in one subject or area can best be extended by'teachers exchanging ideas across

the various boundaries that define our subject matter. The third caution is

directed to administrators chiefly. We have now experienced two full decades

and,a little more of the adaptation of television to instruction. Though I've

read a good many reports comparing' learning outcomes on television-taught courses
. .

with conventionalry,taught:ones, I have yet to read a carefUl cosCaccounting of .

television instruction versus conventional instruction, learning outcomes:aside.

I'm being very neutral here. I think I've been able to gain affair knowledge of

the strengths and weaknesses of television instruction and-even a good deal of

specific information about how to make teaching by television effective, but I

still am puzzled las to how'much it costs.. Because teaching is labor intensive,

the presumption seems to be that educational technologris automatically cheaper._

I. am not sure, and thus I ask for extreme care,in the 180sin adopting.any fora

of educational technology as a costlaving measure.

gg !

As to cutting programs, my guess is.that community colleges have much less

to fear than four-year colleges and universities. I think a, continuing strength

of the community college in the '80s will be their ability to identify social

needs and job skill opportunities and adapt teachinvprogaits,to them.
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a...mark-of the '70s has been a shift to careen:oriented education with prevailing
I

.
.. ol -

..

conditions of inflation, a skepticismtoward thethe return of.extended
. . e

/ . ,

higher education a
....-1%

nd,a diminishing,.I think, of the distance betWeen work with
...

the hands and with the This makes me believe,comMunity colleges will be.._

in.a stronger position than ever with respect to the'programS they-offer. In

addition, community colleges such as this have an opportunity to adapt programs

Ito a changing Clientele,'to adult learners, to women and men returning to college
or coming to college for the first time and for other reasons, and with quite

different- aptitudes andattitudesthan those possessed by the typical freshman in

a green bearlie:I.think the teaching' within Ehe kindof.kograina that recognize

:the nature of the students, and the nature of their aims may go very..well.for

'teachers in the community college. P.

Now let me turn to only ten years ago in thiscautious sneaking up on-the

/

future. Despite the Vietnam war, despite the student protest; despite siume.

indications thava,surplus of Ph.Ds was up-on us, there was-an optimisticair

about those years that prettymuch has:teen absent since. 1972:, I addressed

a speech to my.colleagues in English called "Sobering.UtLand Staggering°Through

the '70s." In thatspech I likenedfhe '60s to 'a mild.and generally beneficent

drunk and counseled them that being sober is not an altogether unhealthy or

unhappyonditionif-not adhered to too strictly and to the exclusion of intaxi-

.

cations of every kind. The project I mentioned went on to an optimistic, if

simple-minded way. It had three clear objectiveS. One, evaluating teaching;

_two, faculty development; and. three optimum working conditions for effective

teaching. I think we accomplished a good deal with respect to evaluating teach::

ing, assisted greatly by student pressures to be Avaved. Within the decade of
,

the '70s, evaluation of teaching has become more systematic, more carefully don',

and plays a larger part in the reward structure. Whether it has improved
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teaching or will continue to if it has, I cannot say, though my guess is that it

lk
- has increased the attention-- given -to teachingand_in_a_leneral way_may_have raised_:

the leverof practice. I've always felt that evaluating teaching has been mainly,

I'Lt% diagnostic-in its beneficial effects by haying input from the students facing you

as teachers .in the ..class. One can continue to learn about those aspects of one's

,-,praCtice that affect learningi.,and in this respect I continue to support evalua-

. _

tion as a very valuable diagnostic tool.

Faculty development has become something of the big movement in the '70s.

It now has a journal, a national meeting, and a core of faculty developers to be

called upon by ,Anyone needing developing or more commonly by someone else needing

with-evaluation, I have some reservations here. The argument

.

still seems. sound that any institution should set aside, as industries do with

product development, a reasonable sum. to assist faculty in developing and retaining

the complex skills and personal qualities that go into effeetiveeaching. BUt,

how any college can best go about it, how the collective faculty and the individuals

who make it up can best be reached, and how these then will -produce results in the

form of enhanced learning of,the students are still complex questions. I hope the

faculty development movement will continue; that, as it does, it will find more

answers and that administrations it support. 411

Our third-objective received less attention; that is, optimum working condi-.

tions for. effective teaching, perhaps because it .is a chronic problem and is so'

enmeshed in an institution's financial position, the nature of the student body,
4

the institutional size and tradition; short, the whole complex environment that.

affects teaching and learning. By way of this last subject, optimum working con-

titions for teaching, let me conclude by peering-briefly into the future from the

vantage point of today. I take as a text, the latest issue of "Change" in which

I came upon three articles that will 'allow me to say some things perhaps about .
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' specific conditions that you are.more aware of here than I. The first is by a

.one-time acquaintance of mine--a man samed=Sam Sackett whom I haven't-teen-Sinte-
.

I was in graduate-school in New York but whose name I have seen occasionally in

scholarly articles. This piece begins and I'll read the'first two paragraphs:

"For 23 years I-taught at a publicly supported four-year university that offers

bachelor's and master's degrees. I rose to the rank of. full professor in the

English department there. I hdid a_doctorate from a major university. In 1977

I found
AP
that I could no longer stand to work 4t the university and I left in the

middle of the semester. Recently, I taught for a year at a privately owned bus-
.

iness college. My experience has given me an unusual insight into the differ-

e2ces between these two types of institutions. In my. opinion, the differences

are all in favor of the business college."

Now, I won't take time to detail Mr. Sackett's disaffection with the state

university nor all the pluses, he foinnd in teaching at the business college, but

some, I think, apply to the advantages also held by community colleges such as

yours and I hope you will continue to exploit them in the 'Ns.

I turn to his text again. What did I find, he writes, at Salt Lake City

Business College in Hutchinson, Kansas? "An administration and staff that were

truly student centered," and then a bit later, "I found more interest in human

instinct education than I had ever seen among my-humanistic colleagues at a

university," and again, "students were sometimes reluctant and not always Eree

of the bad educational habits left by 12 years in the public'Schools but were

-opento being taught," and then his peroration is "The university prides itself
t

on the liberal arts which are the arts appropriate to free man but what is

liberating about being required to take courses that are offered only because,

teachers won't risk teaching anything they have not themselves been taught ?"

What is liberating about having to attend classes that are called general
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education only because the'designation insures a full teaching load for a profes-

, /
sar -who- could not otherwise-attract students- No matter what the liberal arts "may

have been in the days of Cicero, today itjs the business colleges that are render-
.

ing students ttluly liberated, liberated from the cycle of poverty, liberated to

disc6wer their potential and fulfill it."

And without trying to guess at. whether Mr. Sackett is' reflecting his own

malaises or larger malaises, I think there is a good deal to be said for'what the
,

community colleges have often done best., namely, helping to liberate students from

the cycle of poverty, to discover their potential and fulfill it.

The second article In "Change" magazine is one titled, "How Public Institu-

tions Vie for lrighter Students," and-a good deal of its research was conducted'

here from the statistics furnished by the University of Maryland. It's one of the

research articles that frequently come into '.!Change" and acquaints us with some

specific aspect of higher education. What interests me about this article is that

these publicly supported institutions are universities and the table of data shows

impressive_ increases from 1965-66 to the pr nt.in the number of national merit

scholars enrolled. At the University of Maryland, for example, the increase is

4.3 percent, but at the University of-Virginia nearby, it is 26 percent. How, I

ask myself and I ask you, do the community colleges fare or is even this'a realistic

question to ask in relation, to competing for bright students?

I see two counter movements affecting community colleges in the '80s in this

respect. The one is in the direction of community colleges as the places the'ku-
.

dents go if they can't get in anywhere else; the other is toward making the student

body more representatie of a community, gaining its share of bright students,

talented students in other ways and students who represent a cross-section of the

community served. Until recent times, this article goes on, "most of the public

institutions regarded it as inappropriate and elitist to show the bright students

special favor." Community colleges might consider the kind of active recruiting
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that is described in this article, not because bright students are better to have

than less bright students but because students canlearn a great deal from other

students and the unplanned as well as planned exclusion of good,students lowers

the learning pdssibilities for all students.'

This leads me to the last of these articles and the last of my crystal7ball

gazing. It's a wistful plea.for an academic community written by a professor at

the University of Southern California. His opening paragraph is conventionally

depressing in its outlook for college teaching in the '80s. It goes like this:

"If there is any consensus in higher education, it is that professors are in for

a long summer. The era of expansion is over. Tenured professors are 'in danger

of losing their jobs. Department chairpersons wait anxiously from semester to

semester hoping their-enrollments Will hold.. Anger,-frustration, and depression

are rapid. Many facully arein their fifth or sixth year of salary raises that are

less than the increase in inflation. The question often raised is what are the

options as faculty and administrators?" The article does not end on that pessimistic

note and.in fact, ?oes 1! to propose "many of us need to slow downto a pace where we

can experience community." I think'here lies a great opportunity for community

colleges, an opportunity to assert even more than they have the idea of community.

The community colleges like urban colleges everywherelhave many forces working

against community-ra working and commuting and often part -time student body hard

pressed by the necessities of keeping alive within a fragmented urban setting.

Nevertheless, I think the.student-centered teaching which characterizes community

delleges will be more attradtive to students and more satisfying to teachers in the

'80s.

Community is not only made possible by a residential small college in a

pastoral setting. In urban,areas it exists around centers of identification, shopping

malls for example, which surely have less going for them than .a college such ak'this.
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Community also comes from an identification with matters of great importance. If a

,_sma.11 c011ege_ appears _to _aff ord- a trivial or -marking-Ltime....ezt4tence for- its students,

it may forge no real community. As hard pressed as a community college faculty and

student,body may be, the engagements and studies which relate directly to one's work.

and' one's life are a real help, in forging communal ties. . Community can be reinforced
.

in teaching by the personal attention and interaction between students and faculty

and family possible in the community college. The greater flexibility.in teaching

styles, and practices that I've seen in community colleges should continue as a
a

distinctive characteristic. Less stands in the way of cooperative rather than

competitive learning within the community college. Teaching which aims at students

and teachers learning together and in the realiStic context of actual jobs and

services can flourish in the community college.

My final point is a feeling that the community colleges, after two decades of

getting established and developing, are in a position to assert in their central

teach6t and learning missions their own distinctive characteristics. I dO not see'

any dramatic changes in teaching and learning-methods in the '80s. For the.present,

I somewhat rear that continued moving back to supposed verities of teaching which

threatens the kind of openess, flexibility, individualization, and imaginaltive

commitment that came into teaching somewhat at the same time as the community

colleges were developing. Such old-fashioned matters as concern for the student,

whatever his or her background and capacities, the exercise of common sense and

understanding as well as a mastery of subject matter in teaching, the willingness to
'

develop specific pedagogic skills and to make use of adjuncts to instruction, the

ability and tenacity to find ways to motivate students will be just as important in.

the '80s as ever. c'

I wish you well in.adapting to changing conditions and keeping learning and

teaching the exciting and satisfying eiitorp.O.seAhey- always have been
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THE ADULTSTUDENT IN. THE 1980s

Jamison Gilder, Director, Lifelong-Education Project,
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges

Before I discuss lifelong educationand the topic of adult students in

the 1980s, I'd like to.preface with something my grandfather always told`-mb.

He heard Geraldine say, "Don't let. your mouth write no checks that your body

can't cash." I've.interpreted that to mean that we shouldn't be raising the

expectations of our adult students in the 1980s if we are not able to meet

those expectations. My role is to try to encourage a more favorable policy

framework for lifelong education so that when adult students of the 1980s..

come to us we will be ready with administrative, fiscal and instructional

policies that work for them.

Lifelong education is a subject that for lack of specificity has become
. .

a cotton-candy idea. People say "Jamie, I can't sink my teeth into this

idea; it's hard for me to understand what adult Students are-lgoing to be like

because I don't understand adult learning. I-don't understand lifelong

education as a policy or as a type of learning."

The first thing I would like to do is to share.with you a temporary

categorization and separation about adult students that I find helpful. There

are three" fundamentally separate groups of adult students and three separate

-sets of adult learning needs that imply three different fiscal-and governance

policies in our fiamework for meeting the needs of adult students.

The firsJset of needs is what I call the universal common core learning

needs, and these obvionsly are the basic reading, writing, and compuCation

skills that)ost of us learn at an early age. But for many people who come .,

learning'needs/dn thefrom,different.circumstances thbse arse. still unmet
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0 other hand, when we look ahead into the 1980s a person like me'beaomes an

illite7rate because I do not know any data processing programming languages.

Even if the communications company came and installed a terminal in my home

ttb Order groceries; for example,) I would be functionally illiterate. I do

not Mow how' to communicate 'gin a system like that I don't know my way around
. . .

a simple telephhne keyboard: that's' been hooked to a microprocessor, for
..

. -., - -
example, and I strongly -believe that by 1289 that is going to be a basic

-

fhnctional skill. So when I. group.the'universal common core learning needs,
- .

.

I dot-only mean those basic skills that have been with us since the advent of

universal free'public eduCation 200 years ago but.T mean those that are

developing so fast with the technology that we aren't keeping up with them.

So, the first set of adult needs are these universal basic learning needs,

old and new:

The second set of distinct adult learning needs,, is what I call the

situational, circumstantial heeds. These are the learning needs a person has

in order-,to build9 occupy, and Maintain an .economic niche for himself or

. . -

herself,' something:hat-is beyond the universal need and is specific to that
.

individual.' We'have-all fkinds of value systets in. our. aulturethat mean
- .

. .

'professional skills are valued more_than'technical-sk$.11sand' certain kinds of

- vocational :skills are valued less. I believe if we ,separate the value system.

we can lump together:- occupational, 'vocakianai,.techniCal, and, professional

learning needs as those that help an,inditidtia.1 person to occupy a specific

economic nicherin the culture.- These specitiC. needs are different the

kindsof common needs we all share:- They encompass not only the entry level

skills, but also the advancing and, maintenance' skills that aerson needs..

The third set of adult studeht learning needs; .is one that encompasses

the category of personal learning needs--the kinds of things we.want to know
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as people in order to develop ourselves, enrich our minds, understand our

interpersonal ana intercultural relations, and our religious, ethnic, artistic

and humanistic needs to describe and understand the universe. These, I

believe, can be segregated fromithe universal basic-skills we need in order to

survive and participate in the culture, and from the needs that help us to

occupy an economic niche to feed, clothe and help ourselves. The personal

needs are different. 141uch of the recent worktin adult development addresses

these needs.

I said earlier that I would discuss what the students of the 1980s will

be like. If we look at the above three categorizations of needs it will tell

us something about what the students are, going to be like. We know that the

ethnic composition of thepopulation is changing and that our delivery systems

.for basic skills are going to be needed in new areas of the Country and in new

delivery mechanisms to new 'ages of individuals-. Different new, subcultures

.

will appear, and participation is going to be-much broader than many people

areimagining. Everyone heie at Montgomery College, although we don't yet

consider ourselves-to be potential illiterates, is likely to be illiterate in

a new sense within five to ten yea'rs,'and so the future non-traditional basic

skill student is likely'to be-the heretofore accomplished and educated person.

On the other hand, whenwe look .at the occupational, vocational, technical,

and profegsional learning program's, we're seeing those gates already opening up

to new populations.' We're seeing middle-aged Hispanic women looking at law

sch as a possibility for the first time. We're seeing Black students go :to

-medical school. And, this is something that has only started to happen in the

- last decade or so in consistent numbers. Sc*many of our students in these
. .

occupational,' vocational, technical, and professional programs are going to be

thekinds of students who haven't Participated in the past. On the other hand,

we're seeing the kinds of students who used topaiticipate in those programs
- -9_
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going into other kinds of fields. If yOu look for example, at the numbers of

women gqing into the construction fields and into the data processing fields

and into the engineeifing and chemical fields--the numbers are changing steadily.

And, when we look at the category of adult learners interested inpersonal

development, and social and intellectual development, we see classrooms filled

with students other than white, middle-aged women from Suburban backgrounds

who.-used to be the primary participants. One good thing about the 1970s-was

its validation for people.to be interested in "Me," to be interested in self-

development, and so I think we will have many more students participating,in

thoSe kinds of programs.

What are the Ticaii7 implications of adult- learners and their varied needs?

If we, examine the bedrock of federal education policy, most people will agree

that it is equal opportunity; that everything we do in education, the way

dollars. flaw, and the.way.laws and court decisions are interpreted, always

comes back to equal opportunity as the bedrock policy. And yet, if we look

at the way our-Institutions' regulations and programs are now structured, I

. submit that we in fact practice something quite different. As an example, we

knew from the large rearch programs over the years that it is unrealistic

to expect an individual to perform. and advance in a technical program or job

unlesshe or she has the fundamental skills with which to transfer occupations

and understand and solve problems. Nevertheless, millions of dollars go into

CETA programs, WIN programs, YEDPA programs, and various VocEd programs. I

suggest that taken alone, is the oppOsite of an equal opportunity policy. If.

what we mean to do is to bring in as many new learners as possible into our

training, learning and teaching system, then the entry port is basic skills.

On the other hand,-;if we look atthe numbers of dollars and the distribution

of student financial aid programs like the BEOG programs and'SEOG programs
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and others, we have billions of dollars going into what for some intents and

purposes is personal development. Some students get a liberal arts education

on federal subsidies when other people are being frozen out of the system, by

being left out of basic skills development programs. I know that raises a lot

of eyebrows and raises a lot of questions but I think it should. because when we

track the dollar investments in teaching, learning, and training, and when we

put them In at a level above which they can be sustained by the student, then

we're making a poor investment. I don't think -"we can measure the damage we

do to an individual when we offer a $10,000 a year CETA job that evaporates at

the end of the leaving them unemployed again because.they didn't get the

basicfiskills or training to go on. J.

I believe that the fundamental responsibility for basic skills and

involving new learners, and making sure diag indiViduals are streamed in rather

than frozen out is-a federal responsibility. We have in the past left thi's as

a state's right issue except for. cases where it became untenable as in the

desegregation and handicapped problems. On the other hand, meeting needs in

OccuPatiOna/, vocational, technical, and professional. programs is something

. that can be primarily a state responsibility: We're talking about support of

.local economy, an interstate commerce, rather.than this. being a federally

supported activity. I believe it should be primarily a state-supported

activity.' Finally, when we talk about individuals developing themselves in

order to contribute to the culture in exchange for what they've. drawn out, we,7e,

talking about a personal responsibility. So the policy implications for our

students in-the 1980s are profoundly different frord.what they have been up t

now injterils of Who 'pays for what programs with what kind. of outcome exPectations

in what kinds of institutions.

lei
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Rexford Moon, Managing Director, ColltAge Boarrs Future Directions
_for a Learning Society Program

I thought as I came in this building that we were all4,

/

4:y
,-/

Woody Allen .

syndrome because we got to the top ofthe stairs and if any of you were thinking

about the direction in lihich you were going, it was-somewhat like that Woody

Allen situation: you could either go up the ,stairs for total dAtruction or 'come

. .

down to hear about possible decline. I want you to know you're going'to'hehr a

""

lot of good news and a lot you're not going to agreeivith. I want you to.

remeMber that what I have to say is in contrast to the- openiAg iemarki from the

Sloan Commission which feels that the adult population in Americaidoes not

represent a significant enough force lor it to be counted on to influence in a

major way the future direction of higher education in thid country I take

exactly the opposite position: I think thd next two decades are to be

extremely dramatic, dynamic,' exciting, unstable-and-Undefinable. From time to

time,,they will be quite difficult to describe.
-------

__.---------

-
-4'

You have in your materials the backgrounki fore this session containing two
. .

publications from us--one called "350 Ways that Colleges and Univeisities are.

Working with Adults" and,, the other "Alternative Future Scenarios for the

Country," which was based upon a fairly extensive national panel effort that we

.1.

undertook a year .or-so ago. I. want to tell you quickly about the.dollege Board

because I think a lot ofpeople. including Ralph Nader,' haveverSr. limited under-

standing,of_what the College Board TS. It is not a busines. ,Tt, pis. not an

industry. Wien association of:colleges not unlike the American.Association

of Community and Junior Colleges:- 'It's a non-profit association, has 2,500

membeis, half of which are colleges and,universtties and the other half of which

are schools and school systeMs. Wcoperate aArariety of services, including

,1a7.132:
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guidance services, testing programs placement programs, etc. We do that out of

the central offiCe in New Yoik, nine regional offices and our office in Washington.

_We're governed by a board of trustees. We have a staff of approximately 230. We

contract with Educational Testing Service for some of our work, but we also

contract with others. We: have an income-slightly'in excess now of $60 million

and we serve each year roughly four million secondary and. higher education students

and provide information and services to some 3,000 institutions. The primary

purgose and mission, however, of the College Board is ta,foster access and

transition in education, and that's why now in-this current day and age we are

especially interested in what's going to happen to the adult in our society.

This is the thing that we talk about as far as declining enrollment in post-

secondary education in the United States .and those numbers run from 1960 on the

lift to 1995'on the right, and that's simply the number of 18 to 21 year olds in

the United States. That doesn't take much to understand; but this is the chart

that seemed to me that/the future 9f education in America must be planned around,

and thit'i-the one that is considerabirmore complicated. That chart shows the

ting dimenitdia6 --cif the population in this country from the year 1950 td the
--

year 2000; The bottom chart indicates the 17 to 24 year olds, or the 18 to 21

-year-olds, or whatever you.want
1;

to call them. We know pretty muchinow about the

form of that and what it is going to look like. We know that people are getting

older or we hear occasionally the average age of going to college is rising, or

this or that,'but we really haven't looked carefully at the shape of those, and

thegeneral obviously-upward trend for most all of them. Now, there's only one

thing that you have to remember. The number of people by the year 2000 will be

50 million more than there are in 1980. There wile be 150 million more people in

that age range by the year.2000 than there are in thit point right now. And I'll

just make a very casual observation. If the participation rates of that segment

7
of the population doesn't change if it -continues to participate' at the same'
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.3

"

rate, which is roughly 18 and some point percentages, you can see what an additional

50 million people. in.the population by the year 2000 could have on the institutional

sectors or other sectors of our society. Now, if there is any anticipation of

increase-in participation and there is some evide ce of this now-after studying it

for some-10 years, then the anticipations can be even higher.

-/
.It is important that we, think. of what ard.some.6f the major factors in our

society that are driving us toward a much higher participation by adults.in

/.

J.

organized learning activities. Well there's a list of them. They're varied.

Some of them are highly 'Personal. 'Those of you 7t.to have worked in institutions

like this know if you're aiming your progrins and services at those pe6ple you

have satisfied customers, and they come back, and the increasing levels of satis-
,

faction which the adult has experienced in higher:education, I think, has a very'

definite multiplying effect. -

Secondly, what we call the life"career change phenomenon in 6ur society

The two studies that we have,7done with respect to national trends through the

year 2000--societal trends, personal trends, etc,--simply say to us that the-

factors we understand now thaetend to motivate' people to seek learning are going

to accelerate. The instability in both the ca ) eer picture and the family picZure

, .

seem to us, from the evidence that we have now, to contribute most%to participa
.

tion in learning activities by adults, and the only thing we can see happening

is greater intensification of change in those areas which will, in turn, increase

the intensification of participation in learning activities. There are various

payment opportunities, requirements, student aid changes, planning initiatives,

a new department of education, better
4

counseling.

One of lie mosimportant factors that hasn't been really mentioned today

as a major force in changing the participation rates of, adults in education in

the future Will,be aggressive marketing by institutions. My sense is that if
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you go back over theieriOd of higher educatiOn since World War II, the combination

ofthe G.I. Bill plus the marketing intensity of insfitutions, are the two major

contributors to thetremendous interest in.participation in an acceptance of the

importance of education in our society. Don't just assume that people have come
.

.

to collegejand-university quite normally - -no, they have not!. They havp been

attrcted to colleges and universities. They've been promised things by colleges

and universities
'
or by society, and the college is acting as their agent. There's

been a verysuccessful and very aggressive marketing piogram to bring traditional

. ;

age .students to our colleges and universities and that's been geared up no to

offer similar attractive opportunities for adults, and that will have a .very

majoreffect, I think, on increasing the participation rates in our society,

There's another phenamenam in our society which I call unfulfilled expectral,

tiona.,You heard somebody say this morning, "We know there are people who-would

like to try this; we have heard about, people who would like to get involved bit

they'don't show Up:!:That s some dimension of who thoSe peoplearel. of the
. .

.

,
. , ! ....- .

magnitude of thaSe people. Now, when we talk aboutpercentages,remember we're'
.. L--

multiplying that percentage by such umbers as 150 million, which is roughly the

populatift_i0 the adult learning, category right,now, or if you want to take .this

buttothe:Year'2060, so talk 'aboutwhen we talabout 40 percent of the ,adult -s'

or 80 percent of the adults or 60 percent.of the,adults, we're talking alibi= one

.helluva lot of people.

We'Ve just finished anotherinteresting research project called "Americans

in Transition," and we've been'trying to pinpoint some better explanations as to

why adults participate in learning activities. There haVe been lots of reasons

given. Well, because they're white, and therefore if you're white yoll're more

.

likely to participate in education than if you're black. I mean, these are

reasonsthat have been given over the past to explain participation. If you
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have above avdrage income then you're more likel to participate than if you've

not. And, if you've had higher levels ofschooling, you're -vore-lkdrY to parti-'

cipate than for people who have not. We didn't think that went deep enough, so

we went out into the countryside and asked people first of all to find out how'

many' felt that they were involved in some kind of learning activities and',

remember-now, I'm talking about every pIace--colleges, schools--and we only

found that roughly 30% to 35% were involved in school activities or, institutional

related. hey're involved in all kinds of things. We found 50% of the adults ih

America said they were involved in some kind of ap organized learning activity
0-

. .
.

and then wd tried to find out the factors that contributed to their involvement
-

to get them to undertake a learning experience. This is not what they wanted to

study or what they were studying. We wanted to try to establish that there are

highly personal factors that tended to trigger people to undertake a learitin

activity. Secondly, we wanted to identify the areas where 6ose triggers might

be most prevalent. And,'that's.about as far as we've gone at the'present time.

4
But we foundthat.Of the.50 percent of the people who. said 7.they were involVedAn

'a learning activity, 56 percent said it was because of some event or. series of

events related to their career and generally career to them meant their job,

whether it was seeking a new job or that the boss had suggestep they take a

course. :No wonder -so many people seem to be taking courses0.n,addlt learning

programs, credit and non-credit. It seems to relate to:thiAlir job,

. °

The next area that seems to 4ave the highest triggering effect was the

family situation, changesalfi,,the family situation, and so' On-down the line.

There's a sense of logic about this Don't be to by'the results.

'.'.We think it dOes explain the whole phenomenon in away different:than lthas

been explained.-in the past, , ,

One of- the most discouraging things we found.was in a society where we're

-
saying people's interest in participation, in political actiyIty,,etc., i at a
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low ebb, we found that people indeed reinforce that 'as any kind of trigger as

fax as their learning activities were concerned. Maybe you would be interested in

this'one other thing about that study as to where people found--these were the.

locations they indicated they were turning.to as far as.seme type of learning

experience was concerned. The largest single category,)if you lump all those

together starting with the local school district doWn Lo the proprietary. school: is
# _

/
the institutional sector. Colleges and universities and two-year.institutions

are high in that grouping.. What really astounded us was to see the high number ó

four -year colleges and universities. We thought we Woad find a-much higher'

percentage identified with the community and junior college. I don't have any

explanation as to why that happened. Some people say we may have had a bigger

problem with our sample than we- realized. That's wh!. I say take these as groups

and look at them as groups rather than examining each one individually as a

certainty of the present situation.

I promised you a rose garden. This is the good news picture, the rosy

picture for the future. This is the one I want you to take away in your 'mind.

There are three simple categorizations of learning activity connected only with

higher education institutions in our country. There's nothing in here having to

.-*do with what churches do or what the Army does or what employers do or anything

else. This is only what colleges and universities have been doing with respect

to a very simple category called "full-time credit enrollment," and then "part-

time credit enrollment" and a last category called "part -time non- credit

enrollment." Now, to get those three things, you have to go to three different

reports. Nobody bothers to put this information out altogether; they just put

them out at diffetent.times, different-places, different sources. But, if you

want to put some of this stuff together, this is what, you come up with. There

are about seven million people called "full-time degree credit students" and
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there.are' approximately five million degree credit part-time students. Now you've

I

heard about highereducation.enrollmene--12 million. When people say we have an

enrollment in higher education in America 12 million and it's 7 plus 5; thaE's

where it comes from. Part-time enrollment for credit, generally adult students,

is now slightly over 40% of total enrollment for credit in higher education. I

am betting. that within the next three years, it'll pass it; that some place

between 1980 and-1985 we're going to have more part-time general adult students

working for credit in our institution than we have full-time students.

:Last fall-the National Center on Educational Statistics put out a rdport

which really brought out sharply for the. first time the number .of People involved

in learning activities in.colleges and universities that they were undertaking,

not for credit. The definitional problems have been difficult, but it shows

there are 10 million people taking non-credit classes. So in 1980, we have

Seven minion full-time, five million part-time, and ten million part-time not

for credit Students. Roughly, what we havf discovered is that there has been

not only,an increase in numbers of adults participating, in education activities,

either as credit or non-credit ,rt-time, but that rate is increasing and it.has

been increasing quite steadily since back in 1960 when the numbers like this were

first beginning to accumulate. This represents an appropriate significant

.scenabio for higher education in the next 20 years. If we're o'ff, we're off by

a relatively, :I think, small percent. But, what it does say is this--that

somewhere down the road 75% to 80% of the people involved in our postsecondary

institution&'20 years from now will be known as part-time, non-credit students.

(-
They will look for a much greater diversity of learning opportunities than even

,you are offering your students today. They will look for the recognition of

their prior learning experience: They will look for different kinds of ways to

.learn and different kinds of people to teach them.
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MANPOWER NEEDS IN 1980s :

An Overall Perspective for the W shington Metropolitan Area

Rufus Daniels, Chief, Branch of Labor Market Infortation and Analysis,
District of Columbia Department 'of Labor

71-

The District of Columbia Department of Labor is the state employment security

agency for the District of Columbia and, in addition to all of its other normal

functions, it has the responiibility for labor market information for the entire

metropolitan area which includes Montgomery County as well as Prince George's and

Charles County, Maryland, fourcounties and several independent jurisdictions in

Virginia, as well as the District of Columbia.

TO talk about manpower needs in Metropolitan Washington, I'd like to say a_ --

few words to give a national backdrop against which we will discuss the topic.

It is estimated that the national economy will generate nearly 20 million

new jobs between 1978 and 1990. According to a recent projection by the Bureau

of Labor-statistics, the clerical workers category (including bank tellers,

bookkeepers, cashiers, secretaries, typists) constitutes the largest and fastest

growing white collar occupational category. Employment growth in these occupa-

tions in the natidn is expected to generate almost five million jobs in that time

period. Professional and technical occupations (which include many highly

trained workers such as scientists and engineers, medical practitioners, teachers,

entertainets, pilots and accountants are expected to increase by 2.6 million.

About 2.1 million new jobs are expected to be gen ated for managers in that'

1978-1990 period. 'Employpent growth for sales orkers is expected to generate

about 1.6 million jobs. Much of this growth will be due to expansion in the

retail trade industry which employs nearly one-half of sales workers. Blue

collar workers which include craftsmen, operatives and laborers are expected

to account for only about one quarter of the nation's employment growth by 1990.
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Employment growth in the highly skilled craft- worker -group is expected to add

about 21/2 million new jobs to the economy. Service workers (which include cooks

and chefs, cosmetologists, police officers, practical nurses, child care

workers, ega) is expected to be the fastest growing occupational category,

, generating some 3.8 million jobs. Employment of farm workers including farmers

and farm operators as well as)farm Laborers will'continue to decline as produc- .

tivity rises and the number of farms continues to fall. Employment growth will

represent only.part of-the demand for new, worker's by 1990-. The need'to replace
_

workers who die, retire, or leave the labor force for other reasons is expected

to produce 47 million job openings between 1978 and 1990, which is more than

/

;twice-that which is

(

expected to be created by industrial groWth. Even in

declining industries or declining occupations, there is still possibility for -

jobs to be available.

With this backdrop, let's talk now about the manpower needs for the 1980s.

for the Washington, D. C., Metropolitan Area. The needs that we are going to

.discuss did not occur in a vacuum and so a statement of underlying fadtors may

be of value for your consideration. When one thinks of manpower needs, it's

usually in terms of an occupation similar to those large occupational groups

that I just mentioned in painting a national picture, The occupational structure

of any area and its resulting forecast of openings is highly 'and directly

influenced by the industrial structure,and this brings us to the basis for

occupational demands 'and forecasts. the powers-that-be sometime ago decided

that the seat of national government would be located on:the banls of the'Potomac,.

not very far from here where Maryland meets Virginia at a place called the

pistrict of Columbia. The die was-cast at that time that would determine

industrial and occupational structure for a long time to come. Therefore, it

is common knowledge that the primary economic generator for this area had
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been, is now, and probablywill be for sometime the administrition; care and

feeding of the federal. government.' As of December, 1979, the federal:government

directly emplbyed almost 25% of non - agricultural wage and salaried persons in

the Washington Metropolitan Area. You probably remember-reading not long ago !a

- .

recent local neWspaper article that.chronicled the vast research and: development,

or government Contracting activity in this area, some-of which is located on .,

. -

-

Interstate 270 and quite a bit over in th
.

sons Corner area':-..- Now if all of.

that, immediately' indirect employment work wer quaatified, the percentage would

rise substantially above the -25% that I just mentioned a moment ago. Thasmuch- .

as the administration of the government is the'economic'and employment generitor,

the government.4 essentially a service and so ienaturally follows that our

state ofbeibg for the area is also service oriented. This can.be'fairlyeasily

demonstrated by a set of statistics on industry activity employment for 1974

and projected through 1985. That set of data is classified as the name suggests

by the-activity in which a person

the person, and that was done for

had to apply established industry

industry groups in order to get

is actually working rather than by who-pays

occupational. projection. purposes because we

occupational staffingipatteras to specific

a total of oceupational staffing patterns.

Some of the most recognizable variances in theleata is that it seems that .the

level of government employment is low relative to all the other employment,

especially When we talk about government being a company town imund.here. An

you might also-notice thatthe title dbes not say government--it;says-government

public administration.. The employment figuies in that division are reflective'

of the persons associated directly just with the administration of the govern-

ment and Would. exclude such personsas teachers; doctors policemen, firemen,

etc., who are employed and paid by governments but who render services which
0

can be readily classified into other. Industry groups.- These persons. mentioned

are indeed service personnel and so they are classified in the educational,

medical and protective service sectors of the service industry 'division.
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Likewise government printers'would fall in printing aria publishing, which is a

part of manufacturing, aUd the carpenters-would fallin construction, and the

gardeners would fall in agriculture, f6resters, aUd fishers and so on. The

service orientation of our area accounts for.about one-third of the employment,

both in 1974 and 1985 and that's followed fairly closely by government adminis-

tration and the trade divisions--wholesale and retail--with about 24% and 18%

respectively.

As you'might assume, each industry has a unique occupational distribution.

4Or example; we would expect. that there would be.Abre carpenters bathe

construction industry than would be in wholesale amd.retail trade, although

'there are carpenters in both -. We would likewise expect that there would be

more salespersons in the wholesale and retail" industry grouping than thee are

in the service industry, although there aresalesMen in both of those. So

Afx.

"given -that fact and the industrial.mixture:tOr the Waihington; D. C. area that- _

we've painted, then. Washington has an unique occupational structure a§ might

be compared to nearby Baltimore, or areas such as. Pittsburgh, Cleveland,-or,

Detroit, all of which are manufacturing centered geographiC areas. The

occupational structure for the Washington. Metropolitan area is very white-
-

collar.oriented. The:clerical and professional categories combined comprise.

ozie-half of the employment estimate for 1980. In 1980'employment for the

Washington Metropolitan area will include service workers and managers, both

of which account for approximately 127 each, and sales workers and operatives

comprise nearly 6% each Laborers fall near the bottom with 3%,and the farmers

and_farm workers category is less thab. 1%. This is essentially unchanged fbr

the 1974 and 1985 period upon which all of these statistics are based. Clerical

workers is a category that has been the largest in this Metropolitan area

historically and probably will be for some time to come.
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There are two sets'of statistics thatrare reflective of total employment

at a given point in time, both industrial and occupational. Perhaps a little more
. -

directly related to the theme of this conference is a look at the demand for

approximately how,many new jobs are going tobe open every year. This set of

statistics is A little more dynamically oriented because-it reflects the growth

of the industries and movement of people as a result of changes in their labor

_
.

force staffi'. So,..eadh year between 1974 and 1985, it's projected .that openings
_

will average-slightly over 95,000 in. this Metropolitan area. When wq talk about

openings, we can look at those from two'perspectives: one because.. industries

expand and grow and the other because people have to be.replaced, as I mentioned'

earlier,' because of retirement,. movements away from a geographic area, resignaL

tions fromthe labor force ana'because of the grim reaper. -''The Major occupationai

categories almost, exactly mirror what we have talked about before and this' is

natural and logical. The largest occupational category (clerical workeis) is

expected to have the largest amount of openings ger year--more than 35,000 and

that happens to .be about a third of all the openings that will occur. The

principle reason for the great number of openings in the clerical category is
A

2ecadse the concentration of government and service industey employment in
%

the area and because of a higher replacement demand in the clerical category,

-.and that high replatement is due in part to the high proportion of women who

hold clerical jobs, when in addition to taking the responsibility for working

in the job, also take responsibility for childbearing and rearing., aad this

takes time from the labor force, Nearly half of all the clerical openings that
. ,

willoccur will be for secretaries, typists and stenographers. The intro- -,

duction and proliferation of word processing machines will not'', in any way
-

change our forecast for the need of c/erical workersThere have.to be

somebody to operate that machine. -kperson might be called something else but

will still be a clerical,worker.
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Professional, technical, and kindred workers can expect about 21,000 annual

. .

openings. One of the major groups within this professional category is engineers

for which we'll have an estimated 2,100 yearly openings. Engineering and science

technicians are expected to have-1,400 job openings. A little closer to home as

far as,the curriculum here is concerned might be'computer specialists whose jobs

are expected to be opening at a rate of 1,300 per year. Also, some 2,000 teachers

will be needed per,year, but this is considered relatively low when compared to

others because of slow growth in the area of teachers. But because of the,:some

number that has to:be rePlaced, there is still a substantial number of openings

expected to' occur each year for teachers. Managers, officials, and proprietors

4°
are expected to have openings at the rate of 8,900 per year, mostly for adminis-

trators public inspectors, buyers, and sales and loan managers. Sales workers

will be needed at about the rate of 5,90 0. Even with the slight damping

of sales and real estate, real estate agents and brokers show'the most openings

in thiscategory with some 900 openings annually. Among the top 40 occupations

. .

in-terms of the number demanded-'per year inctude general secretaries, typists,

cashiers, boOkkeepers, practical nurses*ditors and reporters statistical

clerks, computer programmers, legal secretaries, childcare workers, drafters, and

bank. tellers. The 40 top demand occupations -account for about half of the open-

ings that are expected to occur. Some other occupations are not necessarily

what we call 'the high foey but have significant relevance because of curriculum

offerings here at the junior college level; those include clinical laboratory
.

technicians, dental hygienists (which is the fastest growing single occupational

group in the
)

whole forecast), legal secretaries, medical,secretaries, computer

and, periphera equipmentoperators, dental assistants-and health aides.
A x- :

This gives s something of a viewof the needs for manpower that we expect'
, ..

.

for the Washington etropolitan Area in the 1980s.
,
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SPECIAL ,STUDENT POPULATIONS:

The Role of the Community College in Meeting the
Educational Needs of'Handicapped People

Leslie Milk, Executive Director, Mainstream, Incotporated

I am violating an important principle by speaking here today. -I do not

speak in rooms where there are no interpreters for the hearing impaired. I do

not speak at conferences that'are not opened to hearing impaired people because

there are no interpreters for them and there is no interpreter here. But if I

don't speak, then you are never going to realize how many people are not here

and why trey aren't here and then you're. not going to be prepared to receive

them. I don't.think it's an accident that there are not too many disabled

people attending 4Workshop. I think it's because the barriers are so

subtle but so pervasive that you're not even aware of them. You're assuming

that if there was somebody who was deaf, for example, you would have made

provision for them. The fact that there isn't anybody is the important'thing.

The fact that nobody in this room wheeled in rather than. Walked-in means that

obviously a whole segment of society is being excluded from the-decision-
.

A
making process taking place here during.the next two days. Somehow we seem

to think that the barriets exist-only fot .very.severely,disabled people.

. .

Whenever I get into an academic institution I just cannot help it--I have
.

to tell you about my academic experience because I have this very little

disability--no accommodation necessary. I have a crippled arm as a result

of a birth injury, and I want my university to get full credit. for- verything

that happened to me.: So, I'l'l spell it out for you.

When I arrived at Syracuse,vI truly believed that no accommodation for

me was going to be necessary, but I hadn't reckoned on academic communities.
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The_first thing I learned at Syracuse was that there was a freshman requirement

for something called placard cheering. In schools that really focus on football,-
. . .

.

. . .
.

. .
_ .

they have big stadiums and one of the freshban 'requirements is t
4

all freshmen

learn a very important skill and that is how to placard cheer. They're little

squares of cardboard and When large groups ofupeople hold up these squares of

cardboard, they spell out really pithy sayings like "go team, go" and you 'get.

specific places where, you've got/to do this. I don't want-you to itink that 1t-,

does not take great logistical planning to get that "go team, go" saying exactly

what it is supposed to They put, me in the right spot: I had my beanii on

right. I had my placard with one side .orange and one side blue. Whenever I

did this, I could never get the right placard up in time. It got to the point

where the football team was beginning to look for me in the stadium. You know

that Syracuse is not a football powerhouse any more. The coach left after
- 4

this. He was totally demoralized, and I was fired from placard cheering. But

I could take it and then I went on to my next academic course.. I studied

. journalism.

At Syracuse University, they had a cou'ts4 called Graphic Arts 54 A and B,

:two, semesters, learning'how to set type. The theory Is that you cannot get

printer's ink into your veins unresi you get some of'-# on your hands. You

learn to set type the°way kids still. do in junior high sChool, I assume. Nobody.

"-

has used this.process for the last 50 years. It is an academic requirement.

You don't graduate from journalism school until you can do this. Well, you

remember I'm thegane wbocan't use this arm. These are great big type trays

full of heavy metal type. Am I going to tell anybody? Of course not, because

I know the minute you let-themknow you're a "trip;' that's it. I was immediately..

going to be disqualified.from journalism on the grounds that I would never be

able to undertake two-handed drinking, and so I say no way: 'm going to tell
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them, and I pick up that type tray and I drop it on this.guy.'s foot. We are

assigned places, -arid I

.011,

this same guy's, foot.

This was before Title

want you to know for two solid weeks I'm dropping it On
a.

He is. now a legitimate handicapped fellow by-the way.:

IX; and so he asked me-finally after about the third

week,"Do-you mind if I lift up the type tray for you?" It wasn't chivalry

Itwas enlightened self-interest. I got through Graphic Arts 54A and B. He

didn't do so well, but I got 'through. And, I Managed to get through any number

Of' interesting and assts in journalism school until two .weeks before

. -

graduation when

Was you had t

really into the

they:announced that one ofthe reqUirements to be a journalist

e able to type 30 words a minute, and I couldn't do it. I was

ark Gable hunt-ancIppeck-school You go dOWn --tothe

Washington Post--they're still doing it. But my ournalism school knew about

academic requirements. I had ;.a scholarship from vocational rehabilitation and
:

s6.the State of New York went to Syracuse University and said, "We don't care

if she writes her. stories on. stone tablets 'l he voters of, New York State have

spent an awful lot of money to make her-a-lournalist."'Io I was allowed to

graduate.

All I am telling you is that"these kinds of barriers faced me in academia.

- L
I know, therefore, that when I come into a room like thiS and I see only what

we call TABS (temporarily able-bodied) that those'barriersAare still here:

Unless things change' very drastically and you do something very creative,

O

they're going to be here in the 1980s. And I think it's important that you.

know that while this is a very atypical Community in terms of per capita income,

education level and a lot of other thingsl it:is a. very typical community When

'youstart dealing with disability. You halite more adVoCates here with less

influenceand that is

of the most important

because you're still.dealing with

things that this cb t1 v480!;needS: to

Pi s

invisfhle One

-

do is to reach out
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into the community to

4

and what-they need in

lunch I heard about a

find out

order'to

facility

where the disabled people arel who they arei

get into -this community. For example, over

in Germantown, an'accessib,le multi-disciplinary

laboratob.F. :And. I said this sounds terrifio--hoW manihandicapped students.da

you have using it? None. Who knows about it? Well, if you're in Germantown,

you pigkt. But how many kids are there in the.entire Metro-Washington Ared
. .

who would `love to go to an accessible.10?:...Bow many of themAnow about it

Probably none.

What do disabled tonsumer$ in this County need fram this College? Haw,

many meetings of the MarYland Association for Advocates with the Handicapped
.§*

ever have been held here? How many times has the National

Deaf ever come here? Or the Nationallederation. for the. lad? Or any of -.

sociation of the

the other numerous disabled consumer otkanizationsf How many tines have they

ever been involved in a program here and how many of them were invited to

bring people here today? Are these groups part of the outreach list ?. And

again, how many times have they been held in places these people can each

under circumstances and conditions that these -people can particiOate in It'

one thing'to say we have an open. -door and

open it,

quite another to actually

I understand theitt the State Board for Community Colleges has designated

Montgomery College specifically for dealing with,people with learning dis-

abilities. But you are covered by Federal law which says you must be open to

.

people-of all disabilities, regardless of what the st ate says:yad ih0014A-t

specialize in. Another thing is that this College is uniquely situated close

*

to a national center of disabled people's activity.. More national organiza'

tions for disabled people are located in Washlngton than anywhere else in thd

country. More thinking concerned with independent communication
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barriers, and other. things goes on here, and I-think if. is very important in

the future that you start'involving them in planning; that you start having what

is offered here, both academically and socially/ for the community reflect the
F

concerns that these people are beginning to reflect; that you start modeling

developments,. other places. I think it's also important to recognize that

the law we talked about which says you must be open to all also says you must be

open to all non restrictively. It is one thing to offerspecial programs for

handicapped people, but the law says that those.people must be mainstreamed. In

other words, those programs must integrate the disabled and the non-disabled
_-

and where courses are specifically.designed-to meet the needs of only
-

handicapped people and whole academic streams are so created, they are dooming

,

those people to failure, because the world is not constituted that way. When

with
.

you are dealing with disabfed:-young adults, the greatest academic thing.you.

can do for them is to teach theinto. dealwith that and you are dealing
_ .

,tfith.young.academic TABs, you are doing.atremendouaservide to prepare,.. them

to deal_with.disabilitythink that you would- find many of your students

ready and willing to participate-in programS which Will.bring hearing impaired

and hearing students together, physically disabled.ad nOn-disabled students

together. I wonder how manyopportunities. they've tad.-,Probably, the most

impoitant thing.is,.are you practicing what you preach? How,many disabled

faculty members would I find here? How many disabled employees will I -find here?

I know you have been interested. in preparing students to deal with the

disabled on the outside, and this is a'definite.growth field iiethefuture. We

are dealing with a new law called Public Law No. 94142, the Education of all

Handicapied Children Act,,and as part of that there are going to be many more

jobs as crassroom aides, in helping children with special needs to,function in

regular academic emironments; recreation aides in opening recreation .and
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community prograils to students and adults with special needs so they can;:.

partiCipate and really become part of this community. I think that is an effort

you- ought to support.

If. .I leave you with'only-one thaUght--the ,greatest. change that has to take

place in,the future here and everywhere is the way ,we deal with disability

ourselves. Better than me coming here, is for you all to watch a movie on CBS

on March 12th called "To Race the Wind." It is the story of Mainstream's

founder, a blind lawyer-who lives in. Washington, and it's his autobiography.

It talks about what it was like for him to get thr ugh Harvard College, and

Harvard Law School, what itwas like for him to'deal with attitudes of the

Academic community, the students who'were told "don't help him, you'll make

him dependent," the professor who didn't like the fact that his seeing=eye dog

howled every time he read "Beawolf." After the student got out of Harvard

College and Harvard Law School, he couldn't get a job. Forty -two law firms

turned hini down saYing that there's no such thing as a blind lawyer. After

awhile, he finally did get a job, but by that time he had found himself

another option -SO he put the)ciboff for_a year and went.to Oxford. :Heigot

sick while he there nd they put him in the hospital, sent him down for

X-rays with an attendant. He, got down to the X-ray room:aid the nurte in charge

said,to the attendant, "What is-his name'?" The attendant turned to him and

said, "What is your name?" -"My::name is Harold Krents." "His name is Harold

Krents."'"Where was he born?" "Where were you born?" This-went on for about-

20 minutes -Aid .I hate to ruin the stereotype -that handicapped people all have

wonderful dispotitions and are an inspiration to mankind, but Krents was

sick--you'll have to excuse him if he let the cause down just this once, and

he said, "Oh my gosh, I'm only two feet away from both of you--by nawit must

be very clear that I don't need an interpreter," and the attendant turned to

the nurse and said, "He says he doesn't need an interpreter."
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The,best thing that could happen:is for me never to have to come back

here again to be an interpreter for you.

z.
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.

The.Role Of the Community Colleges in. Meeting the
Educational Needs of Returning.Women

Jeanne Fisher-Thompson, Project AssoCiate for the
Project on the Status and Education of Women

I'm especially happy to talk about returning women and community

colleges because I think they have a lot to offer each other. I'll begin

with a definition of what I mean by returning or re-entry women. Far from

being a homogeneous group, returning women are those women who have inter-

,rupted their education at some point before or during college. The most

common reasons for this interruption have been starting work, mar age,

or child-rearing. By the time a woman is ready to return to school she

may be anywhere from 22 to 90 years old, although the largest concentra-
\_,

tion of ages seems to be between 25 and 55. Returning womenlMay be single,

married, divorced, or widowed. They may or may not have children. They

may be members of minority groups, have high, middle; or low incomes, be

handicapped, have prior college experience or not. In general, their

backgrounds tend to be more diverse than any group of traditional 18, to

21-year-old undergraduates because they have accumulated more life exper-

ience and have had more time to branch out in their interests.

Returning women have .differenf needs and different reasons for coming

back to school. For most, it is an economic necessity. A college educa--

- .

tion has long been seen as a route to better paying jobs. In these infda-
,

tionary times, more women are ready to go back to school--to pick up *here

they left off, in order to increase their paycheckS'in the long run. This

is the case not only'for'single women, but also for women-who'fiead,hoilse-,..,
. .

holds and women in two-paycheck 'families. Other women are returning to
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School for the, satisfaction of completing a degree or to enrich their lives

in non-job-related areas; however, this is not so much the case nowas it

was in the 1960's. What all returning women share they are part of

a national trend. The enrollment of women in colleges has been growing

'steadily, and this trend is expected to continue.

Since this conference has been focusing on the future, I want to men-
,

tion a few predictions madehythe.Carnegie.Council-on Policy Studies in
"..

Higher Education. They predict that by:the year -2000, 52 percent of all

undergraduate students will be women and 50 percent of all undergraduates

will be aged 22 or older. Just this past fall; the number of women, enrolled

in colleges exceeded the number o men for the first-time and* already more

than a third of today's college students are 25 or older. The Carnegie

Council also predicts that by, the year 2000 a projected 23 percentAirop in

enrollment of traditional itUdents willbe offset by increases in the non-

traditional studentpopulation, including adult women. According to the

Census. Bureau,, the number of women college students in th-6 25:to 34-yearold

age bracket rose 187 percent between 1970 and 1978, compared to a 48 perdent

increase. in the same age group for_men.. Also, beiWeen 1970 and 1978, the

number of men over 25 enrolled at_twO-year schools doubled while the number

of women over 25 enrolled at two-year schools tripled.

It seems clear from these and other statistics that community colleges

have quite a stake, in meeting the needs of returning women sincethe y are

.

going to be the largest growing segment of the student population for a time

to come. Community colleges have been the first to reflect this trend--

strong evidence that the ole is a spedial one. If it were not for com-

munity colleges, many. studenta, including.returniig women, would never have

the opportunity to go to college at all.
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The community college is often the first place, a woman will turn when

she decidgs to go back to school. Thegeographic location is probably con-
.

venient and the transition from non-student to student status may seem less

jATTing when'one can start in the "community environment:" If the community

cPllegeencourages the.returning student:initially,..she will be more likely

to complete adegree, go on to graduate school, and comeback to take reftesb-

er.courses or new subjects. The community college experience takes on the

role of being the deciding factor between the continued pursuit of education

and the decision to give up on the idea of school altogether.. This is why

it is especially important for thereturning woman's contatt with the com-

munity college to be a supportive one--an experience that strengthens

commitment to resume: her education.

By intervening at this point in 'the retuiiiint woman's life, community

colleges have the opportunity to witness an amazing.transformation. 'StudieS

have sbown that the lack of both confidence and self-esteem that many women

feel is directly related to the'length of time they have spent out of school

and out of the job market.- Although re7entry women may initially return to

school with limited confidence about their ability and low self-esteem,

within.a short time after being.inclass their-Confidence. shoots up. They.

take pride in their perseverance,,and the guilt feelings that once accom-
-.7

panied doing something "just for their own benefit" starts .to ebb away.
4

One continuing education director has described this process as a rebirth,

'a new blossoming of the. personality astonishing tp behold. For many women,

the re-entry process is a last ditch effort to make the grade and make

something of their lives. They take this action seriously and,Want others

to treat their decisibn to return to school seriously also, not as a leisure

. time hobby.
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e 4"
51!7.

Faculty; administrators, and staff need to.realize 'that a little.,bit
V

of encouragement, especially in the first two semesters of a re-entry
°.

woman's college career, goes a long way. But encouragement and sensitivity:

4

are not enough to fulfill all of the returning woman's educational needs.

There must also be, the.-recognition of obstacles that specifically hinder

returning women and the:-formuletion'of plans to remove these barriers.

of the most glaring Obstatlestb re7entry women is the lack of child Care.

on most campuses. They. need for such facilities is magnified when schoolt

. L-
whith do have some kind:Offchild care repOrt.thatnames on waiting list's

, f."

'number into the' hUndreds: heard,of afew'caSes where whole families

- ,

packed up and moved across. the United States to be n r a schdoil with

P

good childcare facility. Since many potential retu ing women students *.

are mothers with small children,-benefitsin increased enrollment could be

tremendous if child. tare were provided ffee or at a reasonable cost.

7

Another obstaLe for returning:women is the lack f financial resources.

Re -entry women -are often *amen who need to becomeeconomicallyself-suffi7-

tient almost overnight.- Widowhood, divorce, and separation result in count-
.

less numbers of "displaced homemakers" who are left to find their own way

financially,. oftenNithout what they believe are marketable skills. Comm-,

nity collegds can go a long way toward getting these women back into the
p

mainstreamkthrough career, development courses; academic, personal and voca-
4

.

tional counseling; and financ I aid. Financial aid scan be-in the form of
.

scholardhips, basic grants, guaranteed loans, nationaldirect student loans,

and any' emergency grants and loans which the,school,might provide. It'id
. .

important that the application forma'for aid take into account that the stu-

dent may be older than traditional age and no longer need a parent's consent

.

to take out a loan. .Some schools still require a parent's SIgnature on aid

forMs for any student under 25 years of age even. If the student isself-
.
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:".supporting or.Maified and livingawayfrom home..-Finantial aid fot part--;

time students is also 7.a. re-entry issue; since many returning. women attend

schol less than full time. Colleges need to do more to proyide aid; for

this growing population of part-time students.

Besides these readily visible barriers fb returning women studAls,
, .

-. -
there are less obviOus ones, such.a transfer policies. Since the great

majoitlofre-entry-women'fhave,,Alrdy dompletedRttie equivalent of one
_, . ... .

'Year of college they'-q11 be eager to transfer'this.old credit 'to their
.

neilSchood. This is not a simple matter in some cases, if colleges-have

limits on the age of credits to be accepted for transfer or,vague policies

on.the number or kind' of-credits transferable. Prattides such as these

affect wrotendisproportionally, since womenare veryT,Iikely:to have Moved:
,

, t..attotmodate a husband' Job opportunities and to be returning to a.
,

different School from the
N

one they started years ago.

Not only are clearly written transfer policies needed, but also good

academic counseling services. The majority of wome4 returning to school,.

about 74 percat, change their major and need qualified counselors to

advise them%of,the best way to use their time and already earned credits.

Besides academic counseling; returning women desperately needroothvoca-

o

tional counseling.
. .

-

Sometimes this can be done in conjunction with 'a major department and

a cooperative education program. Cooperative education internships, whether

paid or unpaid,,become extremely.valaable 'when the student: is later looking

for ':a -job. Cooperative education is an area where few returning women have

ventured but these possibilities could be tremendous, eippecially if the

community college has strong.ties with the local business community. Per-

sollal,or supportive counseling is an important part of the overall counseling
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package. Some colleges,provide counseling to returning women through the

Counseling department,s-the continuing education department, an office for

adult students, a women's center,,or any combination 6 the above. The

important thing is that returning women know supportive counseling is avail-
4,

able and knoW where to get it I'm not talking about intensive therapy,

but-Most-Iretdrning womee:Wod7,15e helped4mMeasurably byAuPportive counsel:-

ing when they first enter scItook either by professional counselors or:by
.

.

.. ,,,, ,

;'!peer connlelors.".lit is important for the'returning woman e67:realize that
- .

.

..
. .

. .
.

-011E,, is not alone in her_decisOon to re-enter school at an older age; that
. , .

, . .

she. is not alOneftn.beriiffiLateSTI6f time itakiagemene; and that.-shei.S1

..... .

,

.
. .,_

not'alone in hen hange of 'self-perception OOSt re-entry women 'would
. -- 'T g',t.', .

,

;;;,,

.-.

welcome-the'chatce to meet-oeher returning:women, either on a structured

or unstructured `basis. Some.schOolSprovide women's centers, or workShoPs,

brown bag lunches, qprientation:gessions specifically geared toward
- -

re-entry Women. It doeset have to take a. lot of,Money to encourage sup--
t?4,

portive networking.

As long as I've mentioned wamentsecehtets, I just want to say some-

'..''thing about Title IX which prohibits diSeriplitation on' the:. basis of sex in

...federally assisted eduCatigraMi. 'All programs musejalSO7he74en to
_,

-ters report t=baeien use their services,.although tOya,men and mcF.

lesser extt.

Other factors that community.colleges need-to take into consideration

are sensitizing the'faculty to the needs of re-entry women and perhaps offer-

,,,i;-!4ng training sessions for administrators and staff to acquaint them with the

needs of re-entry women. With this in mind, it is often possible to modify

existing programs,such,as orienation programs, to serve re-entry women

rather than start new programS.
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AlthoUgh the educational needs ofre7eatry women are

traditional students, different means for furthering this

sometimes more successful for them; for example, re-entry

students in general are more likely to take advantagejof

programs, The "University Without Walls" conceptis,one

much the same as

education ar

women and adalt

independent study

that has been

used-successfully oftmanyeaMpuses, especially in rural areas or irucases,

where stpdentS have difficulty'in getting to campus. Along these saMe

lines are television 'courses. The idea of granting experiential learaing

credit is als0 attractive to re-entry'wamen.- Not only does it give a head,

4
start in completing college credits, but. it is also a tremendous confidence

booster for women who may:have,felt that they have been wasting time all

those yearg-when they' were: not in school or not in paid employment..

. -
bther programs that. appea1 especially to re-entry. women are certifi-

.

cafe programs; for example,,a business certificate would be much better for::

a woman who is going to-look for a job than to have "two years of business

courses." It gives her a little,mSlit credibility. The same holds true

the degree. 'It's a psychological

for

stepping stone to have this degree,

rather than just to count the courses separately. Courses in remedial

_salls, especially in math and science,sre important to increase ehe num-

ber of subject- areas open to women, and encourage participation in non-

traditional fields.

I want to say one thing about part-time study, and that is the schedul-

ing problem. What good is it if returning women can go to class--in the:

evening but find the ,bookstore, library and administrative offices closgd?

This is a common problem that needs-a flexible solution. It should also be

noted that once they get into school, re-entry women are by and large model
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students. No one forces them to go to class-4n most cases, they have

made big, sacrifices to get there. Often the logistics of arranging things

so that an adult woman can go to class are staggering--carpools, baby-
-

sitters, work Schedules, shopping for thejamilyall these have to be

.

juggled before many returning students can make it to class.
.

It'stands

to reason that once they get there, they're going, to make the minutes count.

Infact, a recent study hasShown that the grade point averages of re -entry

xgomenare not only.higher than 'those of traditional 18-ta 21-year-pld

dents but also higher than their own GPAs when they started college earlier.

Returning women have maturityand a, different persptCgO , and can

- -

- tribute much to class discussions and to phe college experience of younger

students. ,It is clearly in the interest' of community coile*;t6.cUltivate.-

this older student population., It will take foresight, planning and, a clear

commitment' on the part of community colleges to suCcesSfUlly meet the,edu-.

cational needs of returning 'women students,:but,it certainly will-be Worth

the effort:` "'

IL
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The Role of the Community College in:-Neetini the
Educational Needs of Older Anericans

Arthur S. Flemming, Chairman, U.S. CommiSsion. on Civil Rights and t'.
FormerSecretary of Health, EduCation, and Welfare,'
and SpeCial.Consultant to the President on Aging'

As I have had the opportunity-dyer axeriod of the.last-ten yearsof focus-
-

,

..ing a great,deal,pf-attention*the fiel ,. aging,:it:has.been,my privilege to
. ,

travel tbroughoUt the country and participate in.many meetings involving older
. . . . ,
persons. And, I have always .insisted on the opportunity of responding to their

westionivand to their comments: .A number of messages haVe come, through to

" me ..tfiey're-loddand.Clear-,and one oT ihOie messages has been,'"We want to

continue -'to be- involved to l.ifer; we; don" t want to be put on° the !shelf .11 I think

. -

that attitude op thepart of older persons is understandable. Non-involvement

in life.leadsto rotten mental, \physical and spiritual deterioration. In other

words older perions sensthat it is important frail the standpoint of their

own lives to continue to be involved. Also the other side of thecoin'is that

our nation can ill-afford to pass by the opportunities

the unique services, the unique contributions that can

-s

I 'ipersons. I feel that the opportunities.for involvemen

that are..presetteOr.

be rendered by older

dlaer persons fall into three,broad categories: paid emp

inqife on the part of
CJ

loyment,..full-time or

;..part -time;'selfemployment; and working Asvolunteers. If older persons are to

.-.take..advantage of hese-opportunities, they need counseling assistance,
.

additional training and opportunities for' receiving service in the area of

placement.

Of all the postsecondary institutions/in our country, I feel that up to

the present time the community, college/has been most responsive to the need that
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. older persons have fait assistance in the area of counseling,

. -." .
.

training and in the area of placement.if they are really going
,. , -,

., .

in the area' of

to have the

opportunity for continued involvement-in

It isn't possible to consider.this issue,of continuedAnirolvement in life

without taking cognizance of the.fact that certainly since the mid-1930s our

country has f011owed a policy of sometimes encouraging and in other instances
.

,
forcint,peopie to retire ata.particular age from-theitfirst careers.'`'

Personally;I belie alWaya felt that a poliCY that requites retirement :at a, given,

age is unsound,and I have always tried to dO eve ?ything possible'to bring about

ik change in those policies. I'm gld'I've lived long enough to see some signif-

icant development's in this direction. As some of you know, the age discrimination

and employment act was amended a little over a year ago by the. Congiest to

eliminate compulsory retirement in the federal government comp etely and to

faise4he upper level as far as age discrimination and employment at is

concerned :from 65. to,70 which:.Meatts that 'employers, both public and private,

:

cannot force retirement before 70. I recognize fact that there are a couple
,_ .

. . _

of exemptions inthereiincluding one that applies to higher education. As one

whOlas,been associated with the field of hither education over a'considerable
.

.

of time :*.T'm rather ashamed of the fact that some leaders in the field of

bo
highet education Oka-for that- exemption. I think thefieWOf-edUcation should

.

be in the forefront in try to bring about a change in this policy rather than

being forced into following a policy of this kind. klve always felt that

that require retirement _at a given age, 'irrespective of the merit of
A..

.the case, are nothing more or less than a laiy person's device for dealing With

what otherwise can...prove to.be a difficult personnel problem for one person or

...

I

fora group of persons. But,

felt that those:policieswere

even more fundamental than that,I have always

I v,

in direct conflict with the, concept of the dignity

. .

and Worth of each.human,being.
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A little.over a year'ago I was. asked by the leaders. of a part4ular

foundation to chair a committee on careers for older Americans This committee
-

hf about, twenty leaderafrom thefield of labor,-,management, education, and ,

also .the public sector was asked
.
to focus on the issue that I have j t been,

J.2 -
.

?
talking abOut and we were Asked particularly with the help of staff t velop

a

a report which would-be some assistance to people in the public and private'

.

.-t ....

.

-

,1145tor. WeAid.isSue-a report:.. Therei:lort ia/entitledOlder Americans; an

Untepped'Resource, Why.the*Si5ure Must Be Tapped, How It Can Be Done.""-

There are tcommendations in the report addressed to both the Rublic and" .

private sector, but there -are also some recommendations addressed to the 'field

.
.

of education. I would just like to share those three recommendations -with you.

I Make no effort to amplify the recommendation but just share the recommendation.

with you. I'll be.frank about it andaa,that these are recommendations that I

...,...did put before the committee but the. 64:aittee'accepted.them unanimously ----A7Tar-

that they do reflect my own personal convictions.iibidb I was ab-e-to:

the members of the committee.

Recommendation 'No. 1. Edutational alid-other 41- ins.r tutions- help

the nation to stop wasting its resoprce of Older peopleby malting it Irn*stak-

ably,blear that they are ready and willing to help peoele to-Meet their creative

needs, including assisting them in fontinding to-work or tf re-enter the work_

force on a paid, self-employed or volunteer -basis.

Recommendation No:2. Educational instituElons at the secondary.S4

secondary level reflect their coMmitment.to the'natiOnal objective of 8:elgig

older people to achieve their highest potential by'making positive efforts to

contact and to cfial/enge older people to participate,in programs thetwill kee

eh, in touch with society and will point up opportunitits for their involv

in cultural, economic, and social.,activities by providing counselingservices.
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'

designed to match the-slcillsand abilieles of older people with opportunities

for new careers by developing, training prograns that are directly related to

opportunities.for-ifew careers as paid, self-employed, or volunteer work ri and

loyproViding placement services that will help to match .up older, people

job opdnings.'

Recommendation No. 3. Those responsible for appropriating funds or making

gifts and grants to edtFational and other cultural institutions recogniZe the

.e.

unique role that continuing-educatkon must play if the nation is to be served

effectively by its growing popuation of older people.

Let me amplify a coupl_of those recommendations by making positive efforts

to-contact and to challenge older people to participate in programs All we're

saying is that it is incumbent om4he educationalhatitution--and now I'm

thinking particularly of the postsecondary and especially of the comMunity

college--to conduct an outreach program. Oldeepeople are not -goinfto flick

.to campuses on their-awn initiat*. It-loing to be necessary to get out and

recruit older persons for programs that are related to the,possibility of theii

:becoMing involved.in second or third careers. I do not quarrel at all with the

efforts-on the pait of educaftonal institutions, particularly postsecOndary

educational institutions to offer what I, refer to as enrichment `courses for

olderpersons;l:but I do take-iesue with thosewho say that those are the only

of courses, that older persons are interested in taking. I believe that if

ostsecondiry educational institutions overlook the fact that older persons

are interested in preparing and articipating in second or third careers; they

are missing the point of what's happening as far as olde,r perians in our,

population are concerned.
a

And-then I can sum up the other recommendations by simply saying that when

r.

we work with younger persons in order to help them to- get ready for their first

1 .4:g
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careers, we accept the fact that theymeed and can profit by counseling,
_

training and placement services. .01e older persons who are looking forward to

second and third careers likewise Can profit by and need counseling, training

and placement services. I feel that there is a tremendous opportunity here (

and that if it is a cached in that spirit that there will be a 'genuine

response.

A favorite story coming out of the second White House Conference on Aging

in 1971 is _a story of George Black, a member ofthe'black community who, at the

time was just abouez§0 years of age. He is still living which means of Course,

that he's either reached 100 or a little bit beyond it. He lives in Winston-

Salem, Nor Carolina. He's an expert in making brick by hand. Our government

learned ofjlis expertise and invited him to go to Guiana in. Latin America to

help teac1 -others how to make brick by hand. When he came back, he
4

always prayed the lord that, my last days would be my best days." That prayer

is the prayer of millions of older persons throughout our nation. : .t".

-"-"

Community colleges and other postsecgndary institutions have the opportunity

af helpinzto'answer those prayers by helping to make it possible for older person !

to become involved in second or third careers, in paid emplcyment, part-time or
'

full-time, in self-employment, or in work as volunteers.; and:_that third category

!t

is very impoikant. That third category calls for counseling, training and

placement just as much as the first or second category calls for it

I've been fascinated by listening, to my two colleagues on this'panel. As

a result of my everyday activities as Chairman Ot the U.S. Commission on Civil
d

Rights, I just want to say "Amen" to what bothf them have said, and I thi
'r

you can see from what I've said that there's a linkage between what they have

been saying and what I've been saying,. "I'm confident there's a linkage between

what all three of us have been saying and what is being said in another panel

173.
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dealing with opportunities for=minorities. I-believe that if the postsecondary

educational institutions- -right now I'llput particular emphasis on the community

college--approach this as positively, aggretsively, creatively, and imaginatively

,

as they do getting people ready for first careers that'there will2bs4:.tremendous
-.- . .

'response. Furthermore, you'll get. satisfaction Out of knowing-trolihave-;-
.

.

. . .

helped older personsladhieve theiiiiiiher.pOtential as older,personS.,.-. . .

. ,-.

yA

.10
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SPECIAL STUDENT POPULATIONS:

Minority Students in Higher Education

Lorenzo Morris, Senior Fellow, Institute of Study of
Education], Policies, .Howard University

For the future as well as the present, Montgomery. College is probAly in

a lot better position than most two -year institutions. The stereotypic com-

munity college is one that is less than 30 years old, is.

center .and i 'publicly funded'. I, at least, know that"

Montgomery.C011ege. The faculty and administration'inietl apical Community.

College is like that of most four-year institutions and .universities- -that is,.:

iS 95% white and. mostly male.-
A .

Unlike most four-year inStitilitions,-4o0,:rer.
.

.

most .community' faculty haveMaster' degrees. and not Pb.D:'..s. and_ha

little research orientation.ri i There are few professional -aSsociation involve=-14t

ments among the faculty ithe two-year institution and presumably Most of the-

interest of the faculty would be, at least 'as'faeas,flighec-education is con-

cerned,Ain the- institution itself.

The subject. that I was asked to talk about is minoritiesA.n tYo-year col

leges in the future. That turfisut as a 'very.interesting subject for, this

1/4

C011ege because of its relatively low minority-student enrollment. Typically,

the students in the stereotYpica , wo-year college are.mostly white (even
. ,

though they have high minority enrollments) and,strangely enough, mostly female:,
-4 'ne. "4.

't
.1 ' A_

by a. small margin of 51,to 52%. They Am a higher minority enrollment than
--

.

four-y ear-colleges and universities, about close to 20% as opposed to less than

16%.. 'It's close to 20 for minorities and maybe 9. or 10% for .black students at

7,two.-year colleges--that is, 9 to 10% of the. students enrolled are-black. Most

of ;1* studentsas-many as 90% in the typical two-year college-are interested

in transferring tio, a four -year college. Of. course, a large proportion of them,.
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10% or more, enrolled in vocational programs:- This last issue brings us'

to the problem that students at two-year-institutions currently experience or

have experienced in the past. Most of-the minorities, a vast majority enrolled

in your institutions,. expect to...§2,,to a. four -year College. At thsame time

even, a greater majority of them will never.get,b:a four -year college. The

chances are less than lin 5: that a minority student -entering a two-year col- .

lege will-leave with an associate degree, though the vast majority of them

expect to get it. There are.similar tuition rates for nun-minority and white

students entering two-year colleges; however; the problem extends to what's

_called !'articulation" or the success of minoritie

T:

-I think that the-,:history of the:two-:year-ebllige movement is interesting

n achieving their transfer

.

- -

if you- Want, to..unders tend the future--that is the dev-eloptilent:Df..-twa;--yeare .

.

n:

leges. While over 50% of all black students in hig 03e, cAtion for exaMple5.,%

are enrolled in two-year colleges, these colleges wereOlificitislj'-'no,t-!designed`.

y ^irk_-.:.to serve minorities in particular. Nevertheless, they develCr

period in which minDrity enrollment in higher education increased dramatically.

As a.consequence, the earlier recommendations of groups like the Carnegie Come
.

mission on Higher Education that the two-yearolleges be expanded were rein7

terpreted to mean that, the expansion of two-year institutions should serve' the

needs of non-traditional students and minorities in particular.

II think. that to one unfamiliar with higher education, the decision to
":

expaldtwo-year institutions as a partial solution to problems of equality of

opportunity in higher education might:look a bit curious- That's becausethe
;1Z

-

logic behind the decision has,-faded from view. Specifically, there was a:-

belief that four-year 'colleges and universities could not handle the influx .

of studehts necessary to equalize opportunity for, minorities and that They C
. 6
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could not'handle them wIthokit a major devaluation of the academic structure of

education. Secohdly; non-traditional students and minorities were not prePaied
.

. .

to enroll at thelevel that most traditional colleges were inclined to expect.
.

to,- in general, the expectation that blacks andther minorities would benefit

from enrollvfnt in two-year 4011eges rested not so much on the unique character-

istics fthese two -year institUtionsAmtermt of thprogram

terms 'Itif'their-pi.esumedFadap;'abilitY%--

structure but in

The -needs of the two-year college freshman in 1977-1978 when-these data

were collected were greater than the meeds of freshmen in other public institu-

tions in terms Oftamily income, assuming constant cost:- The median family

income of freshmen Iwtwo ear. colleges in 1972 was about $11,000 'alyear as

against $15,000 a-year-for a university freshman. tThis family income differ-

ence across institutions persisted through1976 and 1977. By 1976, two-year

college students had, mean family incomes of $14;475 a year AS.compAred to '

$20,000 a year for auniversitY:fresbman: Between 1972 and 1976, four-year

college freshmen were in what is called the middle income categorT while two-
:

OblIeif?eShMen'wereAn'the low4income category.--I think:d4future

of two-year colleges is heavily impacted-byfinancial coniiderations.
Generally, higher education is faced with declining enrollment, and r

IV
- 4

suppose one of the reasons for, calling a confere ce like this to look at--
1%.

what the future declining enrollments may hold f higher education: Many

institutions are expected to fall by the wayside., 1 happened to be at two

recen, meetings of the National Institute'foiducation in which researchers

were caned together to make projections about what research.xan do to inyes-

Gtilate this dismaffuture of "higher education. One of the most widely
_r-

'accepte Uggestions was that we look into how institutions die.

\-1-The Car4sie';Council inits recent study said two-year institu *ons are
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:the4gast threatened of colleges and univerSities..-- Theys.re the least threatened

-4"'-
be use of their special service to non-traditional students. The expected par-

ticipation of minorities, blaekaintIlispanics in higher education is expected

to grow at least through 1995 in terms of the proportion participating. So

institutions capable of enrolling these students are those that are most likely

o' be able to weather the storm of declining enrollments.

The atwaCtion of international students may also be a factor in preserving

some, institutions, generally not two-year institutions; however, I understand

that Montgomery College might be among those that would benefit. -And, it's note-

worthy that the recent federal budget was increased by 50% to $30 million for

international education in the. Department of. Education, so that there-is an

expectation that international students will serve a role. However, there are

other alternate-considerations that I would like to bring to your attention. If

you look at the headcount of, two-year institutions, you come, to another area in

which the future can be affected by federal action. The total enrollment of two-

year colleges is about 3,300,000'plus; however, what's called (FTE) full-time

equivalent enrollment) is about, 2,000,000 plus. Many federal and stete funds

for higher-education are divided among 'institutions on the basis of FTE (full-

time equivalent) . The.`'highest. percentage of students enrolled part_ time is in

two-year-institutions so that the number of students is'Imuch-larger than the

full-tiMe equivalent, but the money is provided an .a full-time equivalent basis.

It giveb results like, the following: the increased enrollment fiom 1976-77 to

the next year in two-year colleges was 2.7% in numbers of students; but it was

only .6% increase in FTE. If you want to figure out the difference, ft' a

difference of 400% in-the increase-. So it's a trivial 'consideration to ome

extent but it's not trivial in terms of the money that is associated with, it.

some. of the,f4ure of two-year institutions 'bill depend on their looking at

A
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. .

.the ways goi.rernments fund higher education in trying to get a better share of,'

.the funds. This issue is further exemplified by the recent enrollment data.'

Full-time enrollment in two-year collegelideclined by almost 2% from 1976-77

to 1977-78 but part-time enrollment actually increased by 6%.

The characteristics of minority students associated with the enrollment

increases are significant ,because minority, students were part of the increase
..

as.a rule. They were also as lifcely as not -to 'be part-tiie, More .likely to be-

non-residential and therefore to be going to a community college. *The problem

with the future:in attracting minority students is that surveys of their pref-

erences show that two-year colleges may have to make some adjustments to attract''

them; that is, minority students would prefer to be residektial, prefer to be

full-time students, and actually prefer tp.be-in four-344'x ipsritutIons. Those

'things can be overcome if we look 4k-some of the alternatives.

I think the future of two-year colleges, to take the Carnegie Council's

-vpoint of view, depends on several things. These institutions have several

. strengthSthat have to be carefully managed. One is their diversity in terms

of projections of'enrollment change.' DiversitY'w111 be a -major factor for

Protecting against declining. enrollments, Location and career development are

major factors where economic considerations.will be paramount as they:are
t.

expected ta:be for the next decade or more Along with that, cost and non-

residential faCtors as they- pertain to students will have'an impact. And,

finally.going back to the origin. of theSe colleges, flexibiiity:of.forms of

attendance allowing.for part-time enrollment will, be important. However-, this

means that part-time enrollment should be

A lot of economic crunches will mean

ties increasingly are 'beginning to compete

adequately Supported by-public-funds.
'

that four-year colleges and universi-
,

.for the same set OfiStudents over
.

Given that these students often-.which two-year Colleges have had a command.
..:( ?
,...

.
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.

.expect a:four-year college program, they have to be approached in a way that

*wos- them .ihey can benefit from attendante at a two-year college in terms of

-their lofig-ranie goals. Required will be coordination with four-year colleges

for academic programs and transfer programs.

A historical advantage of two-year collegesis open admissions and ease

of access. That may turn to be a competitive disadvantage.to a mild extent

inasmuch as prestige may be an important factor, in the survival of institutions

in a period of declining enrollment. Pi-obably the biggest deficit is the general

prestige aE 14.01§r education.. The American public hasnot become more conserva-
.

tive about education but has become more negative about it. Such attitudes will

impact directly on funds and resources; for example, since Fropositfom23 was-
-

?-passed.in California, enrollment in two-year colleges has declinedsby 1O and

thati% a very'.;hort time ago.

:T1
I think there-are a number of strategiesIto.avertame'these problems:' One

.

is' .rticulation. A major problem is that students eXpeet2to get a four -year

degree, but:doWt,:A major aspect of that problem .is that they were not correctly

counseled ilfthe first place. Maybe they would have been better off in a career

program. The data shows that thei.e's no clear counseling that corresponds to what

the student expects to obtain from a college educa4. In particular, many stu-

dents, especially minority. students, do not know that the are not enrolled in a:

transfer program When they are-not, or they do not know that they are not being

prepared ip:high,school for a college curriculum. The things can be helped by

careful articulation and development of careful rela ionships between all sorts

of institutions. Along with that, some lobbying at federal and state levelsto

correct certain Onsiderations might be important. For example, the HigheT Edu
ti

cation Act contains an unfunded title called, "Title 10 for Two-Yea\Institutions."

The association representing two-year institutions chose to fight ver smallei
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,

sums distributed in 4th r Titles for Oa colleges than ta,:.demand or insist

on the reauthorization or the funding of Title 10 which would have 'serve

two-year institutions..

I think two-year colleges will look very much in 1990 as the

stereotype looks now, eiceptthat-they:prObably:will have much. more carefully

developed articulation programs with other institutions and better student

services and counseling .io'.AssurelnahstUdeAts;know what they are getting.

i.

I

. 1are-..

4#7
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Dr. James

SPECIAL STUDENT POPULATIONS:

Community Colleges and.th inority Students:
FastProgress and Future Directions'

Tschechtelin, Director of Planning and Research,
Maryland Staie Board for.Community Colleges

By way, of quick background, let's go bacle,to 1
r.

of. -race, students, and citizens of the United State's.

a turbulent yean.in terms

We had some urban disorders
. ,

.

in 1968, leading to the formation of The National Advisory Comtission on Civil

DisOrders. The. Commissidn ended up with a thicg-book that surprised dome of the
"*'

people in the 4tabrishment by saying that much of the a6sorder was rooted in

racism 'a persistent pattdin of problets in housing, education-and job's that

seems to repeat itself, causing a completely depressing situation. InMaryland,

that kind Of cdncern todk the form of some pressure from 1lEW, and in -1974, the

Maryland Plan for Co6p14'iing the Deftratdon of Publi Post-Secondary Education

institutions was published& Actual figures inat b ok.were from f§72, and
f -

they talked at that tine; only about full-time students. The total nutimer_pf,

full-time-Students- in Maryland community colleges in 1972 waa.23,301,,andthe. -

number of blacks WhO were full-7time.' studenta"was 2,660,dr-about.1M The goar.:-

. .

in 1971. -that we would have 32,000 full - time students -by 1980 and that:5-:,562-
4, 4

would be blaik, about 17%. We didn't quite have the growth in full-timeenroll-

ment that was project4ch We had 28,106 last falfladd 6,483'were black studeits.:

for a-percentage Aa about 23%. 'On a percentage basis, the numbers look goodfor

_

community colleges 'andfhey look good for -four -year institutions, if you don't

take into consideration where the students attend.

the report "Black and.White Students in Maryland

-
all;_as far as the differences in4thedemographic .ehata-Cteriti

white students are very different. Blacks attend moon a fu

The-following data

mmdnity-Colleg

['his may have something to with the 4Tay financial aid is'awarded, because

more financial, aid-4s-available to

;tudents are

is from

rirs.

black'and 411

1-time 'basis.

full-time students. ` Black students'and white

vop

in transfer prOgrams in about equal percentages. -Among those in
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.oc rogr

to carr4 more credieb

ed to be -is ;b4siness I Blacks tend.
t

find that.after 3-1/2 years, fewer credits are

Compieted--27 credits on he., average completed withina3r1/2 yeaOifor bla
. -

versus 33 credits for tes.

'NextmeYldolsed at our student follow-up studies. We.follcked up students

3-1/2 'year§ after entry. We found that black students have 'a higher interest

in aChieving a degree or certificate than whites., with 64% of blacks saying that

their goal was an AA degree versus 587.,for whites. Whites are more interested

in courses of interest, the personal' enrichment type ofi oat. .Aa far 0 their

_
personal goal for attending, We found'Some considerab differences; with black

students being more occupationally oriented and white siidents being somewhat
1

more interested in transfer as a reason for.being at the'co lege. :Me- studied
. ,

goal achievement, employment goal achievement,..and tr sferioal achieve-
),

ment., For example, .among those stUdents.who said_thei :.!.- . get' a. job upon
,

. .

% 4'7 i,.e
-4..

completinqed their. work at -a community:ColDtge; how as . -,,.._. a> fact:qpIoyed''
..-,

v'r
. ...-

'full-time Among whites who said ey came to theca e to get an AA degree,
,

, 4....

37% haddOne that by the time...they ad,Jeft. the college-.4mongblaCkS, it war
F.

, . ,

23%, a .considerably lower amount.;fn.terMs-of employment.ac4eVement, "there was 7..
. ?..

.

.

, *

no significant difference by race. (Among' blacks Who wanted to tranler, 53% .va

eventually did, transfer versus 71% for whites,,;. The good news is; that since the

report was written, we do have some evidence that among gradUates there axe no

significant differences by race on transfer goal achievement. That has important
.

implications that ifs the support services and /the fiAancial aid can be strohg_

---

enough to help people per ist to a degree, then we don't find facial differences-
,

in transfer goal achievement.

The primary difference between races .as -far a reasons for. leaving /
college is a lack of\sufficient financial aid; six percent .of blacks said that

184
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.. ... , . ... .r.

lack -'af: aid 'Was their reason for -lei ,ihg and only :1% of whites. Looking into the 4 a
- . .

.. ,

future in terms of cosiMunity coPleg A(I 'don't see a very plus decade in- .terms of
C.

assistance minority studebts: 4mesome-ptuses and some Minusesand
0

._,

plus is the lai tuition cost. ?Another is ient college location, so that

i '''
.

so,that

can be emploOd or bp at hope nd till attend. The fact that we're going ..

e
. .

Also, a lot of these adidt education
.4 . ,

*le

4..

into moreadult educationVauld be a.

. 7-
,courses seem to be job related. That ba plus: I.doet'know What to

-7. ,

think,aboutiemedial education, .I.wa another conimunity':collegewheresome
7 .t
faculty members werekking-ibout their tremendous frustration with students

L

who couldn't read,ci' write, or couldn'tead or write to the' extent that faculty

4Toug t theyt

L
n t debatingit.

. .
ld be'able.- Thlr:fruetratian was.very real, and people were

the'things that wasn't'mentioned In the roo:had to del
.-- .,

k .

with Face. Race was e er mentionedl-but it seemed. to that it was one of.. . . .
7 : _.--:

. , .
a '' ...\\ , '

the Issues- Students were-coming to the college fess prepared ehanstudeas
--A

they4fOrneily taught,94,:this 'grodp of faculty just didn't know exactlY'how to
. -.--

.

.

deal with it. Raw will we (prepare 'ourselves with this diffekentil fertility
7

....

)

rate that we 've heard a,lot out? If the mixture of studentschanges In the
? , 1

1980s and theze.are more
%

black students, moreminoritystudents, that may
,

. _ -.
. , -

:thane the mixture of sour colleges,in relation to -how much remedial educati5n
.,-. .

.

,a. .

ind.hoWell,the college is- ,prepared to do that. `.

t
You've 4ten reading in the newspapers about access in higher education.

chat' is the University) of MarYland. going' to-do in 740;enini up entrance

. .

7eqpirements? What will the state colleges.do? Righ now, state colleges are

or all intentsand purposes, open dooi.- th- .Will remain Lopen door, and if they
r ,.

o.noe what; effect will that,hae On community colleges' That/s a critical 444
t

2,

uestion, and it's not clear how that.,,is going to end up. As-,far as affirmative

ction is concerned, I have to put a minus by that. I think there's an e b and
,
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flaw in the culture where certain things become fads at one time

I think affirmative action Seen reduced mostly to record eping.

Bureaucrats' love to keep records, and that's mostly what'S happening now.

It has been written, "What-happens ito a dream deferred? Does it dry up

like a raisin-in the sun or does it explode?" In the late 1960s we had some

explosions. I hope that,in the 1980s we don't.have dreams drying up. Let's

help community colleges to insure that.those:4eams don,'.t dry up. '



SPECIAL STUDENT POPULATIONS:_

The4International Student: Enrollmelkt Trends-
and'Educational Needs

Vaierie'llioolston, Director of International Education Services,.
University of Maryland, College Paik

I'm really going to be talking about foreign international students, not

,^or.::

- immigrants and refugees.

When .I started to do some enrollment research to prepare my reMarks I
<!P

lOiliked into the only statistical source of data on foreign dents An the United
or

States only to ,discover that the. Rockville Campus of Montgomery! Collegejias the
f-

second largest foreign student enrollaitt among communiiy'caleges in the United

States. Atleast it did in 1977.' Sin46.-`most of the - projections which are ie

with regard to foreign student enrollment are simply crystal-balling, I really

felt that you -ere at Montgomery College probably know much more about the whole

question of foreign student,enrollmentthan I do; however, since I've been asked
. ,

to discuss this subject, I will be glad to lead off and hope you will carefully

question any4,conclusions I may draw and add to anyinformation that I might lack.

When asked to.lbok,at the future, I did the same 'thing that, any of us would

d 'zmid that was to look at comparative figures for the past. I'discovered that'-

in 1967 there-were very very few foreign students attending cCamnnity colleges' G

. ... .
.

"in the United

.

States. By 1976-77 there were 410000 foreign students enrolled in

coiomunity co114es'and by 1078 there were 37,000, representing 15% of-all the

foreign.students.in.theeUftited States. In that'year"ofitgomeri'College was

ranked 33rd'amOng,all U. S. institutions with 1,006ormOre foreign sin
,

not just 'community colleges but all institutions in the United State's. I haven't

seen any more recent statistics. I'm sure the enrollmnt -of foreign student's in

jOntoriand community colleges has ,contigned to grow as-bas the general popnlatidn
t

of foreign itnaelita in the Vinited,4tateio: .In1977,1 theqrwere.-2.4(1,000 fOre"
. - .- - .: ), .---1... , t. -'' F--.t. ,.?''' 7: .. ..-- -. , ^ ,.

,

-- 187-=-.7 ... ... ..--j
,

;,-

',
-

.
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Enrolibent,Trenas
-v

students4n the United,States-and in 1978 there were 235,000. The latest '41:4

11.81116e: 'or this year that'I've heard, and that meanS'it may be a .rumor, is that, :

there; are now 285,000 foreign students in the United States.

t
What does all this mean? Will foreign student enrollment continue to,grow

in the United States and in junior and community colleges? elieve it'will.

First of all, we have glooiy pre4ctions of declining enrollments among'..Odr own.

U. S.;:college populations. Foreign students could, therefore,--provide full-time

bodigifor our lagging FTE in some institutions and 'in the opinion of soae,
-,,

, - -

edud-ifion is one of the United States` ltrabWexport.products. In fact,

foreign countries; especially government and other sponsors in the developing

e -

countries interested in edncating the modern labor force, see American education

in precisely this 1,797,, Perhaps many of you are aware of ,the Nigerian:,

, -

government's fforts- to. do mid-level manpower training in. the United States.

Over the past two years they havg ;laced more than 6,000 students in C. ft-Y

college vocational programs. The governihent was interested in,short-
,

training programs which couldproduce practitioners, and eke Ir. -S. was chosen,

along with France-and "Germany,.as the country best gable. to' provide. the_ .-

... 6.

e... ... i ..- .

.

necessary program. Naturally, such programs have specific expectatibn of the
. .

students and of onsors. Theie-exectations frequently need to be
;.,...

N.,

elaborated, for what ,the consumer sponsor has in mind may not coincide with
/. - "`-,

. , A
. normal program offeringsor. I .

. N

SecOndly, the f6>; foreign Sudgnts.t study abroad is still a-
! .

lik \ \--
's ,

`growing need in'maiiidevelopingcounAxies. ye hear that manyccOuntries o
k,-.q

- want Ittdenti o come to grad to -study In tht 117,. S. It is understaidable
, . . ,......

\.thattirtheir-gbvinments maymant Ntature, culturally, stable students'to
. .

. ._e'
. ,.

,
stimx oversels so the likelihn64 of the hra.drain_is lessened :1Che'demo-

..
.

.
-c$ Of'elliist'narraw. educationalsysterWbf,ten Mean that very "bitgbt

a-
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very 'talented 'students are Unable to continu -to study at home simply because
e

, there are mot enough places aVailable at_the next level. of.study; tqerefore,i.

individual students-will continue o seek opportunities to -studyrabroad.

Third, the inflation rte in oEher parts of the world that have their

Currencies closely tied to the dollar have an aven less favorable rate of

exchange 4h other parts of the,,I*61.1d than we. do. What that ,means language..

is :4, le Latin Americadii-lame Often studied in Europe .in the past the number4 J

of AMericans seeking...study opportunities in the 1nited States is steadily

-.. ,

increasing. Latin American institutions in-particular are especially interested
- 4

-

. 14,,ciprocal exchange.' In other wards, while it is getting mo and more ,

expensive to study in other parts of the world, it.is getting'coMparativetY
7:

ichealierk4gra,g'i that Mai-be for Us?*peliev4fOr.foteigil studentato study

bet.Zor:this-reasOn, we may also sea-.,.an.inCrease- in. studentaftom deVel4d

countries coming here, for instance; Grma41-,4nd Great:Britiin.

Fourth, countries pyersea are .begituaingto. impose heavy tuition fees

This is especially true in 'Great Britain, wheq,elteition coat' for foreign students

will range fiom $3,500 to fil 600 beginning this fall. This means that many
-...- 0

students from the Commonwealth vLight have formerlstudted in Great Bri ai:o.

will.nawebe looking for ()they gl s to study: All these. are indieatora o
,

continual' growth of the foreign.Y,stUdentpopulaNpmin the United States:.

'Does this apply to.junior-/and-community -c leges? I believe it does, and

proportpn of foreivstddenis in junibr and community colleges
w

will increase.

J.
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